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News Management in the Wake of a UFO Crash 

Summary: 

By Terry Hansen 
Copyright 2007 Terry Hansen 

Publjc skepticism about the reality of UFO crashes stems from a near total absence of news 
coverage abo ut such events. The na·1ve meclia consumer assumes chat news organizations 
present a more or less complete picnire of world events. Consequently, the absence of news 
about UFO crashes suggests co such people that crashes have not, in fact, occurred. 

f-LstoricaUy, however, news organizations have worked very closel) with the federal 
government to censor news judged co have " national security" implications. Trus means that 
UFO crashes almost certainly would not have received much news coverage, especially by 
national-level news organizations. 

In th.is talk, Terry Hansen, author of The 1\l.lissi11g Times: J"\eJ1J 111edia co111plicity 111 the UFO cover-up, 
explains why news organizations cooperate with the government, how news censorsrup is 
achieved in practice, and bow propaganda works to rude important events and reduce public 
curiosity. Hansen will also dj scuss po tential ways to circumvent UFO-related meclia 
deceptions. FinaUy, he wiJJ djscuss the concept of national security and the prospects for 
achieving a more open, accountable federal government. 

Introduction 

No, th.is is not a photo of an actual UFO crash site. (Or, perhaps it is but the site has been 
cleverly moclified to look Like a promotional gimmick for Fry's Electronics!) It does raise a 
key question, however: If a UFO were to crash, wouldn't we read about it in the newspapers 
or see it on TV? And since we don't hear about UFO crashes in the news meclia, shouldn't 
we conclude that such trungs don't ever happen? 



There is a widespread myth, encouraged of course by the media co mpanjes themselves, that 

we in the U.S. have a free press. The myth says that reporters are aggressive in their pursuit 

of all sigruficant events. l f we want to know what is going o n the world , the myth says, all we 
need to do is turn on CNN. The myth also says that the media have an adversarial 

relarionsbjp with the government. 

Unfortunately, merua rea]jty is quite different from the myth. The American merua actually 

behave much more like an extension of the government, just as this lampoon poster by the 

independent news organization, 1ndymerua, suggests. Or perhaps another way to tbjnk about 

it is that the federal government has become a pawn of big corporations. To understand 

how the merua actually work today, we need to rake a closer look at rustory. 
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I've divided my talk today in to the fo llowing major topics: 

1. \Xlhy news organizatio ns cooperate with the federal government. 
2. How news censorship is achieved. 
3. How propaganda works to hide impo rtant events and reduce public curiosity. 
4. Po tential ways to circumvent UFO-related medja deceptions. 
5. A few thoughts about " national security." 
6. Prospects for achieving a more open, acco untable federal government. 

Let's start with a look at why the big merua organizations cooperate with the government. 
To understand thjs, we need to go back into the early years of the 201h century and examine 
how th.is relationship has evolved since that time. 
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Although governments have attempted to conu-ol the news for all of hiscory, the relationship 

between the U.S. news media and the federal government grew much closer in \'{/odd \.'{/ar L 

The American people were at first strongly opposed to entering \Xlorld \Xlar I, a fact that 

alarmed the British government because it was locked in a stalemate with Germany. To 

break out of this stalemate required changing American public opinion. The massive Briti h 

propaganda machine was focused away from Europe and toward the U.S. 

The British first managed to enfat the help of President Wilson, who then appointed 
progressive journalist George Creel to set up a censorship and propaganda apparatus alo ng 

the lines of what the British had already created. This organization was called the Committee 

on Public Information, or CPI. Journalist Creel staffed his organization with people from 

the news media, including many progressive journali sts who had once opposed corruption in 

government and big business. Th.is gave the organization instant credibility. Of course, it was 

also a massive sell-out by professional journalists and marked the beginning of the end of the 

free and independent press. 

The close working relationship between the news media and government grew even closer 

during World \Xlar 11, when journalists !oined the military for "total war." Once again, the 

British government helped teach At:1encans ab~ut the use of the media in war-time 

deceptions. By this time, t~~ operaaon was so b1g_that it could_ not be administered by one 

organization, so it was split into two, one controlling censorship and one for propaganda. 
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Co ntrol of news was handled by the Office of Censorship, while propaganda was created 
and managed by the inno cent-so unding Office of\\ ar Informatio n. Once again, these 
o rganizations were staffed by news media personnel, including top journalists and 
executives. Th.is co nsolidated the wo rking relationship between the news media and the 
fede ral government. America was never to have a co m letelv free ress again. 

Fo llowing \\ o rld \Var Tl , the U.S. o-overnment focused on a new enemy: global communism. 
T o fight the Cold \'\far, a new o rganization was created to manao-e media content: the Central 
lntelLigence Agency (CIA). Although many people think the Cl.A was created to gather 
in fo rmatio n, managing censo rship and propaganda were so me o f its m ost import.ant casks 
from the very scan. Top m edia executives maintained their close relationship with the 
incelLigence community, tho ugh unknown to American citizens. The media began to accept 
the idea that America faced a permanent hostile threat. A revolving door now existed 
between the media corpo ratio ns and the new national-security state. The ClA's Frank 
\X/isner created a massive global propaganda machine with the covert cooperation of leading 
U.S. news organizations. Th.is was sometimes referred to as "\Visner's \X urLitzer," because he 
bragged that he could make the news m edia play any tune he wanted them to play. 

Congress was sold on the idea of the Central Intelligence Agency by claiming it was needed 
to prevent another Pearl Harbor surprise. But recent scholarship suggests that Pead Harbor 
was not a surprise to the U.S. incelLigence community which had been reading Japanese 
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codes and knew the attack was coming. Nothing was done to stop the attack because the 
U.S. government needed to overcome public opposition to entering the war. lf o ne accepts 
this, then the public rationale for creating the CIA was false. There must have been other 
reasons for the Cl.A's creation, and perhaps the UFO crisis was one o f them. \X/as the U.S. 
gO\ ernment fighting another war, one that it djdn't want the American people to know 
about? It is interesting to note that Col. Philip J. Corso clrumed before he died that the U.S. 
government used the Cold \X/ar as a device for hiding its UFO-related activities. l thjnk this 
makes a great deal of sense. 

But let's get back to merua rustory agrun. You may recaJJ that, in the buildup to the U .S. 
invasion of Iraq, the U.S. news media were extremely cooperative. Journalists voluntarily 
jointed mjlitary units so that any independent reporting about the war was essentiaUy 
impossible. In short, the medja are now playing the same role they played in \X/orld \X/ars I 
and II. 

The CIA's covert 
relationship 

with the 
American news 
media became 
a big story in 

the late 1970s. 

fb, NTXJC!S tros! ~ 
le.IS ~\xia l\irel fml 
ii (l).~ ·•11h tte C,e,tral 11'~ 
r..,re, .Ill 'Mr, tte 
Dud, Crnl'Titt!!e Co.en:d n ~ 

· 11 I , . 

The covert ties between the U.S. merua and the intelligence establishment became exposed 
for a brief time in the late 1970s. Articles appeared in the Columbia Journalism Review and 
later in Rolling Stone. EventuaUy, even the New York Times and other big news companies 
admitted they had been covertly working with the Cl.A. 
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Sig -Michelson, the late cljrecto r of CBS TV news, is quoted in rus obituary saying, "I wdn't 
raise an eyebrow about cooperacing with the CIA." 

C.I.A- Sought to Plant News on Cuba ;n '61 

~--- -- --- --·•-... ·--. ---- .. ... - ·•'" ....... ..... -.. ,._._ - ·--, .. ...... . ... _._. , ,, ........ ... ---• --·--· - - • - · ..... . ... A • .. ----·--· - -• ... _.,,.. , . .. ..... ... -- .., ....... _. - -
l ... .. , _. _, • "' - -•• .. ., .. .. •-~ .......... ........ ..__, .. ,,.. ,, .. , .... -........ ... ·-.... ........ .. .. ... _. .. _ .. ........ ...... '" ~---· - ' .. ----~ ,. .... .... ...... ,. . __ --... -·,·-··--... ,-__ ,___ ·--- -.. ~-.... .. ... ..... .. --·•· --·•- -•- ··· u •••~•o0"'1 •.- ..... 

......... .. - ··· ,.._. . ... ··---· .... .. ....... -. .... ____..,, ., 
. .. "'' .. , .... -· _, 0 4 

, ...... - .... -,.. ·--·••-- .... ... -...... .... ... ··-·•-•-••· -...- .. . 

·---·.·•· ~ . . .. .,._ , __ , __ . , .... ... .. _ .. ,,_,-.,. _ .,. .... .,. .... ___ _ 
• - ••• - •H - ...... -..... ..... _ ,. ,, 
- .. ,n, ,...,_, ... , .. ___ -· ......... ... ..._. .... .. ,., _ ____ ~ 

•-- . u _ _ ._,_, . ___ ., ·----
~ .. ------... ...... 
··•--~- .. .. ··~-~---- -----·, .... .... . ··-- ··--- ·-··~ ~ ··-·- · - ... - .. .. . . ..... . .. c,, ..... ... .,. ····--~ ···· ·-- • .... - .. 
... . · .. - ·,. ~ · . ... ... -.. ... .,. .. .. _, ... -- .. .. ,_ .., ,_ . .. ' .. ......... ..... 
:···-·.-:- .::·..:~ 

"" ··- ·· _ _,,_ ·- -- ·--·-··· .. ,_ , ___ ....,. __ __ 

-··--·--•~ ··- · ..... ..... , .. , ____ ·-- ... .. ... 
_ ,. ~ ·-----· .. ,-.. , . ........... , - .. ·· --····-·- ·- · __ , .. _,., 

.. ··--·- · - · _,,_ .. _ ,_ --·---- ·· , _____ ._ _ , ___ 
' . -- ., , _ .... , .. ____ , ... , ..... 
·-· . -.... -··· , . ·- · .. , ... .. _ ... _ ---~-----· ~- ... . -- ✓--. -- • c.. --- . - .... -.• · ···- -·- ·· -........... __ ,.._. .. ........ ...,. _ __,_ .. _ -- --· ·· -·· 
0 o• ...... L•- • ---

, .... ._ ,. ... ... ·-· 
-" - ~ • - • • · L C, .. ... -..... .... 

............. _ ,. ... . -'·----- -·~· .... . 

-~-~--~ -
, __ ... _ , ___ _ 
.:·: :..- -:.-:;- ·- ... - S,!~ ... .. .... -...... ~-· · .. .. 
_, .. _•_,,__ Ho·♦ • .•• • , 

•• -·- • --♦-• • ·- ... , .. 

:~~~,:;.:·.· ~-~~ 

Further details co ntinue to leak our. In March o f 2001, the New York Times reported that 
the CIA had a covert relacionship with the UP] and A P wire services to place propaganda 
stories directly on the internacional news wires. I'll come back to the wire services later in 
co nneccio n with UFO events. 

·- --•--·-·--- --- - ----.· ··· ···- · 

-

----~--- ·-·-
__... .... .· --·- .. -- ··-· -------.. __ .. ____ _ 
- ·-·--•···--·- ·---
... --··- --· - ·- . --·- .. .... .__ ... -
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Although some people claim the media-government relationship ended in the 1 970s, there 
are many reasons to doubt this. One is the media's behavior prior to, and during the U.S. 
conquest of Iraq. Another is evidence that many top media executives spent their careers 
working in U.S. government propaganda operation. For example, Robert Coonrod, past 
president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, was a career propagandist before 
coming tO CPB. 

Calm '-' ~ 0 _,::;:--=- C 

• __ ._ •-- 4bol,11 

i?il~;~-~ 
·- · ..... ·-----·- ·-- ·· . .. 

Likewise, Kevin Klose, president and CEO o f N ational Public Radio, also worked in U.S. 
government propaganda operations before taking the reins at NPR. D o leopards change 
their spots? 

Big media work for the 
government bt,.Jt the government 

also helps oig media grow: 

Big media companies help the U.S. government manage public opinion and the government 
likewise helps big media companies grow larger and more capable of controlling the news. 
The propaganda machine thus grows ever stronger. 
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\Y/ e've seen how the big media companies jo ined forces with big government. Now let's take 
a closer look at how news censo rship actuaUy works. 

1t is important to remember that fooling people using the media is a two-seep process, of 
whjcl, censorship is just the first scage. Once people have been kept from learning what is 
actually happening, they can then be misdirected using propaganda. 

Common Methods of News 
Censorship: 

i, Censorship at source (military censorship) 
;.. Discreet contacts with publishers and media owners 
► Recruitment of Influential journalists 
► Monitoring & interception of important news reports 
► Lifetime secrecy agreements 
;.. Surveillance of organizations and individuals 
► Theft and confiscation of evidence 
► Character assassination 
► Threats (against Individuals and organizations) 
► Harassment 
1- Incarceration of dangerous or uncooperative individuals 
► Physical assassination 
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If you study the history of censorship, you find out that there are many ways of controlling 
information. Here is a list of some of the more common censorship technjgues. ln m y book, 
1 give examples of these techniques applied to managing news about UFOs. 

► Censorshjp at source (mjlitary censorshjp) 
► Discreet contacts with publishers and media owners 
► Recruitment of influential journaLisrs 
► Moruroring & interception of important news reports 
► Lifetime secrecy agreements 
► Sun eillance of orgaruzations and individuals 
► Theft and confiscation of evidence 
► Character assassination 
► Threats (against indjvidua.ls and orgaruzations) 
► Harassment 
► Incarceration of dangerous or uncooperative indjviduals 
► Physical assassination 

• < -:, • .-·.:. 1; 

U.S. Censorship in VVorld \/\(a~ 1!'_ ,· ·:-.. 
1835; Naval lntalllgence gl,ron task of cenaorlng lntemaUonal cable,' ·. . 
radio and ovarseas telephone clrcutts; n,lntary lntelllgenco assigned· · 
cen10Bhlp of oveBaas mall and telegraph llnN · 

Dec. 11140: Navy Secretary Frank Knox asks media to hold all ' 
unauthorized Navy neW8 

Dec. 7, 1841: NeWB from Peart Harbor censored to minimize shock 
to the pubUC 

Dec. 1941: Byron Prtce. executive edNor of Associate Pren. ewom 
In as Director of Censorahlp (mall, cable, wlreless, radl-lephone, 
etc.) 

J •_.,. · ;,_'-_ •• 

(Price hires other leadln; media crxecutlve9 to manage the massive •·,; .. 
enterprise, Including John H. Sorrelo, executive editor at Scrlppo .. : ·· -rd news agency, owner at UnNed P~so lntemallonal} ',• ,· • ·~-:-.,, 

,4'. -· 

Censorsrup planrung for World \Xfar JI actually began in 1935, some six years before Pearl 
Harbor. Nore char Naval Intelligence was given a big role. Not incidentally, it has long been 
rumored chat Naval Intelligence has played a big role in the UFO cover-up. Navy Secretary 
Frank Knox asked the American merua to begin censoring all N avy news in December of 
1940. Did he know somethjng was corrung? After the Pearl Harbor attack, news reports 
were censored to mirurruze the shock to the American public. \Xlitrun two days, Byron Price, 
executive editor of the Associated Press wire service, was sworn in as Director of 
Censorship. He lacer hired John Sorrels, executive editor of Scripps Howard and owner of 
the Associated Press wire service. Note the great importance placed on controlling the wire 
services. This helps us understand why so few major UFO stories ever make jt onto the 
news wires. I'll give some examples of trus shortly. 
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l think it is ve1y likely that a great dea.l o f UFO activity was taking place during \Xlorld \X ar II 
but has been hidden from the public via military censorship. If any U FO crashes took place 
during that period, we can be certain the public would no t have been told. Here is a clip 
from Newsweek magazine for C hristmas week, 1944. 1 t says that repo rts by pilo ts of silver
co lo red spheres were being " heav ily censored" by Suprem e Allied Headquarters . (The photo 
was no t published in Newsweek and comes fro m another source.) 

Whatever was happening with UFOs during the war, the post-war environment was nor 
much more open. An array of oppressive new laws made certain much scientific and 
technical information was kept from public view. And, of course, the newly created CIA did 
no t \vaste time getting invo lved in the UFO situation via the Robertson Panel. 
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Not long after the Robertson Panel made its recommendations co debunk UFOs, lower 
ranking intelligence officers knew the plan was co eljminace UFO stories from the news 
media. Corel Lorenzen reported in one of her books chat she had been cold on June 12, 1953 
that the U.S. government was going to try to kee UFO re o res out o f the newspapers. 

It was easy to understand why the government was so concerned about censoring UFO 
reports. It had become a major public-relations problem due to the high volume o f repo rts 
from rurline pilots - 5 to 10 UFO re Orts a ru ht durin 19 54! 

Effectively 
eliminated further 
newspaper 
reporting of pilot 
sightings by 
making such 
reports classified 
infonnation. 

c:z.-:.::~iit~ L::r:::n:~:s re: c~:m :: 
TTi:.!. ::7t~::-"~ !':!il':.:S ft '.~ 

iE.:::: l::: ':'a·::ll! SCJi:~: 

r:: r:.:: .J.:ii !J ! iUf 
.:::i u:::.r..:.::-!::S..:.J.:H ::-.:t tr-in.! 

.. '.! , ...... '·'. i.C 
~li:U 

The government made UFO reports a security matter using JANAP-146. 
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.• • _,,_ , _ _ ,J_ ,. __ -
.. ~,.-- ... t . ... .... _ ,, .. .. __ 

.... - '-- • • ,. - ,....._ - V ... • .. , -.. __ ., -~- ,.-.,, ......_ ... ... _ 
~ .., ... ._ _ .. .,. ___ .. , .. 

.. , ,_._.. __ ,_ .. __ --· -
,._ ..,. ....... . - ... .. _,. __ .. ,._ ..... , . - ~----•·- ~ , ......... _ _._ 

·-····- . -~ ·- . ...a..., .,.,. _ -, .... -. -•-• ... _.._ __ ._ __ ,.., . ·----

UFOs were added to a list of phenomena pilots were required to report to intelligence. Once 
this was do ne, they were forb idden to talk co the media about it under the Espionage Laws. 

: .. --~~~~~"!t-t~···tt!,'.'. ·'· ·-. ~" >_.~ .. 

.1f~Airline·p1lots ~: ·t · · • 'i: , 
-'f"':.i>rotested Air Force • 
~•censorship irf1958 ""'.' 
.J·. btilwithJittle effect 
·--~ ',~ !~:: __ .•: ... 'JI: ... :-...~ • : ·..... • 

Pilots n·dic!l.~ AF =er on S(l1lt::::·s 

~/- i~:d~;, ~iru;e · ' ... 
:' . companies strongly . 
·, , discourage their pilots 

. from discussing UFO 
· sightings with the · . 

:_ c- :=c-:-:._ . . . 

~{~----. . . news media. Hence, · 
·' ',, pilot.reports are now 
~/:iire,;eve·nJho1.1gt,> - . 

~:\th~tc;91J~~~~: ·:_; Jt::·· <_' ~:J, • _·..,:; ;·. -:"('_~_._: --~. ~.§, . ,::r_··• .,.,,,,_ . ;-w,•,l,,,. 

~- .:-~ ' . ~--.. ~ . . ,. . ... ~~::~tf:;~;:;:: ~~~·:·: ~- ?f• . 
' . 

Pilots protested Air Force censorship but ultimately lost the battle for their civil liberties. 
UFO censorship prevailed and remains in lace. 

Wire Service Censorship: 

► Roswell case: "Do not transmit!" 

► Denver AP Bureau "test'' by reporter 
R. Roger Harkins during University of 
Colorado "study'' 

► Many examples of vanishing UFO 
news reports from the U.S., Mexico, 
France, Brazil, and elsewhere 

► Contrary example: ''Internet effect'' 
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Here are some examples of UFO-related wire-service censorship. Many of you are probably 

aware of a claim by Lydia Slepp) that she was ordered to cease filing a story about the 
Roswell crash. This is completely credible based on what 1 have explained about the wire 

services' historical censorshjp role. During the University of Colorado UFO study, a local 

reporter, R. Roger Harkins came to suspect ClA involvement in stage managing the 

investigation. After being requested to file a story about the study by the local AP bureau, he 

wrote one purposely linking the CJA to UFOs. J\s he expected, the story never made it o nto 

the wires. And, of course, there are countless examples of major UFO stories that somehow 

varushed before making any news outside the region where they were first reported. A 

contrary example is how some UFO scories escape over the Internet while remairung 

invisible in the corporate media. 

Oby, we've covered censorship so let's look at the other half of the media deception coin: 

propaganda. Thjs is a lot like the Wizard of Oz. The main task is to create a cotaLly fictional 

picture of what is takin lace. 

14 

Common Methods of Propaganda: 

,. Cover stories 
,. Damage or ·spin" control 
► Bogus investigations, documents, and reports 
,. Recruitment of influential people as spokespersons 
;.. Use of group leaders to influence lower-ranking 

members 
; Front organizations 
,. Targeting of selected influential groups 
,, Psychological manipulation 
;, Rumors and misleading information (disinformation) 
,, Use of deep-cover agents to spread propaganda · 
,, Films and lV programs produced under contract 
,. Books and articles written under contract 



Just as Dorothy's little dog T oco pul.led aside the curtain co reveal how the \"Vizard of Oz 
created his i!Jusions, we can pull back the curtain of history co see how propaganda creates 
modern media iUusions. This is the bag of tricks that are typicaUy used: 

r Cover scories 
r Damage or "spin" control 
, Bogus investigations, documents, and reports 
r Recruitment of influential people as spokespersons 
r Use of group leaders to influence lower-ranking members 
r Front organizations 
, Targeting of selected influential groups 
r Psychological manipulation 
r Rumors and misleading information (disinformation) 
► Use of deep-cover agents co spread propaganda 
► Films and TV programs produced under contract 
► Books and articles written under contract 

I've alreadv mentioned the CIA's Robertson Panel and hO\v it ordered UFOs to be 
✓ 

debunked using a vari ety of propaganda methods. It is completely predictable that the CIA 
would be involved with UFOs because it had all the best tools for deceiving the public about 
what was actually taking place. 

15 



N ot many people know who Roben son was. He wasn't some low-level public-relations 
lackey. In fact, he was one of the nation 's top theoretical physicists and a high-level scientific 
intelligence officer during \X orld War 11 . This gives some indication of how impo rtant the 
UFO problem really was. 

During \X/orld War 11, Robertson had become close friends with Dr. R.V. Jones, o ne of 
Britain's leading scientific intelligence officers and an expert in the uses of deception. There 
is evidence that Dr. Jones played a behind-the-scenes role in both the Robertson Panel and 
the Condon Commission, two investigations whose conclusions appeared to have been p re

ordained. 

16 
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\ Xie can say fo r certain that the Robenson Panel's reco mmendations were carried out 
because o f this very interesting le tter discovered by ·Michael Swo rds in the Smithso nian 
archives. In thi s hand-written letter, Ro bertso n Panel member Dr. Thornton Page relates 
how he helped organized the Cl3S te levision show about UFOs around the Ro bertso n 
Panel's conclusions. N ow you should be able to see som e o f the puzzle pieces coming 
togethe r into a co herent picture. The official (but false) story abo ut UFOs, as presented via 
the always cooperative American news media , was being crafted by the CIA and other 
government agencies to foo l people. 

Evidence for New York Times I Robertson 
Panel cooperation: 

► 1) CIA wanted to suppress UFO news coverage 
> 2) Sue pressing UFO-related news would require cooperation 

of maJor news services (UPI, AP, NYT, etc.) 
► 3) NYT publisher Arthur Sulzberger's policy was "to help the 

CIA whenever possible· 
► 4) NYTcontent analysis shows increasing anti-UFO reporting 

bias (Berry College study) 
► 5) Chronic Institutional amnesia (apparent inability of editors 

and reporters to recall basic histoncal facts, even from the 
NYTilself) 

► 6) Both CBS and NYTsupported Hynek's bogus swamp-gas 
explanation (Michigan) while regional press scoffed 

► 7) Unwillingness to check UFO-related facts 
► 8) Unwillingness to correct UFO-related reporting errors 
► 9) Willingness to report false CIA claims about UFOs 
► 10) Documented history of cooperation with CIA for "national 

security" reasons -

\Xfas CBS the only player in this covert game? I don't think so. Although we don't have the 
kind of smoking gun evidence that Thornton Page left behind, there are many circumstantial 
reasons to suspect that the New York Times had also playing a propaganda role regarding 
UFOs: 

;, 1) CIA wanted to suppress UFO news coverage 
► 2) Suppressing UFO-related news would require cooperation of major news sen,;ces 

(UPI, AP, l\T"YT, etc.) 
► 3) f\..T)'T publisher Arthur Sulzberger's policy was " to help the CIA whenever 

possible" 
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► 4) NYT content analysis shows increasing anti-UFO reporting bias (Berry Col.lege 
study) 

► 5) Chronic institutional amnesia (apparent inability of editors and reporters to recal.l 
basic historical facts, even from the J\T}T itself) 

► 6) Both CBS and NYT supported Hynek's bogus swamp-gas explanation (Nlichigan) 
while regional press scoffed 

, 7) Unwillingness tO check UFO-related facts 
► 8) Unwillingness to correct UFO-related reporting errors 
► 9) Willingness tO report false ClA claims about UFOs 
► 10) Documented history of cooperation with ClA for "national security" reasons 
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Here's an interesting 1954 clip from the front page of the NYT in which President 
Eisenhower says he's been assured by the Air Force that we're not being invaded by flying 
saucers from outer space. (\X'ording suggests plausible deniability?) 

Many of you are familiar wi~ the variou~ disinformation attempts by the U.S. government 
to hide whatever took place m New Mex.1co. 
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ln a previous talk, Ryan \\food presented some news cLips co ntaining what certainly 
appeared to be djsinformation designed to confuse investigators about other possible UFO 
crashes. Specifically, names and other key details had been changed. Thjs is probably more 
co mmonly used than many people trunk. 

I'd Like to talk about another interesting method used to limit public curiosity about UFOs. 
In the 1960s and 1970s, about the only national newspaper to cover UFO news was the 
National E nquirer. Here's a story about UFO activity over :Minuteman missile silos and 
other miLitary installations. Now, an educated person seeing thjs story might just laugh and 
go on with hjs business, thinkjng it was just made up to entertain the Enqwrer's hw-brow 
readersrup. But, in reality, these events ilid take place and were completely ignored by the 
mainstream meilia at the time. I thjnk the Enqwrer has been used as a psychological warfare 
tool to hide the full scope of UFO activity. 
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To see why, let's review the history of the National Enqui rer and its publisher, G ene Pope 
Jr. 

20 

► WWII: The influential ltalian-language newspaper // Prog,nso co mes to the attention 
of U.S. Intelligence fo r its support of Mussol ini. (Publisher Gene Pope r. is an 
influential East-coast power broker.) 

, WWII: Office of Strategic Services (OSS) agents in fi ltrate editorial staff o f fl Progresso 
to monitor its policies. 

, 1946: Publisher's son, G ene Pope Jr., graduates fro m MIT at age 19 in engineering. 
► 1950: Death of Pope Sr. sparks family struggle for control of II Progresso. 
► 1951: Ousted Gene Pope Jr. jo ins "Clt\'s psychological warfare uni t." 

Chronology of the National E11quirer: ·,::::?~? 
(continued) · ., '·· · , 

► 1952: Gene Pope, now 25, leaves CIA and purchases New 
Yol1C /nqu/r&r(laler renamed Nattonal Enqufret') from Hearst 
empire for $75,000 using an "inlaresl-frea loan· for $20,000 
as down e3yment. Source of funding is unknown but has • 
been altnbuted to mobster Frank Costello. (Popa denied this.) 
Costello worked for lhe OSS during WWII. Total funds needed 
lo make newspaper profrtabla equal $250,000 ($1 .6 million in 
2003 dollars). 

► One of the Enqu/rets first employees is BIii Bales, a former 
OSSofficer. 

► 195Os: CIA spending lavishly on ils expanding covert network , 
of "media assets.· .. 

,.. 1953: CIA's Robertson Panel calls for mass media Prtl!!ram of 
training and debunking to disc;redil UFO reports. . . 

► 1952: Gene Pope, now 25, leaves CIA and purchases Ne1v York lnq11irer (later 
renamed National Enquirer) from Hearst empire for $75,000 using an "interest-free 
loan" for $20,000 as down payment. Source of funding is unknown but has been 
attributed co mobster Frank Costello. (Pope denied this.) Costello worked for the 
OSS during \X/\X'Il. Total funds needed to make newspaper profitable equal $250,000 
($1.6 million in 2003 dollars) . 

► One of the Enquire,1s first employees is Bill Bates, a former OSS officer. 
► 1950s: CIA spending lavishly on its expanding covert network of "media assets." 
► 1953: CIA's Robertson Panel calls for mass media program of training and 

debunking to discredit UFO reports. 
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, 1960s -1970s: 1\ atio11al E 11qlfi1cir escab Li shes a reputatio n for sensational UFO-related 
new coverage. i\1[akes UFOs a laughingstock (altho ugh coverage is often factual) and 
secs the pattern fo r o ther tablo id coverage co come. 

r 1970s: i\1lelvin Laird, N ixon's Secretary o f D efense, helps Po pe gee E11qlfirer into 
\'{ inn-Dixie grocery score chajn_ Pope co mments co Forht>s reporter: " It's politics; one 
hand washes the other." 

► 1988: Gene Po pe, now o ne of America's wealthiest men, ilies. Former Defense 
Secreca1y La.ird gives e ulom at Pope's funeral. 

Evidence of CIA/ wire service collusion 
during a "national security" crisis: 
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I al.ready talked about the role of the wire services in censoring news. But I want to stress 
that they also play an important role in djstribucing propaganda. 
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Robertson Panel 

Let's step back now and look at the big picture. AJJ the news o rganizatio ns in th.is chart have 
documented ties to the intelligence co mmunity. The ones in yeUow, 1 have argued, have 
played a clear role in deceptively shaping public opinion abo ut UFOs. 1 could probably make 
a similar argument for the others. 

Here's another, more high-tech way of deceiving people. This shows the Commando Solo 
psychological warfare aircraft. It reportedJy has the ability to override local broadcasts and 
insert false broadcasts on top, with no one being the wiser. You can probably imagine how 
useful something like this might be following a UFO crash in which some details were 
leaking out over local broadcast stations! 
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J-fowto Hiqe a UFO Crash: ... . . 
1. Detect the UFO crash first via global 

intelligence resources (radar networks, 
Echelon, satellite surveillance, etc). 

2 . Impose media censorship via standard 
methods previously described. 

3. Create "pseudo-environment" using 
. :>standard propaganda resources. 

·: :-4~:S;Mop~up any lo_ose ends and continue to · 
t': -\~r,ei force•o 1c:·a1-denjalf-~rJ~ decep~o~s:. 

.. I .• ~.. t...;at~_;Y ... ~~~:-. .r--
.. ~-~~ 

Let's consider what we have learned and how it could be used to manage news abo ut a U FO 
crash. You co uld break the process down into four majo r steps : 

"I. D etect the UFO crash first via g lo bal intelLigence resources (radar networks, 
Echelon, satelLite surveiLlance, etc). 

2. Impose mecLi a censorship via standard methods pre\·iously described. 
3. Create " pseudo -environment" using standard p ropaganda resources. 
4. Mop up any loose ends and continue to reinforce official denials and deceptions. 

] think you can now unders tand why such events could easily be hidden from the pubLic. 

The world is still a big place and, if UFOs crashed at random, they most likely would land in 
a remo te area. Before news of such an event reached a mass audience, there would likely be 
ample time to intercept it. 
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Of course, it may be that UFOs don't crash at ra ndom. They may crash (or be shot clown) 
close to where they congregate . .In thj s case, it is slightly more chall enging bu t sti!J 
manageable. The Likelihood that local news media hear about the event is robably g reater. 

Even so, we know from history that extraorilinary events that should have attracted 
attention are surprisingly easy to hide from the meclia and public. When the first atomic 
bomb was set off at the Trinity Site in New Mexico, it was pawned off on the press as an 
ammunition dump explosion that caused no loss of life - a completely effective cover story! 
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Some people are skeptical that such an impo rtant topic could be kept under wraps by a small 
group. They sho uld know that thi s has been done before! The London Controlling Section 
co nsisted of a small group of very powerful aristocrats and military officials who pulled the 
wool over German intell.igence during World \Var ]l. So the methods of deception have 
been tried and tes ted, and no do ubt further perfected over the decades. 

ls there any way to see through such well-planned and financed deceptions? It is not easy 
but what we have learned provides some tips and general observations. 
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First, always remember that anyone, no matter how streetwise and clever, can be fooled, 
given enough effort. N ever let your ego cloud your vision. Balance skepticism and cynicism 
with an open mind. 

Another lesson is that regional media are less compromised than national media. They are 
more likely to provide clues about any possible UFO crashes. 
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Third, a UFO event reported by a seemjngly questionable source may have some basis in 
fact. 

lt takes courage and strength co question the merua-created pseudo-em·ironment. Don't let 
your insti nctual desire for intelJeccuaJ conformity be used against you. 

The Internet is useful but government and corporations are learning how co use it to censor 
and spin information. Be cautious. 
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Fol1ow the international media. They report many important stories that the U.S. m eclia 
seldom tel1 us about. 1 know this because I live 1 Canada. 1 n some respects, the Canadian 
media are less concrol1ed than the U.S. media. 

Finally, I sincerely think that UFO researchers need co work with other anti-secrecy 
organizations. UFO secrecy is just one part of a much larger problem in o ur society. We 
have potential allies in this fight and should seek them out and forge alliances. 

I would like to say a few things about this slippery notion of " N ational Security" that has 
come to dominate our lives and society, particularly under the Bush regime. 
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Over the years, many American have come to accept the idea, expressed here by President 
John F. Kennedy, that national security is always more important than our First Amendment 
rights. Americans need co be more ske tical of this notion. 

'•,.ii&hcil;t;:,ff~s~:~trbh~, ·security'? . -- ·-:·)~,~~-~-r,~~,t~--.. --:•f:t _ :;;;-~~~--~ ~t · :-.~· · 
·;):- Tran~n·ational corpora~ons -
: . '-► 6ii c·o_mpanies~ . ·: : .: 
'. ► Wall Streefnrm.s and banking·industries 
► The ITlilitary-industrial complex 
► The extremely wealthy . 
►. Organized criminal groups 
► T'1e.Jntelligence community . 

-• ;.►- F.oreig_ri counfri~~ (E3_r;itain, Israel); · :·:>· 
:z·.:~:-: . .._ .- • • '.• -.. ""; ;~;~~-~7r_~_ .. ·M''·;,;,· -~,,- • :. -~-~ . 
. . _..,..·.>\tt:•~ ~- .. ·.J.°{!:'<-' ~·- ~ .:<"~~. ·•. •, ., ..... • .. 
• :;: _ ..... ' .. fj,M'ef.-..."';,,.j.~~-~:, r.';~·.t;:,~t-_-.,,_)'· . .:. ... j '' ~-~-·,. .. .,4_ . . . '. . ~oe>f':•-'-'. ..... ,.; ,'I' - .•. r_. .... . . .· , -· . 

The reason is that we don't always know who defines national security. Those making this 
decision don't always have the welfare of the American ublic in mind. 
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As author Tim Weiner explained in his recent book about the CIA, Le,g{IQ' q/Ashes, faith in 
the wisdom of the national security esrabl.ishment has proven djsastrous fo r America. 
Historically, those with the power to define "national security" have often done so co 
advance narrow commercial interests, not the wider interests of the publ.ic. 

We are now being cold that we must give up our 1.iberties fo r protection against terro rises. 
Bue which threat is more serious: 

► "Terrorists" who kjll , perhaps , a few Americans each year? 
► U.S. government secrecy which has facilitated the loss of crilJjons o f do llars, 

undermjned our economy and democracy, and prevented us from knowing o ur true 
h.iscory? 

UFO Threats to 'National Security': -

;.. Physical 

1) Invasion (Marshall Chadwell memo; Edward Rupelt's book, 
Eisenhower comments; Roswell?) 
2) Threats to safe air navigation · 
3) Surveillance/ interference wrth military facilities 
4) Psychological warfare/ confusion of defense systems 

► Social 

1) Mass panic (Hadley Cantril & War of the Worlds) 
2) Culture shock (Carl Jung, 1960 Brookings report) 
3) Technology-transfer issues (economic & military status quo) _ 
4) Legal fallout from the cover-up (Constitutional crisis; collapse of 
government. privatization of UFO technology) 

.. · . ., 

I have grouped perceived UFO threat to national security under two broad categories: 
physical and social. Over time, I have come co trunk that those who are keeping UFO secrets 
are doing it less to protect us than to advance their own commercial interests. 1n shore, most 
of the secrecy may boil down to a few well-place people hoping to protect the economjc 
srarus quo or make vast amounts of money - in short, corruption. 
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Lee's look at the p roblem o f security fro m a po int o f view o utside o ur own society. Co nsider 
how the human race might appear to a mo re peaceful and advanced civilization that has 
already co lo nized this part o f o ur galaxy. H ere are so me of the characteristics we humans 
have exhibited: 

► An ideology o f co nquest and exploitatio n 
► An appetite for extreme violence (55 rn.illion killed in \X/\X II alone) 
► A willingness to destroy the biosphere and climate 
► Emerging space travel capability 
► Starting to harness nuclear and other cosmic energies for weapons applications 
,- An exponentiaUy exploding population 

Sounds pretty scary, doesn 't it? 

Possible Responses: 

► Immediate quarantine of their home planet 
(i.e., no further deep space travel allowed) 

;. Monitoring and interference with nuclear 
and other major weapons programs 

;. Comprehensive program of behavior 
modification employing cultural and 
genetic reprogramming 

How might a more advanced civilization respond to the human threat? 
► Immediate quarantine of their home planet (i.e., no further deep space travel 

aUowed) 
► Monitoring and interference with nuclear and other major weapons programs 
► Comprehensive program of behavior modification employing cul rural and genetic 

reprogramming 
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1 would like to wrap up my talk by reflecting o n the prospects of achieving a mo re open, 
accountable federal government. Th.is is essential if we are ever to d iscover w hat our 
government knows about crashed UFOs. 

On the ·whole, 1 would have to say that the picture is not very promising at the moment. 
However, 1 see two avenues where change might be advanced. One is in the area of 
technology: the Internet and World Wide Web have temporarily b roken the spell cast upon 
us by the corporate media. The other possibility is that some catalyzing poli tical event will 
spark a popular uprising against government suppression and, along the way, fac ili tate 
greater transparency. 
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New Media Opportunities: 

► Avenues to challenge the official story 
► Outlets for independent journalism (The 

Majestic Documents, Linda Howe's 
Earthfiles, etc.) 

,.. Google News searches, etc. 
,.. Anonymous networking technology (Tor) 
-, Direct Broadcasting: YouTube, Google 

video, etc. 
:,. Easier access to international media 
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.H ere are some o f the opportunities presented by new medja: 
, Avenues to challenge the o ffici al story 
► O utlets for independent jo urnabsm (The Majestic Documents, Linda Howe's 

Earthfiles, e tc.) 
► G oogle N ews searches, etc. 
► Anonymo us networking technology (fo r) 
, Direct Broadcasting: Yo uTube, G oogle video, etc. 
► Easier access to internatio nal m edia 

But here are some trungs to watch o ut fo r: 
, F ragmentatio n of the m ass audience 
► Easier government surveillance 
► High noise level, lower quality standards 
► 'Pre ferred se rvice' irutiatives (Suppo rt 'network neutrabty!') 
► Greater Internet control by the Pentagon 
► G overnment-sponso red rusinfo rmacio n (\'< ikiperua) 
► Less funrung for investigative journalism 

► 
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You all know about this event. 

But you may not know how many Americans do n't accept the official story ab ut what 
happened that day: 

, Zogby lnternational Poll, Aug. 30, 2004: Half of L ew Yorkers bebeve U .. leaders 
had foreknowledge of impending 9-11 attacks and " consciously failed" to act; 66% 
call for new probe 

► CNN Poll, Sept. 11, 2006: 41 percen t of respondents blamed the Bush 
administration a "great deal" or a "moderate amou nt" for the attacks 

, 1'lYT/CBS Poll, Oct. 14, 2006: 84 percent reject official 9/11 story 

This, b) itself is a hugely important story and one the American news media almost 
universally refuse to mention, because the implications are explosive. lf the fulJ srory ever 
comes out, the U.S. gO\ ernment may face the righteous wrath of the American pubbc. 1 f 
channeled in the right wa ', this could lead tO a more trans a rent overnment. 

Although our country is growing mo~e repressive, people, when motivated, have the power 

to force real change. Let's not forget It. 
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1 Like to close with this thought from someone who bra\·ely decided that Americans needed 
to know the truth about the Vie tnam \'(/ar: 
'The ,isks of 110 secreo• are the risks qf de111ocra9•." 

- D aniel E llsburg 
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The Encylopedia of Flying Suacers by Vernon Bowen 

Dr. Robert M. Wood, PhD. 
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AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF 
FL YING SAUCERS 

Presented to the 
Fifth Annual Crash Retrieval 

Conference 
November 10-11, 2007 

by Dr. Bob Wood 

HOW I BECAME INVOLVED 

■ How to get to orbit in ten years? 
■ SO books later ... 
■ Amazing! They are clearly ET! 
■ Let's figure out how they work 
■ The project ... and Stan Friedman 
■ The Special Operations Manual 1-01 
■ Go see Tim Cooper ... interesting? 
■ And then came June 1999 

THE MANUSCRIPT 

■ Came in sealed 9 x 14 Jiffy mailer 
■ Received 6/6/99 bylim Cooper 
■ Return address Fort Meade 
■ Sheets usually double-spaced, 

single-sided 

WHAT I'LL COVER 
■ How I became involved 

■ The manuscript arrival 
■ About author Vernon Bowen 
■ What the book says 

■ Markings on the returned book 
■ Forensic testing and resu Its 

■ Some remarkable annotations 
■ Who was "Ben"? 

■ Editing the book - availability! 

MANY SOURCES HAVE 
PROVIDED DOCUMENTS 

Sou,a, When 
■ Jaime 5handera 1984 
■ Bill Moore 1985 
■ legionnaire via TC 1992 
■ CIA archivist via TC 1992 
■ Cantwell via TC 93-96 
■ Quillin via D. Berliner 1994 
■ Tim Cooper/RllA 1994 
■ Salina via TC mailbox 1996 
■ 5-2 {main plus to TC) 1999 
■ Ft. Meade Army FOIA 1999 
■ S-1 (mailed to TC) 2000 
■ S-3 (mailed to TC) 2000 
■ S-4 (mailed to TC) 2001 

Totals 

Docs. 
2 
1 
1 
1 

16 
1 
1 

14 
48 

1 
10 
3 
4 
~ 

Pages Clilss. 
8 TSMEO 

11 T5R 
4 TS 
1 TS 

42 TS 
23 TSRMEO 

1 MJ-12ref 
38 TSMEO 

3132 S, uncl 
335 TSM, Conf 
150 TSM 

4 TS, x2 
_1 _TSOmega 
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ARCHIVIST AT WORK 

THE TITLE PAGE 
...... _,..,. . .. , 

rill tl~,c-_. , .t,., , . .. ·-~ ,,:;,.., ,_ .. 
• , .... ...... ~J ' 

/ 

• ,,_,. ~ ·~• 0a, .., , • • .. . _ --· ··- - .. .......... .... 

■ Submitted to Blue 
Book in ""./: .... 1960 

■ Bowen wrote 
children's books 

■ Three addresses 
are shown 

■ Obvious red stamp 

ORIGIN OF MANUSCRIPT 

■ Vernon Bowen was an ad man, NYC 
■ He went to public library often 
■ Seemed like he had copied every 

article ever written in papers and 
magazines up until 1960 

■ He was a good writer 
■ He was "well-connected" 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 
■ About 330 pages, some fragile 
■ Clippings were falling off 
■ Numbered upper right, green or 

black 
■Text double-spaced, clippings sgl. 
■ Red security markings added 
■ Many annotations included 
■ No cover letter 

FINDING PAT BOWEN 

■ Vernon was active in a church 

■ Secretary knew him, and son 
■ One call and I was talking to him 
■ Pat confirmed it was his dad 

■ Knew the typewriter, had more 
files 

■ Had never seen manuscript 

FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS AND 
ASSOCIATES ... 

■ Arthur Jones, personal assistant to 
John D. Rockefeller 

■ John Meuller, ret CEO RCA Comm. 
■ George Romney, Pres. Am. Motors 
■ W. Bay Irvine, Pres. Marietta Coll. 
■ William Cleworth, Pres. Cleworth 

Publishing 
■ Sam Ballard, Pres. Geyer, Morey, 

Maddern and Ballard 
■ Vernon Myers, Puhl. Look Magazine 
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BOOK CHAPTER TITLES 
I. The Question 
II. The Start of It All 
III. The Heart of the Mystery 
IV. Charles Fort 
V. The Evidence of Legend 
VL Similar Aerial Phenomena 
VII. The Sightings 
VIII. What Has Been Said about Flying Saucers 
IX. Visual Proof 
X. The Landings 
XI. Why Aren't There More Landings? 
XII. The U.S. Air Force and Flying Saucers 
XIII. The Possibilities of Hoax 
XIV. The Other Side of the Coin 
XV. Conclusions 

NOBODY BELIEVES IT 

■" ... when I 
awoke, I was 
back in the 
lake and they 
were gone." 

■ "Yeah, right. 

~- - ·---
IN TH£ BLEACH ms h $.!~,. !~Q 

, ., l .'- h () ' t.-\.t.O~t.. 
O,U .. -;.-..Att:<, ','fY.J. 

\ // 
A~µ,,o,,,,:s L"W L~ Ind h.:1 t11r.f• lU-.t:11M 

ot....,&bo~tiot, 

BOOK CHAPTER TITLES 
VII. The Sightings: newspaper 

reports from 1808 through 1954 
VIII. What Has Been Said about 

Flying Saucers: abstract of articles 
in magazines and books, ending in 
1954 

IX, Visual Proof: reference to dozens 
of photographs, including the note 
by "Ben" 
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BOOK CHAPTER TITLES 
I. The Question: Introduces the 

controversy, offers 30 choices for 
what they might be. 

II. The Start of It All: June/July 
1947, varied shapes, numerous 
reports; Mantell's death, NOT new. 

III. The Heart of the Mystery: starts 
in 222 B.C.; ships dropping stuff, 
taking people-see Fort next 

BOOK CHAPTER TI TLES 
IV. Charles Fort: strange unknown 

craft, unknown lights, voices; cites 
the four classic books by him 

V. The Evidence of Legend: folk tales 
from Hawaii, Canadian Indians, 
Hindus, Greeks, Irish, Bible, giants 
in history, dwarfs 

VI. Similar Aerial Phenomena: will-o
the-wisp, Brown Mountain Lights, 
foo fighters, fireballs of southwest. 

BOOK CHAPTER TITLES 
X. The Landings: starts at 1909, confirms 

1947 cases in NM, 1950 Texas/Mexican 
border, Brush Creek, brings out confirmed 
hoaxes too 

XI. Why Aren't There More Landings?: 
explores anti-matter speculation 

XII. The U.S. Air Force and Flying Saucers: 
not a criticism but .. . AF must investigate, 
need not tell all, relates many detailed 
reports, media problems, could be 
coverup of it's own ignorance. 

.. 



" I assure you, madam, if any such creatures as 
you describe really existed, we would be the first 

to know about it!" 

WHO READS THIS TRASH? 

{Atone time, CIA employees were 
controlling some of the stories in 
the National Inquirer} 

COMPLETE CLASSIFICATION 
STATEMENT 

l !I ~\'.'"• L "'" b,.f'lf A 

YHE HiGHEST CLAss(!1c'.i.lffd'tfFDR mis OOCUl'c~ENT 
IS TOP SECRETi!,l J~~ 1.rgR, ClSSE~.,. FOR VS 
" EYES ONL , ." . EXE r.'PT .=!Rd\l D:CLASSIFICATiO. 

RADA. '·SPi:CIAL HANDLIN,::: Ri:.QUIRED--r·o·.-
R::LE S.I\SL:: TO '"'ORE:GN N,-,.TIO ' : " 

■ "NOFORN DISSEM." is a common caveat 

■ "EYES ONLY" is also a common caveat 

■ Declassification "ORADA" is unknown 

BOOK CHAPTER TITLES 
XIII. The Possibilities of Hoax: will 

to believe, hoaxer motives, science 
fiction, cults, anomalous qualities 

XIV. The Other Side of the Coin: 
looks at the Soviet capabilities, 
worries about the Cold War 

XV. Conclusions: What are they? "I 
think that they are ours - or will 
be." 

TYPICAL REPORTS 
■ Bowen had typed 

all flying saucer 
reports 

■ He pasted them in 
with glue, now old 

■ In retyping, we 
have put all 
reports 
chronologically 

■ He was very 
thorough 

CLASSIFICATION 
CAVEATS 

■ All pages were stamped with red ink 

■ Title page was stamped TOP 
SECRET /MAJIC (TSM) 

■ Most pages stamped CONFIDENTIAL 

■ TS pages started with the "US Air 
Force" Chapter 

■ There were numerous pen notations 
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FIRST TOP SECRET PAGE 
■ "CONFIDENTIAL" 

caveat up top. 
221 

■ Redaction was 
made in this case 
by Bowen 

■ Good example of 
the inks that can 
be dated 

■ See "ORIGINAL" 
stamp, unique 

. ' 

• 

- · ..... -· ·---····-- - . . ......... ,. .. -~-.., . ...... . ---__ ___.. ___ -
.--=..i:_-· . . .. _ ._~ ., ___ ,,, -

. .... ' . ~ --:--,.~ • ~ • , ,. r _, __ _ 

· -- - 0..:. . :1 - '-~- t. . .. . - - .. . ·-

SEPT 1999 LETTER FROM 
EXAMINER BLACK 

■Watermark is 
known, Vernon NY 

■Typewriter is 1939 
Underwood 
Portable 

_._ __ _ 
-------·-

. - -·-· -- -- . ·- .,.. ._ _ _,. .. ____ - ---4---

■"Burned" pages 
watermark is Eagle, 
shield, arrows 

-- ----- --- . - --

SPECKIN RESULTS 

■ Ribbon type 
consistent with era 

■ Pencils from 1950s 
■ Red stamp ink not 

recent 
■ Felt tip ink not 

recent (after 1962) 
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FORENSIC TESTING 
Performed by Speckin Forensic 

Laboratories, Okemos MI 
■ Inks: thin layer chromatography (TLC) 
■ Pencils: chemical and microscopic 
■ Watermark comparison: no match 

Performed by James Black 
■ Typewriter was 1939 Underwood 

Portable 
■ Watermark was S.E.&M. Vernon, NY 

BLACK ON BOWEN DETAIL 

He nailed the watermark and the 
typewriter 

Soane of the pages 1n the 33 ◄ paga lr\.30u:,cript h ,1vc a v atoC'lQ.i)rk 
vhich .oay a •Roy•l Writing• ln :,cript- 5tyle "'rit.ing. Loe .Jc wood':, 
DJrectory indJcdtc:, thi s watermark vao m.,,nufacturod by the S. 
E . , H . Vornon , Incorpor ated, paper company, whos e a d d re.:,s is 
lio ted a s 65 Duo.no , New York 7 , Now York. Other p a ge.:, hove 
a not her w11 t erm.ark whi ch i s circul.:i r .:shaped but other wi a e 
difficult to visualize . Still othe r page.:, have no watorm.a t"k . 

Tho tent o t t.he c.ypewriter which produced t.ho 334 page document 
was iclentifi•d aa matching an Underwood Po rt.able. The exen:ipla r 
in tny :reference col lect. ion vas typewritten on a n Underwood 
Port•ble typewriter Ql.anuf&c turod in 1939 . Idcnt if icati on of. 
the t.yp,e:font required & survey of s evera l hundred typewriter 
exoaapla r s . Excepting the Undorwood Portablo, none of the 
culled exe.o:tp l a r .:, rutchcd. 

TLC RESULTS BY SPECKIN 

■ Ballpoint inks were either 1961 
or 1977 earliest 

Dr. Wood 
fanuary 30, 2001 
Page 3 

The ballpoint ink, "ere chcmiQJly an>ly:cd as well as microscopical I>·· The inkl were 
Than compared to a !,1,U!datd reference library in order to dctc-rminc • first cb1c of 
commcmal avililabili<y The writing on p1gc 188 is con,is1e111 with ink manufacrurcd by 
the Die pen comp1ny fonhe fim time in 1977. The ink on p•ges 18'1, I QO, 288, and lbc 
co..,,, aloo 1n11chcs this same fonnut.tion lii>lmade in 1977 

The ink on ~•su U7, 221, 22~. •nd 285 is roru.is1cn1 wilh ink that was firs! formulated 
in 1961. 



POST-1977 BALL POINT 

■ Ben's note (p. 188) 
■ "Submitted to Project Blue Book" (p. 

189) 
■"New Mexico 1947 cases" (p. 190) 
■ Kilgallen comments (p. 288) 

"PENCIL NOTATIONS 
CONSISTENT WITH THOSE 
AVAILABLE DURING THE 

1950s" 

■ "I hope DM keeps his big mouth 
shut." (p. 285) 

INK AGE ASSESSMENT 

■ Ball point 1961: certainly Bowen 
■ Felt tip 1962: Early government 

assessment 
■ 1977 ball point: 

-Remarks by Ben 
-New Mexico 1947 cases 
-Extensive underlining 

POST 1961 BALLPOINT INK 
■ "Fakes? Real? Make up your own 

mind." 
■ "Written in 1954. Maybe should 

never be used. If so/, should be 
brought up to date.' 

■ "Asa semi-official recognition of the 
extraterrestrial theory, Captain E. J. 
Ruppelt ... " 

■ " ... have reportedly seen these ... " 
{All of these written by Vernon Bowen} 

TINY HOLES SHOW 
SAMPLING 

-, . ., --. • .u:- -:r::-e. .. 
~, 1:.-7li ~ ~".:t-: :"I 

■ "Blue Book Files"= post-1962 felt tip ink 
■ "Written in 1954" = post-1961 ball point ink 

SUBMITTED TO BLUE BOOK? 

'5 ~ ..... c-:"'J :1o ·r ....... )<.f ·e,1,..<:.. "&:..., i:. 1-·,s'l-
u ,.,,_ ~f~ o--J.. Uu ~ ~ -;j . ; . 

:, .,. :::..:. - . 

■ Ball point 1977 ink 
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"WRITTEN IN 1954" 

■ "Evaluated by Project Blue Book" redacted 
■ "Today, it reads like ancient history" 
■ Distinctive VB initials. Vernon Bowen copyright? 

THE REVIEWER KNEW ABOUT 
THE TWINING REPORT 

■ The SECRET report by Twining was 
dated September 23, 1947. 

■ The TOP SECRET White Hot report 
was dated September 24, 1947 

~ - r .. 'c ,..., · ' t t _, CI, t"-~"1-d ::.!: :1l•:; , r-rt.! • t<' C"<-• c • r.\ l nhu, 

~ i"'~!,.(, f • ~ t'ti C-..-j !)\' U , 't r;: q •,-.. .. , _ _, ( ' " ':':)\.J ttn.• ~e (!':-t1, e f 

/ ·l., .. ,:,;,.( c:-,!'t , .. 1--P, c:• ,. , ·. -111 ..-:Tl1,,.. -c "',.....,. r11--- c:--,.,t ,... (':: 9'r-: h"' 

/\i,~;1 i;Y r to<,, <•r ol,.-=v.:,••• ;• «e r , n, ; ,,.elf b • 

o." "' '-"!" 
•T· ,, 

AUTHENTICITY HINTS FROM 
ANNOTATIONS 

■ "And again, in her column 
Broadway Bulletin Award, Miss 
Kilgallen stated that "a Harvard 
professor is telling his classes 
that he can prove that there are 
people on other planets." 

■ One reviewer: "Highly dubious 
source of information" 

■ Another: "What is DM doing?" 
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REVIEWER CONFIRMS 
MOON DUST 

2 :.1(, 

■ MOON DUST felt tip post-1962 ink 

AUTHENTICITY HINTS FROM 
ANNOTATIONS 

"Ray Palmer, writing in the book on 
which he collaborated with Kenneth 
Arnold, said that the original prints of 
photographs published in 
newspapers are practically 
impossible to obtain. The 
newspapers have "forgotten" the 
addresses of the photographers who 
took them. 

It doesn't make any difference." 
"Wrong. 001 has prints." 

AUTHENTICITY HINTS 
FROM ANNOTATIONS 

" Such reasoning might lead to the 
making of another question: Are 
Major Keyhoe, Ray Palmer, Kenneth 
Arnold, George Adamski, Harold T. 
Wilkinson, Donald E. Menzel, Frank 
Scully -and all other writers on the 
subject of saucers - counter 
espionage agents for the 
U.S.Government?" 

Comment: ''I hope DM keeps his big 
mouth shut" {in pencil} 



POINTING TO MENZEL! 
-,,~~~"-;:,, \'., :·:~;~:~'• :~.:•: <:.·~:',~:,'.~:.:~ :r::.J~~';:,;.:•~,.!:.:~:/:.:r 

.._,, - . 
- I ,:-r: .. . I - ~ ... r 1;, . lc;._ • • U , :, t , , r. : . ... rit • .,:-- . c. -J l •=. t. ...,. ,._ - ~ .. , 1 ,,._ 

·J 
,..,..__ 1 1- .. ;- !f":-, n.: ::'- t :•· \.rh ·l~•:O " ' r . . .... • n , l e ; h :- c ~ • .i::- r.: . .r·• i :z. 

.',\- )<-~::.~::·. ~ ~:~~::·:: .~~-·~:.'~:::~:~."~::Jl~-.~: .. ·. ,:_ 
/,-,· ''"" · ·r, • rne Ll.0 , · l •~•-" ·· 

\ :•, ;_•i--::_t.,r.r.....«·!:,'. ~ r.';,,;:-· '--- ""- t J ~;, "' , ...... . 

.,,- ,,., ':C r ... r•; t,l t to• , 

- I ', l TOP S ECRETit.1; -J}C 

FULL TEXT OF BEN'S REMARKS 

( compare farmer Trent's photos with the photograph 
taken by Guiseppe Grasso ... ) 

"Good comparisons ... Photos were analyzed at NPIC and 
show similar characteristics of those seen in N.M. 
Photos in White Hot folder not available as they are TS 
Restricted Data. AS-2 requires a letter of authority 
before removing. Must have Majestic review before 
visiting blue room facility. 

Suggest you call Nate for aprointment to W.P. Would also 
recommend prior approva from Van before you make 
official inquiries. Wish I could be of more help to you in 
your follow-up investigation. Ben 

"P.S. I will be at ADC for awhile. Why don't you visit and 
we'll show you around?" 

EDITING THE MANUSCRIPT 

■ Hired a transcription service 
■ Retained paragraphing 
■ Corrected a very few spelling errors 
■ Included editorial corrections 
■ Omitted security caveats 
■ Did not require line for line 

replication 
■ Proofread the final product 

"BEN"s HANDWRITING 
■ "Photos were 

analyzed at NPIC" -
■ "White Hot" ... are 

TS Restricted Data 
■ "blue room facility" 
■ "recommend prior 

approval from Van" 
■ Cannot match Ben 

Chidlaw (d. 1977) 
■ 1977 ball point ink 

... . - . ~ - ,1,J • ....... .,,, .... 

WHAT I'LL COVER 
■ How I became involved 

■ The manuscript arrival 

■ About author Vernon Bowen 

■ What the book says 

■ Markings on the returned book 

■ Forensic testing and results 

■ Some remarkable annotations 

■ Who was "Ben"? 

■ Editing the book - availability! 

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF 
FL YING SAUCERS 

by A. Vernon Bowen 
Edited by Dr. Bob Wood and 

Ryan Wood 

Including a preface and an 
authentication appendix 

is available for $20 
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After the Retrievals: 
The Covert Program to Replicate Alien Technology 

Richard M. Dolan 

Copyrig ht 2007 R1chord M . Dolon 

'Jave-rt Progran1 to Replic~tc 
Alien Technology 

Richard M. Dollln 
2007 

The Secrecy Iceberg : .,.. ... _ ..-> • 

■ 



What They Do Not Tell Us 

■ Do we make UFOs? 
■ If so, where? 
• Why? 
■ Where is tile program hidden? 
■ Who is in control? 
■ How expensive is it? 
■ Where is the money a!Jlling from? 
■ How long do they plan lo keep this seaet? 
■ Are aliens living among us? 
■ Do aliens interact in some \'mf with the human power structure? 

What These Documents Tell Us 

■ UFO phenomenon is real. 
■ Involves apparent technology. 
■ Affects national security and many nations. 
■ Significant interest by military authorities. 
■ Origins: unknown 
■ Interceptions and military close encounters a 

constant feature. 
■ Likefihood of crash recovery {Moon Oust, etc.} 
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Formal Classification System 

■ Confidential 
■ Secret .. 
■TopSecret ·-.·.·. 
■ Top Seaet Sensitive Compartmented Information (TS-SCI) · 

clearance - information buried with TS material. lntroduoed. • 
to stop higher ranking officers from snooping ink> TS files'.•·<: 

· ... · .. 
... '• 

.:, ': . ~r 
.,~ . 

: ... ~-'{/·i~- \~ . 

SAPs as Private Property 

■ SAPs typically dominated by private industry. · . , • :. -
■ Boeing, Lockheed, Northrop, McDonnell Douglas, TRW, · -· , 

Rockwell, Bechtel, SAIC, Decision-Science Applications ' . 
(DSA, Inc.), etc. · · 

■ Virtually impossible to get information about these projects. 
- ' ... 

■ "Proprietary privilege." 

"Ordinary" USAPs 

■ Reported to closed sessions in Congress, just like 
SAPs. 

■ Some info available to certain committees. 
■ Congress is often ignored. 

Waived USAPs - Deep Black 

■ SecDef can "waive· especially sensitiv~ USAPs. 
■ Exempt from standard Congressio_ri~I reporting. 
■ Only oral briefing. 
■ Simply that the program exists - no details. · 
■ Usually to committee chair and ranking member; 

maybe ·one or two• others. 
■ Congress gets no information. 



Secrecy Out of Control 

■ 2005 - Chief of Naval Operations directs wholesale review 
• of compartmentarization. ·. ·i -.. 
■ · 1n1emal Navy auciit reveals excessive· 
. compartmental~lion. 
■ Often to prevent oversight of "potentially controversial or 

eve~ illegal activities." · 
· ■ New regulation· now mandates •appropriate oversighr of 

ACCMs - oversight by the Navy, that is. 
Wiman M. Anh 'Mcxe~lsd l'lopns,' ~ Pmt. 1/13,0; 

Trillions ... Vanish 

■ Deputy Inspector General Robert Liebennan of the Pentagon 
in 2001 : 

■ $4.4 tnlfion in "adjustments· to the Pentagon's books had to 
be cooked to compile the required financial statements 

■ $1.1 trillion of that amount ·could not be supported by reliable 
infonnalion.• 

■ In other words, ·more than $1 trillion was simply gone and no 
one can be sure of when, where or lo whom the money 
went: 
(Insight l.lagazine. Kely Patrici.10-L!earaSeptemberJ. 2001) 

ACCMs 

"Alternative or Compensatory Control Measures" 
■ Easier to establish and less formal than SAPs. 
■ No special clearance required, no NOA. 
■ No Congressional reporting. 
■ Same security standards,8 need to know" remains key. 
■ Hundreds established since 9/11. 
■ Used in 2002 to restrict access to and knowledge of 

Iraq war planning .. 

Trillion$ Missing 

lm bw requiring fcdc:ral gowmmClll CO account in a 
busincss-lila? way for its money. 

■ 1998: $3.4 trillion - Washington Times 
■ 1999: $2.3 trillion -Congressional hearings 
■ 2000: $1.1 trillion - Congressional hearings 
■ 2001: $2.6 trillion - Congressional hearings 
■ 2002: Over $1 tnllion - San Francisco Chronicle 

Money Laundering 

■ Catherine Austin Fitts 
■ Large banks and contractors diverting and 

laundering billions of dollars every day from public 
and undisclosed funds. 
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Crash Retrievals - Going Private 

■ If you acquired such technology, you would HAVE lo find 
a way to get it to private industJy. . : · 

■ This would require some form of giving up ·ownership" to 
corporations. 

■ Especially so when your own government is dominated 
by the leaders of industry and finance. . 

■ And your advisors by the Council on Foreign Relations 
(CFR). 

■ Helps with secrecy, too. 

What is "The Program" All About? 

■ U-s aboul making UFOs. 

■ Studying alien bodies; conduding biolech research. 

■ AbOut developing a seaet space program. 

■ Using free money to condud research and provide security 

■ Making money from acquired technology 

■ Hiding moSI of this from the U.S. military itself. 

■ Using the U.S military to prolect their •stuff: 



Mitchell, 1997 
.-~~ .. ::·,iJi~:-; __ :~f- .. ·~.· --~~·,.. . . ,• .. 

. :c '.!■ Back ~ngineered technology in the hands of a select 
·.f.f ~=:gfouP. of individuals,_ fonnerly gov~mmen~~ · / : , .· · 
-~ :intelligence,.under private sector control. ~\ · · 

• >j, ~.,.♦..,: • .•n ... ~ • , ••, •. ,• ••• I ,. • • • .. 

. ·.~,. 'Pertiaps·original!y with some sort of oversight by 
,-, : i l(lifitary or.government.-:- . . _-: · 

--:· ··- ' ., • • • . '-: ... ·.-. . • •• . • ·, • -. . < • ~- . 'f . 

, ■ T ech·nology does not appear to be in our military . 

_ ~:; -arse~al, //}- - . . . . . .• . . , · 
■ . In the hands of a clandestine group. 

·._ .:~~·;-;,·' . 

Anonymous private leaks 

■ Senior government scientist: Confinnation of alien 
technology and 'at least one body' at deep, deep levels 
of secrecy. 

■ Senior business executive: interviewed 4-Star General 
(fonner JCS) in 1990s. Confinned MJ-12 type group; 
generational conflict in leadership. 

Edgar Mitchell - 1997 

■ ·1 also think that the prevalence in the modem era of 
so many events - the sightings, the continual 
mutilation events, the so-called abduction events -
that we are looking at likely reverse engineered 
technology in the hands of humans that are not under 
government control or any type of high level control 

• 

.• 
•;.. 

'. 

Disclosure Project Witnesses 

■ Claim that certain waived USAPs act as cover for UFO-ET 
related projecls. 

■ {Some) black triangles have been developed in USAPs. 
■ My guess: TR3-A. Black Manta 
• Obseived OISCS arriving and leaving Palmdale in the middle 

of nght and a black d"ISC being maintenanced. 
■ In an emergency situation, a sensitive Deep Black Program 

<XlUld be revealed to the putfic, while the program behind it 
remains umf1Scovered. 
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One question: wtiatwould our own UFOs pe 
used for? 

Antelope Valley - Makes Them 

Lockheed Martin Helendale Avionics Facility- claims of huge 
undelgroond capacities. 
Northrop Grumman Advanced Systems Division. Tejon RCS 
Facility, 'The Anthill·. An electromagnetic research facility in the 
Tehachapi Mountains. "Classic" flying saucers have been seen 
hQveling over this facility. (Ours or theirs?) 
McDonnell Douglas Phantom Works. Gray Butte RCS Facility. 
Most of the U.S. black budget aircraft projects. . 
Well known for si;lhtings of strange aircraft and UFOs. 

I .-,., :..!~~~J{ "' .. t,.._~-~~~~~jf(. 
- ~ --: . ~::,-.- .i __ ·: .. -, .. -- -:-: _.. -~~~~ 

"Absolutely, positively, they exist" 
James Goodall, journalist One Groom Lake source: 
for Jane's Defense, AWST, "Absolutely, positively, [UFOs] 
lnteravla. exist• 
Many Interviews through the Another source (1985-1986): 
1980& and early 1990s. "We have things out there that 
At least 8 black programs are literally out of this world .... 
flying out of Groom Lake, ~ 
including a silent triangle • ......_....,... 

Better than Star Trek or 
_ a!lYlhlng you can see in the 

, _,,- . " 
·-Y~--- mo~,~~--:·-~->· _ 

- J •.•· ~~~ . ·- -- ....- . ~ ..... -::~.::..-- . ;- . ·-,... . .. E -. ~::::-- ~~~..:.JL..._._.,~ ... .,;.. ~-..,· :-.~---•. __ ,.... .. _,..,,....__ .. __ ., . 
: ~ - . --~ · ... ( .. •- . .,,. .:. ~ . ... .... ,,~ .. . . . ··-

... 
@~J . -! • -~ . • :- --~fr@_m 

. - . . . . 
. ·; . '. \? . 

. u ~ t;; 
.• ,_f(u,. ,. ey,~~~~~~~:)J ,,...,;o1.,_...,_, .,, 

• : .. '~ ". - .. ~ : • ,l :. ••• 

...... . .. ~<!i]n. . 
. ~ . . ' . . . . ' 

,. 
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nect between "Official" and 
. ity. . . 

s of protecting whistle blowers. 
r Chan~· miog .:..1t is'inevitable. 

. : ·..... . ,,; 

. ·"":::.'" 
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UFO and Alien Imagery in Advertising 

Peter Robbins 
Copyright 2007 Peter Robbins 

For decades now, alien and UFO-related subject matter ha\ e proven themselves co 
be perennial favorites with the advertising industry in their mission co sell us eve~ thing and 
anything imaginable. Bur is there more at work here than meets the eye? I approached this 
subject with the same attitude I would try to bring co any investigation, to keep an open 
mind and co follow the evidence through co irs most logical conclusion, be ir anomalous or 
mundane. Such inquiries can lead to your establishing some fact or idea you were actually in 
search o f. lnvestigations can also lead co findings you weren't expecting, hoping for, or 
necessarily even wanted, bur that's part of the nature of research. T began work on chis paper 
vaguely expecting co co nfirm one sec of data points, bur in the end found myself subscribing 
to the o ther. I hope this paper will create some debate and exchange of ideas on this matter. 

Two opposing attitudes prevail in this particular case. The first is that UFO and 
a]jen-related image[) in advertising is pare o f a sweeping gO\·ernmental plan co secure and 
uti lize che cooperation of leaders in the private seccor, including the advertising indust~·, co 
assist in a program designed co gradually acclimatize the public co this other reality. Varied 
bona fide Post \X/ar documents, reports and otherwise declassified materials confirm the fact 
that from at least 1947 on, many of the world's leading military, intelligence and political 
leaders took the matter of UFOs seriously enough to contemplate the social, political, 
economic and rheological implications of disclosing the truth. 

Ar the other end of the spectrum are those who maintain that no official effort is in 
place, or for that matter, needs co be. Madison Avenue and regular numbers of its clients, 
large and small, know that UFOs sell and need no governmental coaxing to mount an alien
related ad campaign. Such companies and individuals have run and re-run the numbers and 
know chat millions of potential consumers have an abiding interest in UFOs. The overall 
effect of such print and broadcast ads they feel, is to placate society by keeping up an 
unrelentingly tongue-in-cheek series of rakes on the nature of extraterrestriality, demeaning 
the subject co one degree or another at every turn. 

The first position begs a series of questions. Are some captains of industry privy to 
classified knowledge about the UFO phenomenon through their connections with 
government insiders, and does this knowledge ever filter through in advertisements for their 
products? \Xlhich companies are using chis image[)' in their advertising? Does there seem to 
be some sort of conspiracy to use such themes to increase the public's awareness and 
acceptance of an alien presence on Earth? \X/har products and marketing segments are the 
most widely used? Do otherwise innocent ads for technological produces and services 
covertly refer to government secrets of crashed hardware and abductions? Does the study of 
such commercial endeavors help us to understand the nature of the phenomenon? 
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There are certain places where we should expect to see aliens and UF O s helping 
promote products, services and events. Roswell, New Mexico, fo r example, duri ng the 60'h 

anniversary o f the 1947 UFO incident. A number of such ad s appeared in the J uly issue of 
The Rlmvell Dai!J, Record's monthly magazine, V isio11. T he fi rst was for a confe rence week 
event called the Aben 1fotorcycle Rally. Ir featured a mo torcycle- r.idjng aljen. T he next took 
a more subtle approach and stated, "people come fro m great djstances to shop at Roswell 
Livestock Farm Suppl)." The darkening 'ET'ish hori zon suggests they m ay 110/ all b e peop le, 
and that they're corning from great distances indeed. O n ano ther page, the ci ty's Hyundai 
dealership proudly displayed a UFO with the word 'Hyundai' emblazoned as their logo. Not 
to be outdone, the competition at Roswell Toyo ta sported an almost iden tical logo, but their 
cars were being hawked by a smiling, waving li ttle green alien with a UFO on its T -shirt. 

The following group of promotions all employ the term 'UFO,' but not in i ts 
common, understood form. In March of 1994 the Australian weekly Ne1v Idea ran a t'-.vo -page 
spread promoting some of the county's more exotic exports - fru its in this case: the truly 
unusual-looking j ackfruir, Kiwano, Starfruit and Rambutan. T he ad , dually sp o nsored by the 
Safeway Supermarket chain and Woolworths, p roclaimed "H ave we been invaded by UFO's 
(Unusual Fruit Objects)?" The accompanying text begins and ends predictably. "A fte r a visit 
to the 'Blue Mountain Fruit Company,' you could be forgiven for trunking you'd had an 
extraterrestrial experience," and "So next rime you pick up some apples, o ranges and 
bananas ... check out our range of UFO's. It makes shopping with the Fresh Food People 
an experience that's out of this world!" Bear in mind that Australia is a country with a high 
incidence of credible UFO sighting reports, respectable press coverage o f sam e, and a strong 
public interest in the subject. 

Another ad is accompanied by what seems to be a UFO photo.Just below it the 
advertiser, Upchurch Scientific Filtering Company, proclaims, "Now you can see a real 
UFO, too!" An 'ultimate fil tering object,' that is. 

In 1976 the Merritt Food Company encouraged retailers to begin stocking their new Mr. 
Shivvers' brand product, which " makes hard landing in frozen novelty cases . .. and sales 
zoom!" Jn rrus case UFO stands for Unidentified Frozen Object - "already a stellar 
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attraction in every area where they've been sighted . ... AU reports confirm that it is 
extrnterrestrialJy tasty." 

An advertisement placed by the State of Kansas's Department of Industrial 
D evelopment civic offering asks, " lf you' re beginning to think the perfect place to locate 
your business is on ano ther planet, get back down to earth," and im ires us to locate our 
business there for UFO - "Unbelievably Fantastic Opportunities." 

The French aerospace company, lntercechnique, manufacrures products for commercial 
and military aircraft. ln their version of things, UFO is an abbreviation for 'Unescapable 
Flying Object.' And while not an advertisement per se, A 1990 article from The Houston 
Chronicle had a Little fun at the expense of fashion designers who are at it again with a new 
season of 'Unusual Fashion Objects.' A more compelling question that seems to irregularl~ 
p lay on the minds of som e sponsors and/ o r the advertising executives involved is, why are 
they here? 

In the earlv 1990s the National Federation of Coffee Gro,vers of Columbia ran a series 
J 

of highly successful advertisements in Time, 1\ eumveek and o ther major national magazines. In 
the most memorable, the top four fifths of the page was taken up by a grainy black and 
white snapshot of a fuzzy, disc-shaped craft hovering just above a rooftop with treetops 
visible in the background. The text was simple and to the point: " \Xie know why they're 
here." For the Columbian coffee, of course. The fake UFO photo resonated ,vith an 
authenticity missing from most UFO-themed ads. 
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Medical technology is not immune from the lure of alien sales-beings either. ln a 1999 
trade ad from Gene Therap) Systems, green aliens are seen floating down from their 
hovering craft. One holds an out-of-focus implement in its hand, possibly a syringe. \'(l hy 
have they come to Earth? The boldest text answers the question, " \Xie are here fo r 
GenePORTER 2." And we thought it was for the coffee. The remaining playful copy 
worked the ET wordplay shameless)~ with lines such as "Alienated by hard to trans fec t cell 
lines? GenePORTER has out-of-this-world results .... O rder roday and make contact with 
the next generation o f transfection reagent." Even the ad's bullet points are little UFOs. 

Another reason for visitations was put forward by the tech corporation ASML In a ·1 998 
ad in Electronic Ne111s, a large pair of alien eyes stare out at the viewer. The copy states that 
ASi\1[L is " Imaging for a more advanced civilization." " \'(/here will they turn up nex t?," we're 
asked, then admonished to "be alert," and ro "Seay tuned ro this channel." And why are 
these aliens visiting us? "They're looking fo r the most advanced imaging system on earth." 

Enviro-Spray Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of the Grow Group Corporation, put fonva rd 
another tl1esis. In their 1985 ll~all Street JomwJ/ ad, a poinry-headed alien has disembarked 
from its flying saucer to inform a bemused Earthling that " \'(/e've come ro learn more about 
your Enviro-Spray." 

However, the definitive reason for extraterrestrial visi tations may have mo re to do 
with Earth's cows than anything else, just ask America's Beef Prod ucers. In this case, a fu!J 
page image of a grilled steak is accompanied by the lead line, "\Xlhy space aliens steal our 
CO\VS." 

SELLING TO CHILDREN 

The 1981 film "ET" so insinuated itself into American, then world culture, that its little 
long-necked star went on ro be_come as_ recognize~ an~ ?eloved a worldwide icon as _Mickey 
Mouse. His appeal to children ts underuable and !us ability to sell products has not dimmed 
over the years. Children were the target audience of this marketing campaign, sparked by the 
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film's 2002 theatrical re-release. This is a box of specially marked "ET" Nabisco Graham 
Crackers. 

A similarly marketed package of Kraft Macaroni and Cheese offered an instant win 
co ntest. The copy also admonished kids and their parents to "See the i\10\·ie ONLY in 
theatres." K.raft's parent company, KF Holdings, also owns Nabisco, among other 
co rpo rattons. 

'f\lLie ' was a cheerfully unrhreatening aLien who offered "a magical world of learning" on 
the "J\lJje's Playhouse" CD-RO.M. ] don't know what areas of learnjng it emphasized, but 
the educational product was aimed at 3 co 8 year olds and fo rmulated for public as well as 
Mo ntessori school children. 

!'Or children looking fo r an extra terrestrially-themed S\\ eec that's acceptable co their 
health-conscious parents, look no further than Sarah's Galaccic Gummies. The all-natural 
alien-shaped gummies were fo rcified with vitamins and minerals. 

Ufology's fifcieth anniversary saw a g lut of related publications as well as all manner of 
branded products including this chewy sweet from England. "Alien Chewits" hit the stores 
the summer of '97 as a 'limited edition' candy. The wrappers featured a gray alien head with 
either yellow or red beams emanating from its eyes. The label included the warning that 
".Aliens are out there now." 
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The box containing Space Duck Pops is illustrated with a helmeted cluck floating out in 
space, a flying saucer nearby. \Xle're told he is a "i\tlild mannered duck by day, intergalactic 
super hero by night." Truth in advertising is not this product's strongest suit and the candy 
pops themselves have nothing in common with the bold looking space duck pictured. These 
smiling, bonneted milk chocolate ducks on lolly pop sticks would have been m o re in 
character stepping from the pages of a Mother G oose tale rather than from a UFO. It led 
me to suspect the manufacturers may have felt they could move more of these cutesy 
confections if they sold them in unrelated outer space theme packaging. 

The Gund Corporation is one of America's premier manufacturers o f quaLity stuffed 
animals, and the addition of a new teddy bear is appropriate cause for a new ad campaign. 
The line's loveable addition is named Admiral Bird and he arrived in stores wearing aviator 
goggles. Considering all the ways such a character product could have been promo ted, they 
chose to introduce him as an 'unidentified fl ying Gund.' 

FOOD, DRJNK & CIGARETTES 
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In 1992 an alien-related advertising campaign was mounted by the Japanese brewer and 
whiskey manufacturer, Suntor-y. Its focus was a new mixed drink. The non-human enti ty 
pictured is a shiny dark grey with a number of external worm-like veins and an animal's 
snout. He, or it, also possesses three-fingered hands with suction cup fingers and offers us a 
'thumb' up gesture while happily holding a glass and sucking down a yellow cocktail through 
a straw. The ad is laid out as a two-page spread and takes up almost half of the bottom of 
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each face page. The illustration is accompanied by the disgusting slogan, "Nothing in this 
world tastes like an alien secretion." On the right is the product, Suntory MIDORJ melon 
Liqueur, and a glass labeled "Midori Alien Secretion." I don't know if the idea for this ad 
campaign originated within Suntory or with their American advertising agency, but I'm going 
to guess it was a failure. Will any of you be ordering an alien secretion at the bar later this 
evenjng? This ad had fairly wide placement. This one appeared in the film magazine, Premier. 

Harpoon Beer, a subruvision of New England's Hefeweizen Beer Corporation, branded 
one o f its products with the name 'UFO Unfiltered \Vheat Beer.' The label sports a series of 
speed Lines circling the globe, below which are the three capital red letters, UFO. And what 
goes with beer better than pizza? A company called Freschetta Pizza offered a dollar off the 
cost of its highly identifiable disc-shaped object if we presented an attached coupon when 
making our purchase. Their motto? "Try one and you'll believe." 

. ... -.... ·• 

·. '•/ 

-~l 

.. 

A year after introducing their version of the Carvel Company's famous Flying Saucer ice 
cream sandwich in 1976, retrulers carrying Merritt Foods' 'Unidentified Frozen Objects' were 
invited to promote the product with appropriately illustrated in-store rusplay cards. 

There was once a time when runosaurs roamed the earth and tobacco companies proudly 
advertised their products in print and broadcast venues of every type and description. A 
1976 effort from Phillip Morris saw wide placement in man1 major periorucals. Not terribly 
well known at the time, even among UFO researchers, was the allegation that aliens enjoyed 
smoking, specifically Saratoga 120s, just as much as their nicotine-adructed human 
counterparts. And what wonderful cigarettes they must have been. In the ad, set in front of 
the Capitol Builrung, an unseen space visitor delays leaving its craft to make official contact 
in order to finish its cigarette. 
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Callard & Bowser is one of the United Kingdom's oldest confection companies and 
Altoids l\ilints are one of their greatest successes. ln a variation on their wonderful, ongoing 
ad series, a 1950s clad spaceman bravely faces his fear of the "Attack of the littJe green 
mints." 

The carefree manner in which the English language is sometimes put through the 
wringer in non-English-speaking countries is nicely embodied in this package of instant soba 
noodles from Japan. The product's fuU name is "Kashin brand, King of UFO, Sauce A 
Pore, Y2K Yakisoba (spiced pork flavor)." We can onl) guess at the origin and meaning of 
the term 'King of UFO,' but the Y2K product was of course manufactured in 2000. 

\Xlhile we do not know if aliens keep pets, we do know advertisers do not spare our cats 
and dogs from alien-themed ads and promotions. ln 1984 the pet food giant Purina 
sponsored "Meow Off 7," their "search for the " universal meow." ln the ad a cat lo o ks o n 
as a huge, Close Encounters chandelier-style craft hovers above its house. The copy is as 
light-hearted as the prize is serious: " l f your cat has the best meow in the universe, ... ·Meow 
M.ix will appoint him Ambassador from Earth and his favorite Earthling will win $50,000. 
Meow! 

A 1985 follow-up coupon was illustrated with a bag of Meow M.ix atop the same lighting 
fixture craft and offered the consumer " Out-of-this-world savings on the universal favorite" 
which "Tastes so good cats all over the universe ask for it by name." 
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TJe·.'I Fri&kle,, Vitalit y flow with •11t.,r11ln~. 

Hard to see, but there is a dog holding the UFO. 
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But even a cat with the best meow in the universe must defer to the dog in this 
wonderful ad from Friskies. \XlhjJe difficult to see, an extraordinarily powerful little dog is 
just visible at the lower left with a massive UFO gripped firmly in its teeth. How '\Vas he or 
she able to accompJjsh this incredible feat? Simple. "New Friskies Vitality. Now with 
vitamins." 

MEDIA, INFORMATION AND FINANCIAL SERVICES 

Its not just hard products which employ UFO and aljen imagery to assist in their 
markecing. lnformacion services are involved as well. In the fall of 2000 an e-business 
performance company called Visual Insights sent out an expensively produced mass maiEng 
to companies selling products from websites. I was working for such a company at the cime. 
The maiEng arrived at our offices in an oversized opaque envelope and contained a four 
page, four color prospectus primed on high qualit:y cardstock, in 3-D, along with a pair of 3-
D glasses. The cover was a send-up of the supermarket tabloid, The Aatio11al E11tp1irer, in this 
case, the "Nacional eQuirer - the busybody of eBusiness." Its lead line, accompanied by a 
green, hovering flying saucer, set the tone immediately: UFO's USA URL!" The cover 
g raphics included two pairs of legs and feet, one pair in blue suede shoes, the other in a rub 
full of concrete. The capcion read, "Elvis scill emails Jimmy Hoffa!" The headline inside, 
"We didn 't beEeve it either." \Xlhile the image of a UFO is employed to spearhead this 
company's ability to sell its services, it also reminds the reader that the actual subject of 
UFOs is silly-by-associacion. 

Throughout 1989, the year the Soviet Union began to disintegrate, the NeIV York Times 
repeatedly ran a small box ad encouraging newsstand readers to subscribe co the paper. The 
simple sketch showed a smjling man with an attache case srandjng in a doorway looking out, 
seemingly into space. The Earth in seen in the distance with a small flying saucer wending its 
way above the planet. The drawing is captioned "Current events at your front door" and was 
accompanied by an 800 number. As a regular Times reader I estimated that the dimjnutive ad 
ran between fifty and one hundred times that year. 

In 2006 the distingwshed UFO writer and lecturer Timothy Good photographed a 
poster at the Hong Kong International J\jrport, its intention, to promote the Airport 
Express. In it a silvery UFO hovers inside an airport corridor while the banner copy asks, 
"Impressed? Amaze elite travelers on the J\jrport Express!" The saucer is shown projecting a 
circular beam of Eght onto the floor below containing the statement, "Showcasing the 
world." 

In thjs pubEc service advertisement from the city of Singapore, a man at an outdoor cafe 
reacts in shock as he stares at a silvery alien that has just fallen from the sky, basrung the 
umbrella and empty chair of the table he is seated at. The lesson: "Atmospheric pollution 
affects everyone." In another public service advertisement, this one from Great Britain, 
aliens - illegal and otherwise, are admonished to "Learn English - the most popular 
language in the universe." 
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GLOBAL I LINK™ Worldwide Calling Card 

1. Press 1800 788-2102 from a touch-tone telephone. 
2. Press pe~onal identification number: 

To call a number in the U.S., Canada or the Caribbean, press IJ); 
press area code and telephone number. 

To make an international call, press Ii) ll) IJ) ; 1 ··· 
press country code, city code and telephone number. -:. ~ 

To make another call, do not hang up. Press I!). ~:a!I 

01994 Peralta. New Mexico 11 Press 1 800 864-3311 for customer 
service and card reactivation 
information. Telecommunications 
transmission is provided by 
Peoples Telephone Company, Inc. 

One of the most popular and hjghly visible print ads o f 1992 employed an alien to sel l its 
services. This cute, non-threaterung Little green man with yellow cat's eyes peered at you 
from the page wrule holdjng up his American Express Card. The text was pure Madjson 
Avenue at its best: "You're right off the plane. They don't know you from Adam. A nd you 
expect to be recogruzed as a respected, reasonable person of the world. Non-threate rung as 
he mjght appear, the subtext seems to be that aliens are people too and should be respected 
as such. At least if they have an American Express Card. Time, N enmveek, U.S. N en1s & IVorlrl 
Report, and other sigruficant nacional weekly and monthly magazines carried the ad. 

In 1994 the Global Link Corporacion used a classic image of a UFO to sell their 
informacion services. They had issued a series of Worldwide Calling Cards, one of which 
featured a too-good-to-be-true sixcies era photograph of a hovering flying saucer. It was, to 

good to be true. Despite the fact that the photo had long been djscredjted as a fraud within 
the UFO research commuruty, I doubt it had much impact on the sales or populari ty o f such 
a novel item to the eneral ublic. 
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ln 2004 the ciry of Austin , Texas employed a particularly striking image of a uro in a 
particular!) ci\ ic cause: trying to help solve their transit problem. ln doino- so, the Capital 
l'vf etro ad team composed a clever ad, but one that embraced a major negative cLiche, that 
having an interes t in UFOs is weird. The photograph shows a commuter-sized flying saucer 
si tting in a parking lo t at dusk. lts entry way is open and its interio r glowing. The picture is 
captio ned, "The \Xlei rdest wa , to w in works" and goes on to say, " Need an excuse to be 
weird? Capital Metro is ponsorino- the ,Weirdest Commute Contest.' . . . Be creati\·e and use 
alte rnate wa) s to commute to help improve the air and traffic congestion." \\.hi.le this 
campaign may have proved to be an asset to loca.l traffic cono-estion, it also ser.-ed to 
reinf rce a tru ly demeaning ufological stereo type. 

PCs , CELL ·Lr\R PHONES & T EC H SERVJCES 

\ itesse Semiconductor Corporation placed an alien-them ed ad in a 2000 issue of the 
Elerlro11ic E 11gineeri11g TiJ11es. lt promoted openings in the company fo r engineers and managers 
and featu red a sharp-edoed illu stration of out of focus aliens, the o ne in the foregro und 
looking somewhat malevolent. The o nly text even remote!: relating to the graphic is the 
lead -in: "Stretching boundarie , expandjng opporrunities, making connectio ns." 

r\n impo ino, and omewhat ambiguous alien head dominated a layout fo r the German 
tech corporation ]NFlCON. The ad promoted their Sensor Integration and Anal;-sis System, 
\\ hich \\·a designed to capture, organize and analyze data. 'Ir has superior intellect, performs 
diagnostic pro bes, and," wi th a nod to ET, "can e\·en phone home if there's a problem." 

THE AVER~,GE PERSON \NILL 
SPEND 5.8:30 MINUTES A YEAR 
O N OUR ci::LL PHONE. LEAVING 

519.720 T O SAVE THE UNIVERSE 
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In 2003, the Japanese computer giant NEC used UFOs to help sell their products and 
services in the United States. The text no ted that NEC is Japan's number one brand for 
digital cameras, advanced gaming functions and business networking. The ad appeared in 
Time, N e111s111eek, U.S. Ne1vs (i,,· 111/"or/d R.epo,t, and B11siness ].f.1/eek. The photo-quality illustratio n 
depicted a handsome rwenry-something intently checking hjs cell pho ne in fro nt o f a large 
picture window at a modern rurport. Through the window we can see planes on the ground 
and a line of streamlined djsc-shaped craft hovering just above the tarmac. A vision of the 
future? The text tells us that "The average person wili spend 5,880 minutes a year o n o ur celJ 
phone, leaving 519,720 (mjnutes) to save the universe." 

In a related advertisement, two of the Fujitsu Corporation's 'Li fe Book Talking Tablet' 
PCs are seen floating in space with their extended screen's remjniscent o f a satellite's solar 
displays. Fujitsu's computers are "Taking Tablet PC reLiabiJjry to the ends o f the Earth . A nd 
beyond." 

ELUDING TO CRASH RETRJEV ALS 

In the 1990s the U-Haul Corporation launched a program to promo te them selves via 
state-themed murals on the sides of their rental vehjcles. Apparently someone in 
management was aware of the fiftieth anniversary of Roswell and in 1997 the co mpany 
decided to use both aben and UFO imagery on their New Mexjco-themed trucks and vans. 
The final product was unveiled in the city of Roswell on January 5, 1998 with the mayor and 
other town dignitaries in attendance. These vehicles feature a fairly lurid graphic of a crashed 
saucer sticking out of an impact crater with a big-eyed alien in the foreground. The 
popularity of this advertising campaign remains high and depending upo n availabiljt),, you 
can stili rent a Roswell-themed truck or van from some U-Haul affiliates. 
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The Roswe!J anniversarv was not lost on the distiJJers of Absolut Vodka either. In 1997 ✓ 

the company's advertising agency gave us yet another terrifical.ly original offering in their 
ongoing series of print ads. 'Absolut Roswe!J' depicted a vodka bo ttle-shaped mother ship 
moving tho ugh the sky at sunset. ]n do ing so, the distil.ler acknO\\ !edged the events of 1947, 
poked a little fun at them, and likely sold a lot of vodka. 

Like most conventional Earth beers, Alien Ale is sold by the carton. But unlike other six 
packs, this one conspiratorially no tes, "You are holding the beer Uncle Sam has been trying 
to keep under wraps for 50 years. Fina!Jy, you can taste the Alien Amber experience and join 
the multitude of believers. Th.is is your mission. Good luck." Brewed in Ne\v Mexico, of 
co urse. 

ELUDlNG TO BACK ENGlNEERJNG 

"D on't miss the shot," a 1989 ad from General Electric and Sanyo, admonished 
photographers. "Always be ready to capture that special image." The illustration shows a 
sharp-as-a-rack Bob Lazar-style fl ying saucer passing over a vacationer standing on a rock 
ledge. The man is standing next to a green-faced alien who is extending his right hand, 
seemingly in friendship, and holding his camera aloft. The product being promoted is 
"Enloop Longer Storage Life" rechargeable batteries which promise "Breakthrough 
techno logy" that allows them to maintain an 85% charge, even after sitting in a drawer for a 
year. The ad appeared in Pop11/ar Science magazine, among others. 

"\'{/henever unidentified signals pass your way, Digital Signal Processing captures them 
m ore clearly." In a trade publication ad from the 1990s Cubic Communication, Inc. 
employed an unambiguous graphic to suggest in no uncertain terms that their new VXJ 
IVIodule Receiver may be the product o f back-engineered alien technology. ln another simple 
yet powerful layout, a late model hand held communication device, its display glowing green, 
is suspended above a pastoral landscape at dusk. ls it descended from alien technology? 
Large white letters spelling out the Fox Mulder mantra, "I \X ANT TO BELIEVE," suggest 
it just might be. From MSMobiles.com. 

ILUDING TO UFO ABDUCTlONS 

One of the first abduction-related advertisements I 'm aware of dates back to 1976 when 
the subject was hardly a blip on the radar of ufology or of popular culture. In it, a shocked 
camper looks on from the entrance of his tent as his friend blithe!} pours himself a cup of 
coffee, oblivious to the giant robotic clamp about to close on him. The clamp is attached to 
a mechanical arm which extends down from a giant UFO hovering above. The camper's last 
words prior to being snatched? "My insurance company? New England Life, of course. 
Why?" Their financial services and disability insurance are "out of this world" as well. 

Early this year a similar abduction themed ad appeared in one of England's largest 
national tabloids promoting the services of the Ro) al Insurance company's motor policy. As 
a couple helplessly watches their car being draw up into a large UFO, the woman says 
''You'd better ring the Royal." Accompanying copy underscores the anxiety inherent in an 
alien abduction: "Its pouring witl1 rain, you're miles from anywhere and your car has just 
disappeared into thin air. Then you see strange lights coming through the trees toward you. 
Aliens? :More than likely it wiJJ be our 24-hour Rescue Service." 
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This beautiful image of cows stepping from a UFO into a co rnfield is from SONY. Even 
tho ugh the farm co uple is obvio usly shaken by this disembarkation, they can reco rd it with 
co nfidence because their Digital 8 Handicam " brings clarity to even this situation." 

r 
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Kmart shoppers know that the chain store's way of announcing sales is the appearance 
of a blue electric light at the appropriate product display. So it followed that an illustration of 
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a hovering alien craft firing a blue beam of Light down co the ground was used in this 2001 
advertising campaign. But knowingly o r unknowingly, the ad agency responsible choose an 
image long associated with some UFO abductions, the best known being T ravis \'(/al to n 's 
experience with a blue beam o f light in 1975. As such, this ad may have proved co unte r 
productive with a segment of their cuscomers. le is ques tionab le whether legitimate 
abductees would have flocked co a sa le promo ted by such a highly charged image and a 
catchphrase like, "The blue light is back." 

ATA Tl~IE LIKE TIii~ ., ,, ... 
WHOSE CEl.lll:\R PHO'.\![ WOllD mu RATHER ow~? 
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One of the very best variations on the UFO abduction theme was an ad placed by 
AT&T's cellular phone division, technology that was stiD something of a luxury item when it 
appeared in 1992. This beautifully rendered illustration depicted a glowing, fully articulated 
fl)~ng saucer as it hovers above a golf cart at dusk. The cart is enveloped in a whi te light 
from above and is just beginning to rise off the green as its two occupants stare up in 
wonder. The man closest to us about to speak into his cell. The operative slogan? "At times 
like this, whose cellular phone would you rather own?" AT&T's, o f course, because their 
products are "Dependable beyond the ordinary." The ad saw wide distribution and appeared 
in Time, Neumveek, US NeJVs & World &port, as well as o ther leading national periodicals. 

It was an Australian company however that was responsible for the most child-like 
depiction of human and vehicle abduction that I'm aware of. In it, alien craft appearing to be 
made of lighting fixtures (because they most likely are lighting fix cures) shine blue-white 
beams down onto a table top world of plastic trees and artificial snow. As o ne of the beams 
draws a helpless little plastic figure up toward its underside, the other lighting fixture, I m ean 
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UFO, is beginning to lift the cab of a streamlined electric train off of its tracks. Two ro,· 
eyewitnesses look on from the sideljnes. The advertiser, Connex Railway Timetable Up.dates, 
offers a unjque notification service: " \Xlhate\ er the delay, we'll text 1ou right away." 

Ll:.Vl STRAUSS & COi\ifPANY'S EBES 

Extraterrestrial ad themes are prevalent throughout broadcast merua as well as prim. 
Numerous television commercials made here and abroad have run such srorylines for) ears. 
Time allowing, l hope to show some examples from the States, as well as from England and 
:Mexico. 

One of the more thought-provoking applications of the alien related theme appeared 
in a pair of TV commercials broadcast in 1989. Neither employed an alien or a UFO, 
choosing instead to rely on the spoken word. They were carried on C1 N and ocher leading 
networks and introduced the country to the term EBE, an acronym for 'extraterrestrial 
biological enti ty.' The pair of Levi Strauss ads were filmed in a grainy black and wl,jce with a 
handheld camera focused on the crotch area of a rwenry-something in random con\·ersation 
wi th an unseen parry. The product being advertised, the company's Dockers panes. Bo th 
versions of the commercial used the same voice-over dialogue. The relevant excerpt begins 
with o ne voice saying "Does anyone believe in UFOs?" Affirmative background consensus 
fol.lows. le then says, "America is hosting EBEs!" " \X hat are EB Es?" a second\ oice asks. 
"E BEs are extraterrestrial beings and America is hosting them!" " Ooooh, eebees geebees," is 
the group response. 

At thjs time, 1989, the term was one familiar to serious students of ufology and few 
o thers. 1t appeared in the so-called Eisenhower Briefing Document of 1952, a paper wl,jch 
djdn't see the public light of day until 1987. Bue the term EBE was coined in 1947 and its 
origin warrants a brief djgression. 

Declev \XI. Bronk was an internationally respected physiologist and biophysicist 
whose main field of research was neurophysiology. In the 1940s he was chairman of the 
National Research Council and a member of the Medical Advisory Board of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. During \Xlorld \Var TI Bronk was put in charge of a biology-related 
research committee of the Office of Scientific Research and Development under Dr. 
Vannevar Bush. The two had senred on ocher scientific committees together prior to the war 
and Bush had great respect for Dr. Bronk's work. In 1947 he was appointed to be a member 
of the Scientific Advisory Committee of the Brookhaven National Laboratory along with Dr. 
Edward U. Condon. Condon headed the University of Colorado's now-infamous Scientific 
Study of Unidentified Flying Objects in the 1960s. In 1949 Bronk was named president of 
Johns Hopkins University, and later, president of Rockefeller University. 

Bronk's distinguished background would have made rum an ideal choice to head the 
autopsy team of the borues of non-human entities recovered from the Roswell crash field. 
Quoting from the briefing paper, "A similar analysis of the four dead occupants was 
arranged by Dr. Bronk. It was the tentative conclusion of cl,js group (30 November 1947) 
chat although these creatures are human-like in appearance, the biological and evolutionary 
processes responsible for their development has apparencly been quite rufferem from those 
observed or postulated in homo-sapiens. Dr Bronk's ream has suggested the term "Extra
terrestrial Biological Entities", or "EBEs", be adapted as the standard term of reference for 
these creatures until such time as a more definitive designation can be agreed upon." This 
brings us back to the Levi-Strauss television ads. 
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At the time they ran, the corporation's CEO was a man named Bo b Haas. 
Concurrent with Mr. Haas's leadership position at Levi Strauss, he was a serving m ember of 
the Board of Trustees of the public policy think tank, the Brookings Institution. The 
lnstituce's involvement with the UFO question is documented at least as far back as 1960 
when, at the request of NASA, they published a report entitled " Proposed Studies o n the 
Peaceful Space Activities for Human Affairs." 1t was authored by Brookings' D onald N . 
Michael and noted that, "Anthropological files contain many examples of societies, sure of 
their place in the universe, which have disintegrated when they had to associate with 
previously unfamiliar societies espousing different ideas and different life ways; o thers that 
survived such an experience usually did so by paying the price of changes in values and 
attitudes and behavior." The N ew York Times covered the release o f this report under the 
headline, "Report Says Earth's Civilization M.ight Topple If Faced by a Race of Superio r 
Beings." 

Drawing ti-us parallel made me clunk long and hard on the implications of a 
classified/ad industry alliance and I continued to study the information I'd amassed. 1 don't 
know if :Mr. Haas became aware of the seriousness or implications associated with disclosure 
through h.is privileged position at tl1e Brookings Institution, and as a result made a decision 
to, or ·was asked to include tl1e E BE reference in a Dockers' television ad campaign. l cannot 
say that Mr. Haas ever read "Proposed Studies on the Peaceful Space Activities for Human 
Affairs," or any related paper or UFO book, tl1rough his work at the Brookings Institu tio n 
or otherwise. 1 don't even know if he had an interest in the subject. Perhaps the EBEs idea 
originated with an advertising executive whose hobby happened to be ufo logy, or who 
learned of the term from a friend, or, or, or. And while Levi Strauss did introduce the term 
into commercial and popular culture, the ad refers to EBEs as 'extraterrestrial beings,' not 
'extraterrestrial biological entities,' the term Dr. Bronk's team is credited with inventing. 
This, if anyth.ing, makes the commercial's significance just a bit more tenuous. While its 
tempting to speculate that such a chain of information points the way to a shadowy 
conspiracy bent on controlling our alien-related perceptions and no rmalizing society's 
attitudes toward these other intelligences, I was seeing no evidence of such a p rogram. 

So to our original questions. Are some captains of industry privy to class ified 
knowledge about the UFO phenomenon through their connections with government 
insiders? Of course. Can we establish that they're working together on some UFO-related 
propaganda operation? Not with any information I've been able to establish. Has any true 
insider knowledge ever filtered through in advertisements? Pop culture references to various 
aspects of ufology have appeared in some upscale ads, but no actual insider knowledge has 
ever been alluded to that I'm aware of 

Which companies are using ti-us imagery in their advertising? All types and sizes of 
compan.ies. Some of the largest have campaigns which suggest at alien abduction, crashes 
and retrievals and back engineering, but always with a wink and/ or a nod. Does there seem 
to be some sort of conspiracy in play wh.ich is employing such themes to increase the 
public's awareness and acceptance of an alien presence on E arth? Not that I've come across. 
What products and marketing segments are the most widely used? Just about all of them, 
though I found the ads run by information services, 
technology, and medical companies to be the most thought provoking. 

What we are seeing I th.ink, is an advertising industry driven to sell by any means 
imaginable, and UFOs and aliens have proven to be a tried-and-true focus for an ad 
campaign aimed at a broad ~egment ~f consumers. They watch the same television programs 
we do and make it their business to pick up on trends and topics, all of wruch feed into their 
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creative hopper and result in yet ano ther treatment of the ET ad theme. The government 
does no t need to intercede in the work the ad industry is im olved in, unless they want the 
public to take UFOs and aliens more seriously. Does the study of such commercial 
endeavors help us to understand the nature of the phenomenon? Not as much as they help 
us to understand human nature. In this case, its alien and UFO reality in advertising vs. 
UFO and alien reality for 1·eal, making it a kind of cosmic approach avoidance conflict: I 'm 
fascinated by the subject but can't alJow myself to take it seriouslv. UFO and alien-related 
ads allow me to do both. 

J s there a covert effo rt in place to assist the public in making what will very likely be 
a profoundly traumatic transition in our understanding of the universe and our place in it? I 
don' t think so, but sometimes l wish that there were one. Be assured though that UFO and 
alien-related ads wi!J continue to visit the pages and screens of our newspapers, magazines, 
TVs and websites for a long time to come. Their overt, and/or covert mission? To se!J 
products and services as they continue to assure the public that UFOs and aliens are real - in 
advertisements and commercials. 
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A Close Encounter With Whistleblower Gary McKinnon 

Matthew Williams 
Copyright 2007 Mottew Williams 

This is a transcript of an October 2007 interview with Gary ?vlcKinnon and Matthew 
\Williams. 

M\'(/: Basically if l could start with name and age. How you got into computers is a good 
place to start. 

GM: Age is 41. 

MW: How did you start in being interested in technology and computers? 

GM: \~/ell Atari games console firstly and playing games and then Atari brought o ut o ne that 
you could program and it had the basic programming language so you could learn bow ro 
program games. It had a cartridge slot in the top and a membrane keypad. That was my first 
attempt at programming and then I learned assembler language. Then there was the Atari ST 
and you could do music on that. Then about 19941 got my first PC. 

1vfW: What prompted you to get into a job in computers, were you good at school. 

GM: No I was crap academically, I had one O' Level in English and a few CSE's but 
someone said to me one day, your very good at computers why don't you do some so rt of 
course at it and you can make some good money out of it. As I didn't have any qualifications 
to speak ofl did a Mature Students access course to get on a degree course but I was really 
crap at high level maths so they bumped me down to the HND course but l was still having 
trouble with the high level maths up to a certain point. I failed the HND as weU. 

I had loads of practical experience. The first job I got was installation and configuration and 
engineering and I was upgrading from Windows 3.11 to Windows 95 and to \Xlindows NT. 
Once you have done one job as a contractor you get more jobs and more experience. So I 
did it all by experience rather than qualifications. 

MW: When would you say you finished in your degree course? 

GM: 1991 was the access course and I stuck it till 93 and got my first job in 94 which was 
for Alphagen which was a MOD supplier amongst other things. At the time none of this 
scuff was in my mind. They were providing hardware to DERA. 

MW: I take it you were living in London at this time. Have you always lived in London? 

GM: I was born in Glasgow and left there when I was six and a half. 
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ivf\XI: So your school and HND was all gained in London. 

GM: University of North of London. Holloway Road. 

M\XI: How did you get on at school as a background, its interesting for me to know what 

sort of person a you are, how did you get on with people at school etc, did you haYe many 

friendships? 
(l took out word hacker here replaced with person- as you wouldn't have been a hacker 

back then) 

G"i\if: I wasn't very academic at school and I loved playing the clown. 

iVf\Xl: l was much the same. 

le 

GM: l was always anti authoritarian. I loved people though, had lot of friends. I am not quite 

as gregarious and as outgoing as I used to be. 

MW: \Xlere you into social activities or sports? 

GM: l was crap at football but I loved running, athletics and trampolining and stuff. 

M\Xl: Diel you win any prizes. 

GM: 1 remember winning the highest pole vault once but l didn't get into any events really. 

iVI\v': Is there any reason that you didn't do well at your O 'Level stage at school? Any illness 

or things that held you back? 

GM: I think it was me mainly. \Xlhen we were in Glasgow the education system was much 

better than it is in England l think. \Xlhen I was six I was doing fractions. I came down here 

and we were reading Peter and Jane books and so I began to be lazy and I was told that I 

was bright and I think I kind of believed that and stopped trying. I starred to enjo) the social 

aspect of school and not the academic aspect. 

NfW: I used to like messing around. I found it more invigorating than the lessons. I am not 

saying that about you I am saying that about me. \X'hat about Girlfriends did you have any ar 

school. 

GM: No that al1 started after school, teenager years. 

MW: \Xlhat was your family situation like when younger, did they take an interest in your 

schooling. 

GM: My parents split up, that's why my mum came down to London and lived with my step 

dad. Yeah, I remember them sitting me down and making sure I did my homework. So that 

is probably why I did get one O'Level. 

M\"v': Did you not do well at computers at school? 
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GM: They didn't have any computers at school, unfortunately. 

:tvf\Xi: \X/ell 1 think you may find they had them bur as with many schools 1 have enco untered 
they hid them away and made sure the kids didn't get on them. That's changed a Jot now but 
back in my day kids weren't deemed worthy to go on them. Often teachers had secret 
stashes of computers. \X/as your skill on computers mainly honed by you outside o f school? 

GM: Yeah l don't think they even had any computer studies at that time. They just started 
chat in my later years at secondary school. 

M\XI: 1 find it interesting that you could do well at a skill you were interested in such as 
computers all by yourself but you hadn't done so well at academic subjects. Yo u weren't 
interested in subjects so much? 

GM: Well I joined the one school because it said on their prospectus that they did sword 
fencing and l really wanted to do that, sounds childish but l was a child. When I got there 1 
found that the entire sword fencing equipment was in the cupboard and they didn' t do 
sword fencing anymore and so they were lying in their prospectus. However l love lang uage 
and 1 love reading and my other qualifications were French, Art, Maths and Physics. So 1 
was interested I'm some but I have this problem where if l am no t fully interested it just 
won't stick. It's being lazy perhaps because you should stiU be able to apply yourself to 

remember something even if it doesn't interest you if you know it's goi ng to be o f use to you 
or enhance your life. 

M\XI: How about teacher motivation, if you like a teacher you learn better. Did you find ch.is 
the case? 

GM: Yeah my Physics teacher was great 

:M\XI: Did you learn much about History or World Politics at school. 

GM: Funnily enough in the first year and second year at secondary school there was an 
amazing teacher named Mr Elkington who was an amazing history teacher. He wanted us to 
go out and find burial mounds of the Beaker people and taught us about Buddica and told us 
that she was in fact called Buddica and not Bodicea, and medieval history. He died whi lst we 
were at school. We then did modern history later on but 1 found it incredibly boring as it just 
all seemed to be about politics. I loved Roman history. 

M\XI: I know you have an interest in UFOs from the information in the media about your 
going into computers to look for hidden information on UFOs. Did you gather this interest 
whilst young or older - what started your interest off? 

GM: My stepfather was from Falkirk which is quite near Bonnybridge and he had dreams 
about UFOs constantly as a child and had seen one once. I remember that this heightened 
mv interest. When I was about 12 or 14 years of age I joined BUFORA, The British UFO 
R;search Association. I don't remember specifically reading any books or seeing anything on 
television about the subject. It must have been my step dad's interest which caused me to 

become interested. That's quite a young age to join BUFORA between 12 and 14. I used to 
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get a monthlv newsletter and we didn't have access to the internet in those days. It was hard ., . 
for a kid on pocket money to go buying expensive hardback books. 

"l'vf\XI: .Had you read any UFO books 

GM: No] don't th.ink I read any UFO books. 

j\ifW: \XI ere you a reader of other books. How did you follow TV, did you used co watch Sci
fi series? 

GM: Yes 1 was an avid reader. 1 think my stepfather interest in Sci-fi meant that 1 had access 
to books by lsaac Asimov and Harf) Harrison. 

M\.XI: J use out interest which types of things do you like, Romantic stuff? 

GM: Definitely not romantic stuff. Although having said that I have got more into stories 
about people that are real life, things that are above and beyond the call of dury. There was a 
story about a woman who went around Bosnia and she was endangering her life. l can't 
remember what it is called now. l do like a lot of modern sci-fi. 1 do like a lot of book on 
real subjects. 1 am a real admirer of the military strangely enough and the people im·olved in 
that. l have a lot of respect for them. 

M\X/: Did you like any specific things about the militaf)'• This was at the age of teenager? 

GM: Yes, teenager. Back then l was more interested in the machinef)·, very boyish 1 guess, 
guns and tanks. 

i\t[\XI: Did you ever consider joining the militaf)'• 

GM: Yes I did and the police force. I was talked out of that by my parents who cold me to 
get a real job first as they said it was a three co five year period in the militaf)' when you join 
up before you can get out. 1'v1y dads' dad, my granddad was an American GI who came over 
here during the war and got involved with my grandmother and then disappeared again. It 
might be in my blood in a way. 

"tvfW: Do you have any close family who are militaf)' or police? 

GM:No 

lVf\.X/: Any famous or well respected family members of note? I'm just curious. 

GM: Not that l know of. There might be some ancient Celtic fighting connections perhaps. 
The only link with the military was my Grandmother and my Grandfather disappeared off 
and so my dad was an illegitimate child which in those days was unspeakable, very 
"oooooh". If I did get extradited perhaps it would be like l was just "going home" in some 
way. (laughs) 

lVfW: Have you got many brothers or sisters. 
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GM: Yes, l was an only child to my parents but when my dad remarried he had a daughter, 

my half sister. Then he remarried a third time and 1 've now got 3 half brothers. 

M\X/: Has anyone close to) ou ever got into trouble, got criminal records or have you got a 

clean slate sensible family around ) ou? 

GM: Yeah they are pretty unmarked. One of my cousins was a bit unruly ·when he was 

younger but that's all. 

M\X/: So back in school days clid you get into any serious trouble for things you did. 

GM: Yeah I got into trouble for ripping up loads of exercise books and sticking the bits on 

the intake fan of the chemistry lab and turning it on when the teacher came in. J\l[ostly in 

trouble for pranks. 

wfW: \XI ere you bullied at all? 

GM: I was bullied until I fought back. It took me quite a while though, which was about 1 

year of bullying. Which is quite a long time and felt bad at the time and some bad things 

happened to me. 

MW: How did you find the transition from school like going into your first job? Was it eaS) 

for you? 

GM: Yeah it was ok because to me it was all just people. I don't know if it was because 1 
was an only child, I was always feeling very secure. M) parents were very loving and I felt 

well loved, so I had a good emotional grounding I suppose. 

MW: Did your parents have good jobs were you well off? 

GM: Not at first in London we didn't have very much and parents had shop jobs. We didn't 

own our own place back so not particularly well off. A stable back ground though . 

MW: In your jobs did you get paid a lot. 

GM: Not much but I got into labouring for a while and even hairdressing which was crap 

money but was fun. I had had a lot of jobs and compared to those the computer work was 

well paid. 

MW: Did you progress in your job. 

GM: I did start doing well but then I seemed to come into competition with a lot o f newly 

qualified Microsoft Certified engineers. Still I had the experience, which counts because you 

can get someone who has done all the exams in the world but still hasn't got the practical 

experience. The highest I got was Systems Administrator which I had been after for a while 

and meant I was in charge of 50 users. I loved that because I was chatting co the telecoms 

guys, the sales guys. I enjoyed that because you feel like your work is underpinning everyone 
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because computers are important to everyone. I really enjoyed that. 

M\'v': So a Systems Administrator is the person who controls access to people's machines 
and decide what they can do and which bits they can see, creates user names and passwords 
accounts for people to get in. 

GM: That's an aspect of ir. More importantly l was looking for ways to ease the workflow. 

Also 1 used to set up remote dial-in so managers could access the computers from outside 
the office. I used to try and impart enthusiasm to people so they \\eren't afraid of computers 

so they could use them as a tool. 

iVf\XI: Did you work as a trainer in teaching people computers. 

Gi\lf: Yes, very casual training,] wasn't up there with a whiteboard in a classroom scenario. It 
was o ne on one. Say a telecom engineer might need to know how to use a parcicuJar piece of 

software when he was out and about, sort of thing. 

M\XI: Would you job involve any element of securit} work. 

GiVI: \Xie were connected to the internet through Demon Internet bur we didn' t host our 
own web server so there wasn 't a great need for securit}'• \Xe had ISDN at the cime. l was in 

charge of securit} so l would get people to change their passwords on a monthly basis. 

M\XI: \.'v'ere you the only person involved in this t}rpe of work, did the buck stop with you. 

GM: Yes I was the only one. However it was a legacy job in that there had been someone 
there before me and he had run off with a lot of stuff from the company in some form of 

dispute so most of the systems were already set up by that person and I was just keeping 

them running more than anything. 

i\tf\XI: \Xlould you have been concerned for intrusions into) our system? 

GM: Yes well the director who disappeared and stole loads of hardware had left lots of 

backdoors into the system for himself and the current directors were very worried that he 

would be able to gain access. So I did do a big clean up job and I had to analyse his PC to 
make sure there were no ways he could get in and change the passwords. That's one thing I 

did Like about computer securit}' is the challenge that this is your castle and ~ ou have to lock 

all the gates and pull back the drawbridge. 

iVIW: Did you take security seriously on your systems or did ) ou assume everything was 
secure. 

GM: I took it seriously but I didn't think there was much chance of us being a target, which 

when I trunk about now is silly because people would say well why would someone \'Vant to 

access my machine. I would tell people that any computer can be used as a jump point for 

people to be able to send our data from and make it anonymous, make it look like it came 

from that machine. It might be misused for credit card fraud. Although I did take security 

seriously we didn't actually have any threats, but we did have the usual virus problems. 
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M\X: \Xlas it when you were working at thjs compan) that) ou first got your interest in 
looking for UFO data on the Internet. 

GM: Yes it was in 1999 when l first joined the company and l was looking for stuff then. 

M\XI: Did you stay a BUFORA member? 

GM: No stopped pa)~ng my membership after a few years. 

MW: Can you describe the way you looked for UFO documents online. 

GM: The internet was a reaJ revolution when it became easily avaj lable for people because 
now instead of paying £20 for a book you could just go on the Internet and download it and 
view it on screen. I am not sure why the interested resurfaced ... .. Well actually 1 remember 
there was a chap l met who mentioned suppressed technologies. Whereas before hand l had 
been interested in UFOs as a phenomena, his angle was that UFOs had been cap tured and 
reverse engineered and we had aJJ thjs technology avruJable co a covert few who were o utside 
the government. He was the same chap who introduced me co the "Disclosure P roject" 
(run by Steven Greer). 

1\1\'(/: Did you meet this person via the internet? 

GM: No l met him in real life, through a job where I was doing internet tech support; this 
was in a different earlier job, not the systems admin job. 1 kept in couch with him and 
because he knew a lot more about the subject than I did he \Vas my guru so to speak. l 
researched what l was told via the net. You could download electronic copies of books. 

1\1\Xl: \'<'hat grade of computer were you using to access this scuff. 

GM: Back then a 386 PC. 

1\1\Xl: Was any of this stuff back in those days illicit? 

GM: No at first I was checking out publicly accessible stuff. I remember seeing some 
documents relating to medical information at Bethesda Hospital. 

MW': This was where Secretary of Defence James Forestall committed suicide and is 
featured in the X-Files a lot. 

GM: Funnily enough I was reading about him the other day as his son is still alive and is 
crying to get some form of reinvestigation so justice can be done. As at the time his family 
didn't even know what their father was doing for the military. 

MW: I seem to remember something about his diaries not being released, classified for 
reasons of national security. (MW note: I have since now found reference that the diaries 

are printed in full) 
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i\tf\'(/: \Xfhere did you gee the idea to go looking for harder to find sensitive UFO information 
on the in cernec? 

GM: 1 based most o f my research on information that was given out by the disclosure 
project (Steven Greer) and some from documents relating to the Matthew Bevan case. There 
was a List of supposed UFO hackers who had died and a List of sires they had been crying to 
get into . There were names of companies Like TR\Xf and Raytheon and Lockheed. In fact I 
might not be remembering TR\Xf correctly. Anyhow I was reading about the disclosure 
project and I was fascinated because at the time they had 300 expert witnesses all of which 
were ex military, ex government, radar controllers and air traffic controllers all the way up to 
strategic air command people - men and women who \Vere able to decide whether to launch 
nuclear missiJes. \X/hen they come our and say these things why the hell shouldn't we beLieve 
them. 

I began to get really angry about it. If such serious people were saying that we had such 
advanced technology then we could put it to good use, we could irrigate dry areas of the 
Sahara, do all sorts o f things with that free energy. So I used the information from the 
disclos ure project witnesses mainly to do what I termed further research. 

I wasn't trying to uncover anything about the hackers' deaths. 1 was thinking however char if 
they really were killed then there must be something there worth looking at, coupled \v;ch 
the witnesses from the disclosure project. 

i\tfW: Did you make any efforts to validate the information was real provided .by the 
disclosure project and the information about the hackers. 

GM: That's what I was doing, not just the lPs (Internet addresses) as well as to trying to find 
out what the entire network I was on was created for. 

M\Xf: Did you find out if the hackers who were supposed to have been killed were real? 

GM: I didn't try to research the hackers at all. 

i\tfW: Can you say how you went about doing the work of looking into these systems for the 
information. 

GM: Yes sure. You can FTP (Note: File Transfer Protocol - rudimentary way to look at 
remote machine folders and files). Lots of the FTP and Telnets (Tel.net - rudimentary way to 
access computers via commands). I read through lots of pages and watched many hours of 
the disclosure project and whenever anyone mentioned a place name I wrote this down, or a 
building at a certain place. I harvested little nuggets of data. For example Donna Hare in the 
disclosure project. She was a NASA photographic expert \vho prepared mission slides and 
photographic slides. She said that in building 8 of Johnson Space Centre there was a place 
that she found out from a colleague who had a top secret clearance, was an area that they 
weren't supposed to have wandered into where they regularly airbrushed out images of 
UFOs from high resolution satellite photography, because they are so frequently caught on 
film and before the images are then sold onto to Universities. 
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Using my blank password scanning technique 1 got into Johnson Space centre reaDy easily, as 
there were blank passwords everywhere. In a network of machines the administrators have a 
comment field where you can see the function of the machine and its locatio n and you can 
wtite whatever you want, such as this is the file server or this is the print server and this is in 
building 8 floor 3, whatever. So l sttipped out all the comment fields that had buildjng 8 in 
them and did m) blank password scanning technique for all those machines and lo and 
behold the machines there had raw and processed folders in them. These images were over 
200 megabytes and l was on a 56k dialup connection and also these images were in a 
proprietary NASA image format. So there wouldn't be much l could have do ne with them 
unless l had the software to view them. 

This was my best and worst moment in it all and 1 still think back with anger because o f the 
wa) things went. l mean what she said was there was there. l wanted to see the images and 1 
had to see them, 1 had to know! But transferring those files at that size would have taken 
days so I had an idea. I would look at it on their screen. l did it by taking graphical control of 
their desktop and turning the colour right down so that it could transfer to my pc quickly. l 
saw probably about the top two thirds of this picture and I saw what looked like the earths 
hemisphere with woolly clouds but then the structure started to appear and it s tarted to 
reveal the body of what at first looked like a satellite but then as it revealed mo re 1 realised 
that this looked very different and .I was on to somethjng. There didn' t appear to be any 
seams or rivets and no telemetry, no aerials. Just then l saw the mouse move on the screen 
and it went down to the lower part of the screen and next chose the disconnect command 
and that was it, that was me out of NASA. 

Hats off to NASA they did close off my method of entry in practically no time at all in 
nearly ail of their systems. It was a horrible moment though because it was "eureka" and 
then instantly I got caught. I think I might have got the time zones confused or somethjng 
because somebody was actually awake and in the office at the time and they had seen what I 
was doing. I would have loved to have got a good look at them, to have been able to have 
downloaded that whole folder. 

MW: A shame you had not got those files. Can you tell me did you consider what you were 
doing back then in accessing these files to be wrong or illegal. 

GM: It didn't feel illegal, not back then. Well I knew it was illegal but at the time just because 
it was illegal doesn't make it wrong is what I was thinking. Also I thought it was for the 
greater public good and that I was in the right. I thought crikey this free energy stuff is 
amazmg. 

MW: Are you familiar with the term Honeypot, i.e. some systems may be left on the internet 
by governments or agencies in order to lure people in with tempting or either fake 
information so they can track them down. 

GM: I know about honeypots and these systems certainly weren't. The machine log on and 
log off times were ail correct and being a systems administrator I could tell that things were 

correct. 

M\X': You are sure you would know the difference. 
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GM: O h yeah! You wouldn't be threatened with 70 years in prison and 1.75 million dollars 
in fines for gaining entry to a honeypor! 

-M\'v': \'(/hat would a honeypot contain that might be different to a real system. 

GM: A ho neypot wo uld be very isolated and you would find yourself on a small subset of 
the netwo rk. You wouldn 't be able to access many other machines from the one you first 
gained a foo thold into. There would be documents on there probably some fake email 
addresses. l fl was doing one l would transplant a history from another machine onto this 

one so it wo uld appear co have a leng th " up-time" to make it look Like people had been 
wo rking o n it. However because l was on a military network I could then access ocher 

mi]jcary netwo rks with a doc.mil address and I would look like I was coming from the same 
typ e o f netwo rk. l knew I wasn' t enclosed, which is the essence of a honeypoc, they wane co 
keep you in o ne place and watch you. 

le 

i\tf\'(/: o even though NASA at Johnson building 8, we know chat NASA does military casks 

like putting stuff in space. So was the NASA sire military or public. 

G M: The NASA stuff was public and some of the other stuff was military. 

M\X/: \Xlo uld honeypo ts really only apply to militaf) sJ stems? 

G ?vf: No I am sure NASA does it as well. NASA network addresses all end in (dot).gov and 
are government sites. They are supposedly public but infact the) are not really they are 
mifaary o rganisation really. I'm sure NASA does honeypotting as well. 

Nf\.'v': D o these sites warn you as ) ou log on of potential illegalit) of unauthorised access or 
any such similar measures to tell you how these systems should or shouldn't be used. 

GM: \X/ell the way I did it initially was through the consoles so there are no graphics and 
because l knew it was the administrators account and the password was blank. I would rype 

NETUSE then a certain share name on the machine and then password was blank. One I 

was logged in to that rnachjne with Administrator level access I could remotely install 
software on that machine whjch gave me graphical control. On some machines you would 

find people already logged on so you didn't gee that front screen. Sometimes you would get a 

logon screen with "This is the property of NASA". It's amazing though because under 

federal guidelines they should all be like that. You have to let someone know that they could 

be trespassing otherwise chat person ma) not realise they have committed a crime. A lot of 

those machines didn't conform to the federal guidelines and had no warnings in place. 

MW: So in some respects one could through quite easy methods wander into these machines 

without hjndrance and be looking around without realising )OU were doing very much 
wrong. 

GM: If you hadn't spent all night scanning them for the blank passwords in the first place ... 

this is obviously a deliberate acc. It's not exactly something you could just happen upon by 
accident. 
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11\v': \'(!ell I am thinking welJ ) ou could drive into a military base by mistake if the gates were 
open and there were no signs saying Nlilirary Base keep out. You could even get to see things 
) ou weren't supposed to but how would one know unless someone came up and said, you 
aren't meant to be here. ] could see your looking around like trying lots of gates, and finding 
one open and going in for a look . . . was it your fault that these gates were left unlocked with 
no warning signs on them. 

GM: I see your point it's a good analogy. 

l'vl\XI: lf one just takes a look and does not harm is this a problem. Is that what you are being 
charged with? Or are you being charged with alterations, defacement and damage? 

GM: I have been charged with intentional malicious damage on every machjne I was o n. 

:M\XI: Arte you able to talk about some of trus . . . is it going to harm your case? 

GM: No it's ok. 

111\\7: So what sort of damage? 

GM: Well they have kind of redefined damage. \XlelJ on one level they have said "impairing 
the macrunes ability to perform its normal function" whjch is rubbish because all I djd was 
log on and install my remote control software wruch doesn't actually inrubit the machines 
ability to function in any way. 

Then they go on to say "damage by alteration of data" whjch refers to the act of installing 
the remote control software, but I haven't actually damaged their data in any way by doing 
so, it is an addition to the macrune not a damage to their data. I have altered the image of the 
macrune because by installing the software it is not the macrune it was before but I have not 
destroyed data or decrypted data. 

M\X!: So your actions merely appended to or added to the macrunes purpose, it ilidn't 
damage any of their files. 

Considering you didn't know you weren't meant to be there would there be any kind of vilid 
case for saying that someone could have any reason to be looking around as you were in any 
normal circumstances. 

GM: There's no way you could innocently stumble upon it. 

MW: Do playpen type macrunes exist where somebody could log in run a bit of software at 
someone else's macrunes time or expense? Do such trungs exist? 

GM: There are on Unix macrunes access via shell accounts to do trungs. They do exist. 

MW: Would you be able to find these systems randomly or would you need prior knowledge 
and arrangement to use them. 
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G:M: You would need to know about them in advance and have been given an account on 
them via the owners. 

le 

M\XI: Do you think that it makes a difference that you did this in the US rather than the UK. 
l know that some hackers such as Matthew Bevan (alias KUJI) I ha\ e spoken to choose to 

hack overseas sites because the risk of trouble to the hacker getting caught was considered 
less if you hack overseas. 

GM: It seems sensible but I wasn't reall) aware of that mechanism at the rime. I chose US 
sites because it was my understanding that their military and defence contractors had the 
closest links co the UFO subject. 

:.M\X/: Yeah I think hacker lore says ,cNever hack your own country". 

1 f you were to lee people know you had been into these sites and warn chem later on that 
they had a security hole would you think this would have meant chat ) our presence there was 
such a problem? I did hear chat you had lee some network administrators know you had been 
there. 

GM: Yes, I always used to set a password when I went in to these sites so that nobody else 
could get in the same way I had done and bother my little operation. Once I had realised 
that this place ,vas of no viable use I would leave a note on the system administrators 
desktop. 

MW: \Xlhat sort of note did you leave them? 

GM: I was tel.ling them "Sort your security our". 

11W: So you did warn them. Do you think people read them and realise there had been a 
breach of security. 

GM: Weil I actually left it open in their WordPad (word processor) so it would be the first 
thing they saw in the morning. 

MW: You didn't leave any details of who you were? 

GM: Oh god no. Later on when Afghanistan happened, I starred leaving more politically 
orientated messages for them. 

They brought out part of one of my statements and it was part of it which made me look 
really bad. I would sometimes start off by saying that 911 was an inside job and that there 
was a deliberate stand down of American air defence. I also used to say that it was no fault 
of American service men or women bur the fault of government or covert operations 
working inside the government. The bit they released from my messages which makes me 
look bad is from the very end which says "I will continue to disrupt at the very highest 
level." by which I meant leaving these messages. I was accused of taking down the entire 
military district of Washington, which one man in his bedroom cannot do, I would expect, 
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hopefully! 

M\Xl: Is there any evidence which has been presented to prove you djd in fact take down the 
entire military djstrict of Washjngton? 

GM: No, none. 
M\'\1: So how could leaving messages like that take their entire rustrict network down? ls that 
possible? 

GM: Hmmm ... 1 don't think it could. Ermm, it was my way of trying to communicate with 
those people I felt were the wrongdoers. 1 was letting them know l had been there and was 
searcrung for somethjng and I would find somethjng. l may have been a Little bit drunk "vhen 
I left those messages. 1t wasn't a good idea really. 

:rvf\Xl: So drink was an element in your motivation. You would work during the clay and then 
come home maybe have a drink and do some hacking? 

GM: Well I wasn't drinking every cime 1 hacked. On that particular occasion I referred to l 
did leave a particularly long political diatribe. 

ivf\Xl: Was it the drink that made you a bit more arumated in your message to them and d o 
you regret that? 

GM: Well it was very egotistical. l djdn't regret it at the time but] regret it now because of 
how it can look wrong. 

:rvf\Xl: I'm still interested how a note left to a system admjn can bring down the entire military 
network in Washington! 

GM: Yeah and if it had really happened then why wasn't it in the news. Ir had gone down 
then surely something big would have happened or something might have gone wrong. 

MW: Did you follow the news to see if perhaps it was reported on? 

GM: 1 rudn't but 1 do remember somewhere Like Fort Knox or Fort Belvoir these were 
massive systems of sometrung like 5000 PCs and l remember when I was looking there one 
of those that I saw a military cyber security newsletter saying that they had tracked down and 
stopped a hacker intrurung into their network and it was around the same sort of time that I 
was there .... I wondered if trus was me as it was the same time and was the same network. 

M\V: Did you look for much information like that? 

GM: No not really because I was maintairung such a quiet presence at the time l ilidn't trunk 
there was any way I would be caught. 

MW: So no proof you managed to cripple the Wasrungton system. 

GM: When I was arrested in 2002 and the three years between my rearrest I was allowed 
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internet access. 1 did not see anything chat referred to this alleged incident. 

:NIW: Could it be proven that they military have perhaps exaggerated against you and is 
making up these claims for getting you extradited. 

le 

GM: That's the unfortunate thing is that because it is an extradition hearing they can only 
deal with the extradition law and can't deal with anything to do with the actual charges. I am 
not even allowed to speak at these things. You can't defend. However the prosecution can 
and they are allowed to say "he's done this and chat" and you aren't allowed co argue chose 
points. 

M\XI: So the prosecution are allowed to make their claim against you and you are not allO\ved 
to defend yourself in th.is hearing. 

GM: .Exactly! 

tvf\X/: Ramsey Clark is some ones whose name comes co mind. He is a former Attorney 
General which is a high ranking legal position and he served under Nixon I believe. He is 
now a very big human rights advocate and helps people with awbvard cases that need his 
type of presence co be able to make things happen. He may be able to help you with your 
case as I knO\v he has helped represent UFO witness Lar11 \X/arren to help him gee his 
passport back when the US govt alleged he was harming national security by speaking about 
the Bentwacers UFO incident. After Mr Clark intervened the passport was given back. 
Perhaps he could help you before you even gee to the US. Perhaps even cry to dissolve the 
case before you get called to be extradited. Perhaps people like Steven Greer might be able 
to suggest extra help you could gee. 

GM: Steve Greer offered to come to speak at the extradition hearing as an expert witness. I 
am not sure it would have been something the court would like having someone talking 
about UFOs at an extradition hearing. 

M\X': Well I am not so sure seeing as it is a fundamental pare of the case before them, why 
someone would be motivated to do this sort of computer activity that you did ... and co hear 
from an expert witness that the UFO subject is taken very seriously from a gathering 
credible evidence point of view might lead someone like yourself co want to look in places 
tl1at maybe one shouldn't. However it would probably be your lawyers who would advise on 
if it would be good or bad for your case. I think it might help to show that your intentions 
were UFO related with research in mind and not malicious or terrorist in nature. 

I assume you would like to work in computers again. 

GM: Yes 

MW: What are the current penalties against you if you did get extradited to the US? 

GM: 60 years imprisonment and 1.5 million dollars in fines. 

MW: That's crazy. Where would someone convicted of a crime get 1.5 million dollars if 
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their life has been ruined? Where would you get 1.5 million dollars if you worked every da) 
of your life? So is it a fine or 60 years? 

GM: Actually 1 think its both. 

M\Xf: So vou'll be able to find 1.5 million dollars whilst spending the rest of your natural life 
in prison? How does that work. I thjnk the US authorities are completely unrealistic in their 
sentencing procedures. 

GM: lts all on a points system as well . .. it's all just mad. 

i'v1W: So how are you managing for money at the moment? 

GM: I have had some offers that have said if you come out of a!J thjs clean then we will 
employ you in security. 1 have also had film offers and book offers but they are ho lding back 
until it pans out. They don 't want to give me a £15,000 advance until they know that 1 am 
going to be able to work with them because 1 may be off to America. It's workjng out again 
though at the moment because lam living with somebody who has a job and together with 
my housing benefit money and unemployment benefit its enough to get by. However there 
was a 5 year period where I was just living in a double room which you get used to but isn't 
ideal. My dad would say (in Scottish accent) "It's your own stupid fault kjd!" (Laughs) 

i'vI\Xl: Can you tell us any more about the Exuadition system. 

GM: There is a man who is British and who runs an onJjne gambling system and the 
Americans have their online gambling systems and because of probably jealousy the 
Americans have arranged to have the British man arrested because the federal government 
isn't making any ta.x from his gambling venture. They arrested him and not the citizens for 
breakjng American law. He stands to be extradited under the new fast track system however 
this is meant to be a system for dealing with Terrorists. 

They have also used the new law on the "Nat\vest Three". They have also extradited a man 
for some type of price fixjng charges but at the time the man rune this it was legal, but the 
extradition act is retrospective so the Americans have decided to try and arrest him for it 
even though it was 10 years ago and wasn't illegal at the time. They are just using the system 
for these means and its being completely misused. 

MW: Isn't it the case that if it wasn't illegal years ago to do a thing just because they change 
the law now doesn't mean you committed a crime back then. That's how I thought the Jaw 
worked. 

GM: Indeed. The Nat\vest three case had the people involved having to pay 1 mjllion dollars 
bail, I think only two of them could afford this because they were fairly well off. They are 
extraruted to the US now. They are not allowed contact with each other unless a solicitor is 
present. They have these electronic monitoring tags on them. They are not allowed any UK 
witnesses. They are in a terrible situation. 
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Flying Saucers-For Real! 

(The secret truth behind U.S. built flying wing disc aircraft) 

By Jack D. Pickett and Michael H. Schratt 
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NOTE: The pictures used in this article are computer generated forensic composite 
illustrations. These illustrations were specifically created to give the general public a 
technically accurate representation of what these historically significant aircraft 
looked like. Since the actual aircraft and official USAF photos are still classified, this 
article and the associated illustrations represent the most accurate historical account 
now in the public domain. 

\Xlhat )OU are about to read is stiJJ classified "TOP SECRET" by the U njted Scates Ai r 
Force. Now, after 60 years, the true story of the U.S. involvement into the design and 
construction of "Flying Saucers" can now ·finaJJy come to light. This is not your run-of-the
rruU "light in the sky" saucer story. ln thjs case, the dates, names, and locations of very 
specific personnel and hardware can now be identified, which point to a very "terrestri al" 
explanation for many of the "UFO" sightings beginning since 1947. Please note: T he images 
used in trus article are computer generated forensic composite illustrations based o n the 
acruaJ testimony, drawings, letters, and detailed descriptions of Jack Pickett and \Xlarren 
Botz. The illustrations were designed to give the generaJ publjc the most accurate depictions 
ever created of these most unusual hjstorical special purpose aircraft. A very strict scientific 
approach was used in the creation of these images. The process was identical to that of the 
federal gm ernmem when they are trying to create a composite fo rensic sketch of a particular 
suspect. 

(retired U.S. Naval combat veteran Jack Pickett is pictured above and to the left) 

THE REAL STORY: The case for U.S. built flying wing ruse aircraft (aka flying 
saucers) begins with an unprecedented true account by Mr. Jack D. Pickett (retired WWII 
naval combat veteran and publisher). During the 1960's, and on into 1972, Jack Pickett and 
}us business associate Harold Baker published for the Air Force certain house-organ 
magazines (club-calendar-events) for NCO and Officer's Club facilities for several military 
bases in Florida. It was 1967 when the Adjutant GeneraJ's Office at MacDiU AFB (Tampa 
Florida) proposed a front cover, and two-and-a-half page article witrun. The subject was 
Vintage, Historical or Experimental aircraft. 
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THEY DO EXIST: Jack and Harold learned that some experimental jet aircraft 

were being stored at the base salvage/scrap-) ard (see picture 2, illustration 3 & 4). These 

particular aircraft had already been decommissioned/declassified, and were parked directly 

outside, and NOT in a hangar. ln September of 1967, both Jack and Harold drove together 

to where these aircraft were being parked. Upon arriving at the chain Link fence, which 

surrou nded the perimeter of the base near the scrap-yard, Jack first saw the most awe

inspiring aircraft ever built. J ack's initial thought was: " i\Iy gosh! Those are Flying Saucers! 

Those things really do exist!." There, parked outside on a taxi-\\ ay near the base scrap-~ ard, 

were fo ur flying wing discs , measuring 20, 40, 70 and 116 feet in diameter (see arrow 

MacDiLI AFB aerial photo #2). J ack recalled that the chain Link fence was only 50 feet from 

were the discs were parked. Because they were the last remaining of their model, the Master 

Sergeant of the Non-Commissioned Officer's Club telephoned the Adjutant General's 

Office for permission for Polaroid photographs co be taken, even though all of the tires ·were 

completely fl at down to their wheel rims. The Master Sergeant stated co Jack char he was not 

sure what these aircraft were for, but tho ught they might be some sort o f "test" aircraft. The 

General's OfGce sugges ted char Jack use higher quality official Air Force photographs 

available at the Adjutant General's Library at MacDill. Apparently, the Air Force wanted to 

make a good impression, and did not want to release photos of these aircraft with flat tires 

and at lease o ne sagging landing gear strut (see sub-heading Large Disc). Jack ·was also 

informed that it would not rake long to bring these aircraft back up to " fl~ing status" . Jack 

Pickett w as issued for his article, the highest security clearance ever given to any civilian 

pubbsher due co his prio r work with SAC/TAC/Navy/ Army bases. Under armed military 

guard, J ack was personally shown Literally hundreds of official U.S.A.F. photographs of these 

aircraft in formation flight, on the tarmac, and was shown portions of motion picture 

footage of these aircraft in flight (see aerial photos/illustrations 12-20, and USAF conference 

cable photo depiction). Jack was aUO\\ ed to select chose photographs best suited for the up

coming NCO Club newsletter article, and obtain additional detailed information concerning 

the discs. It's important to note, that these four aircraft are NOT to be confused with the 

well known Avro VZ-9 Avrocar, Chance Vought V-173 "Flying Pancake", Project SiJverbug, 

or the Chance Vought XFSU-1. 

(Illustration #2) 
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(Illustration # 3) 
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(Illustration #7) 

(Illustration #8) 

(Illustration #9) 
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(Illustration #10) 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DISCS: Authors special note: Ir's important to note 
that when describing the outward appearance of these aircraft, all a\·iation researchers and 
historians sho uld 100% discard all of their pre-conceived ideas of what an aircraft should 
look like. \Xfhen Jack first saw the official USAF photos of these aircraft, he was amazed, and 
immediately asked questions regarding how large, and how many of these aircraft were built. 
Jack also inquired about the flight performance (altitude and cruise speed) for these aircraft. 
So me of the in-flight photos clearly showed the discs being escorted by an F-84F 
T hunderstreak (swept-wing) interceptor aircraft (illustration # 11, 14-1 7). A few of the in
flight photos also appeared to show F-80 Shooting Scar, F-86 Saber and F-100 Super Saber 
jet aircraft. Some of the photos that Jack was shown included 50 aircraft flying in formation. 
Author's special note: The specific USAF squadron that flew chase for these discs carried 
the unique designation "FLlTAFF" (Fighter Long-range Tactical Air-command Future 
Forces) see illustrations 21 & 22. This support group (SG) was at one time stationed at 
Carswell AFB (Fort \Xlorth Texas), than later transferred to James Connolly AFB (Waco 
Texas). Indeed, " FLlTAFF" was actually painted on a hangar at James Connolly AFB. 
Looking head on, they appeared as the classic so-called "Flying Saucer" shape, very similar 
to two saucers stacked one over the other (see illustration #7). The pilot/ crew compartment 
appearing as a bubble shaped contour located directl) in the middle of the top of the disc. 
There was nothing forward of the pilot's compartment other than the sloping surface. That 
compartment featured a "spinal fairing" that ran from the canopy, and tapered back towards 
the trailing edge of the disc, narrowing down to a very high vertical tail. The small 20' 
diameter craft (see illustration #5) had a crew of one, with an air-intake on both sides of the 
pilot's compartment, and two exhaust pons at the aft lower portion of the disc. The air-
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intakes could best be described as looking very similar to that of a H arrier or D ouglas A-7 
Skyhawk. This aircraft also employed control surfaces along the circumference of the disc. 
Jack also recalled that all four aircraft had a small black "non-sEp" walk-way that ran along 
the length of the fuselage, leading up to the pilot/ crew compartment. According to Jack, the 
smaller disc seemed to incorporate a sort of magnifying/ enJarging optical sight, which was 
directly embedded into the 1-1 /2 to 2" thick canopy windows, which may also have been 
used as a flat armored glass windscreen. The standard Air Force insignia, and the designation 
"XPERIMENTAL" followed by "USAF", was visibly printed starting imm ediately behind 
the windows of the compartment on towards the rniJ. On the upper surface of the vertical 
stabilizer, there was the identification "U.L." which stood fo r "Unlimited .Altitude". Jack was 
informed that the discs had considerable various uses. The O.1.C. permitted Jack to actually 
kick the tires of the smaller 40' craft, while the O.1 .C. stood nearby and snapped a photo in 
the process. 111e 40' disc featured a hinged canopy that flipped up to allow entry for the 
pilot. All four discs were poEshed aluminum silver in color, with the aircraft skin seams and 
rivets clearly visible. Jack recalJed that the aircraft " skin" was in good co ndition, and did not 
show signs of excessive oxidized wear. He was also permitted to run his hand along the edge 
of the smalJer discs. Amazingly, each aircraft was so exceedingly streamlined that it appeared 
as though each craft were made out of one piece. The discs themselves, regardless of size, alJ 
had tricycle landing gear. The size of the aircraft, determined how many wheels on each. The 
20' and 40' discs incorporated a single wheel on alJ three landing gear struts, while the 70' 
diameter version used dual wheels all around. \Xlhen Jack was permitted to waJk around these 
discs, it was clear to him that both the 20' and 40' diameter craft were of single pilot des ign, 
while the 70' craft was a two seat tandem model. Jack also recalled that on the very forward 
leading edge of all of the discs, there appeared to be a " retractable slotted window", which 
ma) have been used to improve pilot visibility during approach to landing. For whatever 
reason, the top entry hatch of the small 20' diameter disc was left open, leaving it exposed to 
the elements. According to the O.1.C. (Officer in charge) of MacDill, alJ four aircraft had 
been flown in, and then immediately parked outside at the scrap-yard. The O.1.C. also 
informed Jack that not one person had ever been allowed to enter any of the discs since they 
arrived. · 
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THE LARGE DISC: Measuring 116 feet in diameter (comparable to the 

wingspan of a B-47 Stratojet), and standing 12' off of the ground, (much higher near the 

edge) the largest of the four discs must have been a sight to behold (see illustration #1, #6 & 

#10 background). The O .I.C. permitted Jack to walk under and around this aircraft, but was 

soon told to come out from under it due to possible safety issues. Jack specifically noted that 

the port main landing gear of the large craft was partially coUapsed, causing the aircraft to 

lean to the left. Each main landing gear consisted of 6 wheels, measuring 5' in diameter. 

Incredibly, the nose gear had 32 wheels which measured 2-1 /2 to 3 feet in diameter (see 

illustration #25 & #26). Indeed, Jack recalled that "the front landing gear had more wheels 

than I had ever seen on any aircraft before". The fact that this large aircraft utilized multiple 

nose wheels on the nose gear indicates that it was only intended to be operated from hard 

surface runways. Although all of the tires on this craft were flat, Jack noted that they did not 

appear exceptionally worn. A door was located on the port side of the craft, for access to the 

crew compartment. Immediately behind the door, were three oblong rectangular shaped 

windows that ran along both sides of the fuselage (see illustration #23). These ma} have 
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been stations for the flight engineer, navigator, and weapon systems operator. The extreme 
forward section of the crew compartment looked like the nose of a Curtiss C-46 transport 
aircraft. The large craft employed two air-intakes on both sides of the crew co mpartment, 
and four exhaust ports at the aft bottom end of the craft (see illustration #7 & illustration 
#24). The air intakes blended beautifully into the sides of the fuselage and upper po rtion of 
the disc. It was clear that the crew compartment had room for a pilot and co-pilot who sat 
side-by side. The main cabin/fuselage appeared very similar to that of a D o uglas DC-6 
passenger airliner, with enough room for a central isle, and two seats on either side. The 
upper portion of the vertical stabilizer had the designation "U.S." whjch stood fo r "Upper 
Stratosphere" 

BOTTOM VIEW 
(LARGE DISC) 

STARBOARD----- ~ . 
LAN DING GE AR ~~ 

THRLJ ST VECTORING 
GUIDE VANES 

c::::==r-~ --,...___ 

(Illustration #24) 

(illustration #25) 
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(Illustration #26) 

J ack specifically recalls that the unusually high vertical stabilizer was "higher than shopping 
mall parking lot Lights" (see illustration #25, #26 & #28 also see model photo #1 & 2) It 
was evident that the main landing gear retracted inside the main body of the disc, with the 
gear moving up and away from the centerline of the aircraft. The nose gear retracted to the 
rear and up inside the bottom of the disc. Flight control surfaces were located along the 
circumference o f the djsc, simjlar to the 20' model. Jack remembers seeing what may have 
been bomb bay doors located on the bottom surface of the djsc. These ma, have been used 
for the release of 1 O' diameter in-flight radio controlled flying wing disc bomb drones. 
lndeed, Jack remembers seeing flying wing disc drones in various stages of disrepair at the 
scrap-yard, near the four discs. These bombs were capable of being delivered with "pin
point" accuraC) decades before Lockheed F-117 Stealth Fighters dropped "smart bombs" on 
Iraq during the Gulf \Var. This indicates that the primary mjssion for this aircraft may have 
been that of a long range reconnaissance bomber. All of the evidence indicates that the 
special mission of the smaller manned discs, was that of a high speed, high altitude espionage 
platform. The O.I.C. also informed Jack that crus aircraft had "nuclear capabilities". Jack was 
told that this aircraft regularly over-flew Russia after \X/\XfJI, but was told: "you can't print 
that". It was obvious to Jack that this large craft would totally do away for the need of long 
range bombers, escort fighter aircraft, refueling aircraft, support crews, and air bases. \Vhat 
would be the point of manufacturing additional support aircraft, when you had an aircraft 
that could "do it all"? Of course this would not sit well ,vith the military industrial complex 
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which stands to make billions of dollars manufacturing ordinary run-of-mill support aircraft. 
This specific point was brought home during President Dwight D. Eisenhower's farewell 
address to the nation detiYered on January I 7'h, 1961. President Eisenhower stated that "ln 
the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, 
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential fo r the 
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist." This he knew from personal 
experience, and was well aware that when the military and defense contracto rs " lept 
together" bad things happen. 

(]llustration #27) 

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE: \Xfben Jack asked the O.1.C. if these were the 
Fl)ing Saucers everybody was reporting, he was given an affirmative reply. It's clear that 
what was being reported in the news media as "Flying Saucers" was one of the smaller craft, 
specifically the 40' diameter model (see illustration #5 foreground, #10, #8, & #9). The 
overall logistics and tremendous costs involved in manufacturing the giant 116' model may 
have prevented it from being produced in great quantity (see illustration #12, #27, #28). 
Jack Picken was never briefed on the exact propulsion system utilized by the four craft, or 
who specifically built these aircraft. Jack also inquired why they had been discontinued, and 
was told that it had to do with maneuverabilit:y problems, and that the U.S.A.F. now had 
"bener ones". Author's special note: Although the following important point seems difficult 
if not impossible to believe, it has been included into this article for historical purposes. In 
regards to the specific performance of these aircraft, Jack was told directly by the O.1.C. that 
"we could fly so fast as to anain sufficient altitude to be classified as achieving space £light". 
This is consistent with the official USAF classification that space flight begins at an altitude 
of SO miles, or approximately 265,000 feet. For Jack's article, the O.1.C. told him that he 
could state that these aircraft could "exceed mach 1 ", a very conservative under-statement to 
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say the leas t. This leaves the very real possibility that these jet djsc aircraft employed a 
seconda1y propulsio n sys rem which might have been associated " ·ith the USAF 1 • EPA 
(Nuclea r E nergy fo r P ropulsio n of Aircraft) program. Jack inquired how these rurcrafr co uld 
avoid burning up while descending from such rugh alcitudes. He was cold that during re
enn-y th e e ru rcra fr "skip" ac ross the upper porcion of the atmosphere, thereby slowing 

down and clj ssipacing the ex trem e heat (similar to a flat rock when thrO\\ n across a body of 
wate r) . J ack was also to ld by the O.l.C. that " had we had different power so urce engines, we 
could have gone into o rbit" (orbital fught requires 17,500 mph, 25,000 to reach the moon 
and planets) . Jack was al o told that these aircraft were more secret than the " i\Ianhattan 

Pro ject". Author' special note: Those that are skepcical of the reality of man-made flying 
aucer would do well to review the sighcing made by former i\Iercury SeYen astronaut and 

re t p ilo t Gordon Cooper. During 1951 in Europe, Gordon Cooper and rus squadron-maces 
attempted to intercept a group o f silver saucer shaped craft. Fl~ing their F-86 Saber jets at 
45,000 feet, they were unable to catch the djscs. G ordon Cooper reported char the ruses were 

fl ying much higher, and traveling far to fast co be intercepted by his F-86. Colonel Coo per 
reca lJecl that these clj scs were een in fl ying formacions of four and sixteen. 

,- . 
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(Illustration #28) 

THE PROPOSED ARTICLE: The four djsc shaped experimental rurcrafc were 
never featured in the October 1967 issue of "NCO Club News". Coincidentally, while 

purring that arcicle together, there was a UFO/Flying Saucer sighting wruch occurred rurectly 

over d owntown Nliami That particular rurcrafr Jack was told, originated from A\·on Park 

Air Force Range located 100 miles Southeast of MacDill AFB. Avon Park consjsred o f 
runways far too short for the operation of conYenrional hjgh speed, horizontal rake-off 
ai rcraft. Only "harrier type" o r VTOL aircraft would be ideally swred for operations at rrus 

facility. Jack learned that rrus new prototype developed a propulsion system malfunction, 
which caused it to drop down to " tree-top level". The crew was desperately trying to keep 

the craft airborne long enough to clear Miaroj so char they could crash land offshore into the 

Atlantic Ocean. Eventually, the fughr crew regruned control of the rurcrafr, whjch qwckly 
turned straight up, and departed the Miaroj area at a tremendous speed. It's entirely possible 

that a more advanced prototype VTOL variant (possibly Project Sih erbug) of the original 
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four discs stored at MacDill was responsible for the over-fly of i\lfiami (see Avro Silverbug 
lllustration). Immediately after the Miami over-fly, Jack bought a copy of the Tampa Tribune 
morning edition (which carried an article on the sighting), and brought this sighting, which 
took place approximately on September 20th of 1967 to the attention of the 0.1.C. at 
MacDill, who personally felt that he should make a request to higher Air Force authority for 
the clearance needed for publication at that time (th.is sighting was also reported in the 
:i\1iami Herald). The 0.1.C. specifically told Jack "Yes, l know about that aircraft". This was 
now the making of the biggest and most decisive "catch 22" that the U.S.A.F. ever found 
itself in. On one hand, the Air Force was standing on the door-step ready to officially release 
information pertaining to the four discs parked at the scrap-yard which had already been 
decommissioned/ declassified. On the other hand, Jack was told: "the U.S. Air .Force 111011/d 

11ever ad111it that aircraft ever existed, 11eve/' (referring to the aircraft that cook off from Avon 
Park, and was responsible for the Miami sighting). Jack was specifically told that it would be 
in the "better interest of the Air Force" to delay publication of his article. Jack was seated 
across the desk from the 0.1.C. during their meeting. The 0.1.C. also possessed the official 
U.S. Air Force stamp which was ready to go on the back of each of the photos Jack had 
picked out earlier. Due co the fact that the Air Force had changed their mind, the 0 .1.C. 
began taking back the photos. At th.is exact point, the official declassificatio n of these 
incredible discs was officially terminated. Jack was later told that "Noborfy ,viii ever see these 
aircraft again, 1111ti/ thty1 1-e-appear as U.S. rpace craft' (possible replacement for current space 
shuttle). Author's special note: During the time that Jack was examining the discs at the 
scrap-yard, he noticed a hangar nearby. \Xlhen Jack asked the O.I.C. what \Vas in that hangar, 
he replied ''I'm not going to tell you what's in that hangar". Speculating about the contents 
of th.is restricted hangar would be outside the scope of th.is article. However, it now appears 
that for what-ever reason MacDill AFB was chosen as a sort of "clearing house" storage 
facility for Ultra Top Secret Experimental aircraft. 

(Avro Silverbug Illustration) 
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THE CANADIAN CONNECTION: Durino \'v'\X/11 Germam· had become 
1:> , -

the undisputed leader in hjghly advanced aircraft technology. The Me-262 jet interceptor, 
H orten fl ying wings, and the Me-163 rocket powered aircraft were decades ahead of allied 
designs. Indeed, the Germans were so advanced, that in 1944 they flew a six engine long 
range bo mber undetected 11 miles up the coast of New York City as a " trial run". under the 
direccion o f Dr. Walter D ornberger, the man in charge of operations at Peenemunde, and 
Dr. \X/ernher von Braun's boss, a secret saucer program was started at the BMW' / Heinke! 
factory in Dresden in 1943. This design team was headed b) Dr. Richard M.iethe, who 
worked for the Bi\lI\'XI rocket cljvision in Berlin. Dr Miethe's team ,vas ultimately responsible 
fo r the manufacture o f the incredjble discs that Jack Pickett saw at "t\facDill AFB in 1967. It 
can now be revealed, that these discs had been originally built in Germany in the fall of 1943, 
with the first flight occurring during the spring of 1944. After the close of \'(/\X/1J, many 
German aeronaucical engineers ,vere sent to \Xlhite Sands Missile Range under "Operacion 
Pap erdip". The remaining group o f scientists, were captured by the Russians. It can now be 
revealed that the Soviets reached the German plant in Breslau before the Americans, and 
c1uickJy dism antled many factories, rebuilding them in Russia. It's clear now that the Soviet 
U nio n had their own saucer p rogram (derived from captured German scientist) wruch 
explains many of the over-flights in the United States. Dr. Richard Miethe was sent to Fort 
Bliss, and later worked at W right Patterson AFB. Eventually, Dr. Miethe went to work for 
J ohn C. Frost o f the Avro Aircraft Company (a subsidiary of Hawker Siddeley) in Malcon 
O ntario Canada. 

Mr. Frost was a gifted aircraft designer from England, who headed up Avro's " special 
projects g roup" in 1952. Avro ,vas currently working on at least 16 different "Flying Saucer" 
proposals, (see illustration #29 and #30) including project ' 'Y" and project ' 'Y2" (aka 
"Project Silverbug") . Project Silverbug was a design for a supersonic VTOL flying disc. By 
1953, J ohn Frost and rus team had completed most of the "paper studies" on these highly 
unusual aircraft. The only problem facing Mr. Frost, was the overwhelming costs involved in 
the development o f these designs. It quickly became clear that only one country was capable 
o f provid.ing the necessary " financial backing" to " foot the bill" for Ano's flying saucer 
programs. USAF Le. General Donald L. Putt had been briefed on the incred.ible 
performance specifications of these aircraft, and visited the Avro Canada plant on 
September 16, 1953. Not wanting trus incredible technology to be acquired by any other 
nation, the U.S.A.F. officially took over and financed Avro's saucer program in late 1954. 
Trus allowed the Air Force to " farm out" their own saucer program on foreign soil, while at 
the same time keeping the project strategically close co the United States. By 1955, Dr. 
l'vLiethe had completed construction of the disc shaped aircraft he had originally built in 
Germany in 1944. These were the exact aircraft reported as "flying Saucers" in the U.S. 
during 1947. The first test flight of crus USAF/ Avro disc, occurred in Malton in 1955, with 
add.itional test fLights tak.ing place at Edwards AFB. Now we know ,vho built the "Aying 
Saucers" that Jack Pickett saw at MacDill AFB in 1967. Mystery solved! 
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MYSTERY OF THE LONG RUNWAY: During the close of \v'\Xlll, General 
Patton's army came upon a very unusual find at a captured German facility in France (near 
the \11 and V2 launch sites). Author's special note: This finding was described in Patton's 
biography which included specific data and photos, and also in an official document known 
as the "Patton memo" which was shown to Jack Pickett. In fact, Genera] Patto n specifically 
warned the U.S. military of unbelievable facilities being fo und. General Patton described 
coming upon a huge runway that was 200 feet wide, 11,300 feet long, and was made of 
concrete which was 14 feet thick. The memo stated that the runway was built by the 
Germans using thousands of slave laborers, and took several years to complete. It was his 
written opinion that the consuuction materiaJs and labor force " s111passerl //;(I/ ef the orecll 
P.Jiramids" (his words). The runway incorporated a unjque feature at the far end. An upward 
turned "ski slope" was built into the runway to allow larger aircraft with heavy cargo loads to 
take off more easily. Thjs "ski slope" feature was later incorporated into the designs of 
British and Russian aircraft carriers. The U.S. constructed such a runway in 1972 for o ur 
incomjng and outgoing SECRET horizontal take off and landing space craft at 1--Iumer Army 
.Airfield (Savannah GA.) which was never officially closed. ln 1972 Jack Pickett visited this 
facility and contacted the Officer in charge. Jack stood at one end of the runway, and was 
informed by the O .1.C. that the other end of the runway (which was five miles away) was 
"off limjts" . It would seem that this runway also included the "ski slope" feature that was 
used on the German originaJ. The O.I.C. than dropped a bombshell. He spoke abo ut o ur 
secret spacecraft delivering cargo to and from the moon and planets, or "1JJhere ever else n1e go i11 
outer space" . Author's special note: This statement is consistent with the comments made by 
Ben fuch, (former head of the famed Lockheed SkunkWorks, and Kelly Johnson's right 
hand man). During a cocktail party just prior to his death, Ben fuch pulled a few of his d ose 
associates aside, and stated: "you know, we already have the technology to travel among the 
stars, but it's so wrapped up in deep black projects that it would take an act o f GOD ro get it 
out to the public". 

ENCOUNTER AT WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB: Fortunately, the story 
doesn't end in 1967. Jack was informed that the four djscs parked at the scrap area were the 
very last of their kind, and were awaiting orders to either be scrapped or flown/ transported 
to Offutt AFB for storage for the yet--to--be--completed Air Force Museum. This brings us to 
Mr. Warren Botz (see picture #31). Warren is a retired \XIWII P--40 Warhawk Flying Tigers 
pilot, with over 30,000 hours of flight time in 119 different types of aircraft. In September of 
1978, \X'arren was attending a reunion with his fellow pilots and their wives, at Wright 
Patterson AFB. A medium size group of about 62 people including Warren, were 
transported by bus across the base to where the restoration hangar is located. It's here that 
various older aircraft are processed, and made ready for the Air Force Museum. Arriving at 
hangar #4, the group departed the bus, and began walking through each of the hangars by 
way of a connecting doorway. Warren momentarily departed from his group, and managed 
to walk through the door of hangar #4 bay "E" (see picture #32, 33, & hangar #4 top view 
illustration). Taking up the entire hangar, was the identical craft Jack Pickett saw at MacDill 
AFB in 1967. Through telephone conversations with Mr. Botz, it became apparent that what 
he saw the large 116' diameter craft (see illustration #35). Warren was onJy in this hangar for 
about two minutes, but was able to confirm many of the details mentioned by Jack Pickett 
12 years earlier. Mr Botz clearly remembers seeing the tricycle landing gear, along with the 
very high vertical tail. Warren also recaUed that the main landing gear strut "looked as truck 
as a telephone pole". The nose gear strut was very similar in appearance to that of a French 
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Supersonic Concord. \'(1arren recalls seeing what looked like "venetian blinds", or " thrust 
vectoring vanes" inside the exhaus t pores. He also recalled seeing " landing gear strut 
scis o rs". These devices are used co prevent the gear strut shafts from popping out of their 
cyljnders. Calling upon hjs extensive aviation background, Warren was able to determine that 
this U.S. built fl ying saucer incorporated a "split rudder" system. This control surface 
arrangement utiLizes "aerodynamic boost" co help aid in full deflection of the rudder (similar 
to that o f a Schweizer 2-33 gtider). Warren was in this hangar for about two minutes, when a 
security g uard who was stationed near the comer of the hangar "intercepted" him as he was 
walking cowards one of the main landing gear struts. Ac that point, \X arren was politely 
"escorted" o ut of the hangar. As he was leaving, \'(/arren was able to look back and get one 
final look at this "Monster" (his exact word) of an aircraft. In fact, after seeing the 
ilJuscrations used for trus article, \'(/arren declared: "chat's the exact aircraft I saw at \,'( right 
Patterson AFB". Warren also described chat when he entered the hangar where the large disc 
was being kept, it was parked nose fi rst in the hangar. He went on to describe how the 
aircraft was cowed into the hangar. At first glance, it would appear that the rail was coo tall co 
fit through the hangar opening. Through the use of a special wheeled ramp, the aircraft is 
ro lled inside (see illusu-ation #34) . 

Author's special note: During a telephone interview with Warren Botz, he described 
the long cabin section as " looking like half of a fuselage". A very important point I never 
revealed to \Xlarren, but which Jack Pickett stated to me earlier. Jack described the fuselage 
as lookino- like someone cue a DC-6 in half horizonta11v along the centerLine, and then 

b . 

"dropped" this section direccly on the top portion of the disc. 

Status update March 15, 2004: e-mail received from "Rufus Tallwalker" who stated 
that he was a salesman calLing on the base in 1967, and came upon these USAF jet disc 
aircraft. In rus words, he "thought it was strange that the Air Force really did have flying 
saucers, but denied their existence". 

Status update April 20, 2004: Telephone discussion with Mr. James Frank Stokan 
(retired Lockheed Skunk Works senior propulsion systems engineer) who specificall} seated 
that he indeed was familiar with this aircraft, and in his words, he would: "need to check 
with Lockheed co find out what security classification they were under''. 

Status update August 28, 2004: email received from Rupert Trinidad (former 
Lockheed Skunk works engineer). Per e-mail and telephone discussion, Mr. Rupert described 
a syndicated ½ hour radio broadcast that he heard during 1947, 1948, or 1949. During the 
broadcast, wruch ·was heard in Albuquerque New Mexico, a man was interviewed who 
sounded very excited, and stated that he knew the truth behind the secret of flying saucers. 
This man stated that they were a Top Secret air force weapon, and that it was these aircraft 
that were responsible for all of the ridiculous science fiction stories of "alien spacecraft", and 
"little green men.". He also stated that they came in different sizes, and had "air force 
makings" on them. These statements are consistent with comments made by Jack Pickett, 
and Warren Botz. 
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(Picture #33) 
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(Interior photograph of \Xt-P AFB Hangar #4 bay "E') 
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(Hangar #4 bay "E" lower level reported to be the location of the USAF NEPA program) 
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The time has come for the U.S.A.F. to fully declassify and release into public domain, the 

technical details, photos, and motion picture/newsreel footage pertaining to these specific 

aircraft. Any potential threat to National Security has now been far out-weighed by the economic 

and environmental benefits derived from the propulsion systems employed on these aircraft. 

Indeed, we can no longer as a civilization, go on using obsolete solid and liquid rockets to 

achieve space flight. There is a "better way" to access space. It's now time for the military 

industrial complex, and the highest level of U.S. leadership to finalJy admit that "the game is up", 

and that the American people, and the world, demand a full disclosure regarding highly classified 

aerospace vehicles and propulsion systems. Only then, can we alJ take our rightful place amo ng 

the stars, and fulJy reach our potential to discover new worlds, just over the horizon. 

Please direct all correspondence to: 
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Michael H. Schratt 
215 Lake Shore Dr. 
Crystal Lake IL, 60014 

Phone: 815-814-2145 
e-mail: auroracad5@aol.com 



Elk Mountain Wyoming UFO Crash 

By Cameron DeBow 

Copyright 2007 

The percentage of U nidentified Arial Phenomena (UAP) reported is a fraction of the actual 
incidents occurring around the globe regularly. Communication technology has been pushing 
tl1is number steadjjy upward in recent years. But there seems co be a clear pattern of 
multinatio nal entities creating an information vacuum co conceal the facts about theses 
events. 

The occurrence UAP crashes on Earth is not often, but seems co be consistent. These 
incidences have occurred throughout human history. Finding the supporting evidence for 
those incidences has been a daunting task for those involved. 

Unidentified Arial Phenomena impacts cannot slip in-between the cracks for several reasons. 
lt is part of o ur history as human beings on Earrn, and will likely become vet) important 
modern archeological digs. These impact sites will also eventual!) prm-ide evidence to the 
world that this phenomenon is real and that we have never been alone in the cosmos. There 
is also the potential for advanced technology discoveries that might help address global 
issues facing humanity today. Like the shipwreck hunters, the modern UFO crash salvage 
retrievers could get a nice bounty, deservingly for their efforts. As you can see perusing this 
path is a win-win for all of us. 

Herein is a single incident wherein an information vacuum was implemented and successful 
sealed for over 30 years until I met Joe Hoover and got his statement. The interview has 
been slightly tweaked for readability. 

Joe: It was in the summer. It was in late summer and I can remember because the Aspen 
trees were changing color. And we were in a place called "the Pretty Place," which is up in 
Hog Park, \Xlyoming. We were all just sitting around roasting weenies and marshmallows, 
and my mom was cooking some fish that we had caught out of the stream. It was cowards 
the evening, because you could see the red clouds and me sun wasn't quite down yet. 

We saw a streak come across the horizon. The ball that was in the from was really, real!J 
bright. It was a white light. It streaked into a yel!O\vish-orange blue, co a orange-yellowish. 
It crossed the horizon from as far as we could see and it didn't leave a lot of smoke, you 
could see the trw, but it was gone in a matter of a few minutes. Crossing the horizon about 
that fast (quick hand motion gesturing how fast). We could see it hit Elk Mountain, which 
was almost directly north from where we were. My dad owned a construction company, a 
logging company, and in case of a fire, my dad always had co go out and fight the fire; his 
company. My dad said "oh crap," and he got us all together and we headed into town. In 
my dad's pick-up he had a short-wave radio and before we even got back into town, which is 
about a two hour drive away, a real windy dirt road, my dad got the call on the short wave 
radio: "Gather up all your guys and your equipment and stage them at the bottom of Elk 
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l'vlountain." Soon my dad was up there fighting the fire, and they fought the fire for about a 
week or so. Eventually, some military guys came to the door and said that my dad had been a 
part of a flash-over where the fire skipped over him and they didn't chink he was alive. My 
mom was crying and I have five sisters and we were all Cr) ing, you know wondering what to 
do. And nobody would tell us anything. AJJ of sudden a few days later, they brought my dad 
co us. He dad had gotten underneath the tractor as tbe flash-over occurred. His hair was aLI 
burnt, he had a little burns on his face, but he was alive, so we were all happy. l think it was 
the next day, there was a whole bunch of military trucks that had shmvn up in town, and we 
only had two paved streets. They had blocked everything off but everybody could still stand 
on the sidewalk. \Y/e saw two uucks sitting next to each ocher, low bed trucks, you know that 
carry big construction equipment, but they were sitting side by side with chis big lump on it, 
covered with a tarp. They had guys standing on top of it to pick up the power Jj nes so they 
could fit underneath. 

DeBow: Can you tell us about the shape of the lump? 

Joe: You know, the closest of my recollection, would be to say that is was kind o f egg
shaped. It was bigger towards the back of it than from the front. \Xlhat we could see from 
the top, it kind of looked egg-shaped. 

DeBow: \Y/hat year approx..imately are you going to estimate thjs event occurred? 

Joe: I am trying to thjnk back. It had to have been 72 or 73, somewhere right around in 
there. I can't remember exactly how old I ·was. You know back in \Xlyoming, who cares "\vbat 
day it is, what rime it is, in a little-bitty town. 

DeBow: So how would you describe the scenery around where this incident occurred? 

Joe: Well it was an emergency to get up there. But you could see the fire was actually 
growing to a pretty good size, because we could see it from our house. Elk Mountain kind 
of sticks out of the canyon down there like a sore thumb, because there are no other 
mountains around it for quite a ways. And we could see the fire, you know the smoke, I 
shouldn't say the fire-the smoke-we could see the smoke coming off the mountain. And 
my guess would be the south-east side of the mountain that we could see was on fire- at 
]east that was where the smoke was coming from. 

DeBow: Did other people in the town have an idea that sometrung strange was going on? 

Joe: Everybody in the town knew that there was something crazy going on. You know, that 
particular time of the year, it was not unusual to get what we call and " evening squall." When 
the sun starts to set, the heat from the canyon floor raises and the clouds get all black and 
start lighting and thunder and all that stuff. But this particular day there wasn't anything but 
a few clouds. Llttle, pillowy-clouds, not like when there is thunder and lightrung. 

DeBow: Did the local sheriff's department or police department ever talk about what 
happened after the event? 
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Joe: No, nobody did. Not even my dad. My dad didn't say anything, in fact, I never e, en 
no ticed my dad ever even being scared before. When he came home he always would talk 
about the events of the day, to all of us, because we would all eat at the kitchen table. So 
when he did finally come home, we were all happy, and my mom made our favorite: which 
was pinto beans, fried potatoes, cornbread, and macaroni & cheese. That was our favorite 
and that was kind of our celebration for my dad coming home because we all thought we 
were going to be burying my dad. 

DeBow: He was scared? 

Joe: Yeah my dad was scared. You know my dad hunted bear and, my dad don't get scared. I 
wish I was half the man my dad is, but my dad doesn't gee scared. He always has a level 
head. He just seems to know what to do in any situation, regardless. He has been taking me 
hunting with hjm since as long as I can remember. I can't remember not going hunting with 
my father, at least in Wyoming. 

DeBow: Talk about his composure after this event. 

Joe: He was aloof. That would be the best wa) to explain it. He was aloof. He didn't talk a 
whole lot. He would watch TV and eat dinner instead of eating with us. It wasn't very long. 
He got over it. 

D eBow: And when the newspaper article finally came out, what did it say about the event? 

Joe: That it ,vas a lightrung strike. le was The Carbon Co1111!J Times and when it finally came 
out almost two weeks after this thing happened, the whole confusion, whatever confusion 
was in the massive fire was there. They didn't say why the town was closed down; the) just 
said it was closed because of the inconveruence because of the size of the fire. But it wasn't 
that big of a fire. Maybe 1,200 acres, tops. 

DeBow: How many other witnesses saw this fireball from the sky? 

Joe: You know I really don't know. \Xfhen we saw the streak come across the sky, there 
would be three of my sisters that I know that were old enough to remember, actually only 
two, Tammy and Teresa, Leanne was still just a baby and Marie wasn't born yet. So there 
was my sisters, my mom, and my dad. That I knm.v of. 

DeBow: So nobody else in town ever said that they saw the same fireball? 

Joe: Where the town in located, if you are actually walking through the little town or cleaning 
up in your backyard, or whatever, you may not have seen it because the town is lower than 
the plains that are around it. \'(/here we were at, we had (that is one of the reasons we called 
it " the pretty place") because you have a straight shot of high desert, little rolling knolls, and 
all of a sudden here is this mountain sticking up out of the middle of nowhere-no other 
mountains-just this one that sticks up right out of the middle. 

DeBow: Let's talk about how after the fire you said you saw the vehicles rolling into town 
with the logos on the vehicles. 
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Joe: \X/hen we got back to town, we hadn't seen anything yet. Bue once my dad had gotten 
everything gathered up, my mom, because of the situation took us down to this li ttle ice 
cream place that made corn dogs and ice cream and stuff. ivly mom was trying to get our 
minds off of my dad going off to fight the fire. By the time we got down there and got our 
ice cream and were heading back, we saw the military vehicles coming into town, there were 
only a few of them. They were not army trucks, but they were camouflaged. T here were also 
a couple of black cars that were shin) . I saw a sticker on the door. 1t either said NASA o r 
something. 

DeBow: How many vehicles had this logo that you though t was NASA. 

Joe: To me, back then, it seemed like a whole bunch, but right now what is in my head it was 
probably 6 or 7. A couple of them being, how to explain it, like a step-van. There ·were a 
couple coming through with a big patch on the side of it. N ow 1 am saying that I remember 
it was NASA but back then I didn' t know what ] was looking at, 1 was just a kid. 

DeBow: Let's talk a little bit about the black-out: the phones, TV, the postal, chat is a very 
interesting part of this. 

Joe: \X/hen we saw the vehicles we were still down at the, I guess we would call it a D airy 
Queen, that is everybody else here would know it as, it wasn't a D ai ry Queen, it '\Vas just a 
little hamburger and ice cream place. When we were on our way back to the house, my 
mom had to sit at the street. Like I said there were only two paved streets in the town, and 
we had to come out to the one main highway that comes through town and turn to go down 
to where our street was. And we were there, as a kid it seemed like forever, but it \Vas about 
45 minutes to an hour, because there were some military people there. Finally they motioned 
us through and we went on home. Bue there were military people who were on the streets 
and what looked like military cars. I remember seeing the camouflage cars and the black cars. 

DeBow: Do you remember what branch of the military they were? 

Joe: I couldn't even tell you. There was nothing that said army, nothing that said anything. 
Except for NASA, if I remember properly, on a few of those cars that came into town. 

DeBow: Go ahead and talk about the media blackout. 

Joe: It almost happened, like I said, as soon as those cars showed up. It happened right then . 
There was no phone contact out. When you picked up the phone it was static. Not even 
busy tone, just static. Of course the town was on a party-line back then. Our block shared 
one line. It was like that for about two weeks. The newspaper came about three times a 
week, and we didn't get a newspaper from then on. There were no newspapers. None. 

DeBow: How about the TV? 

Joe: No, no TV, just static, that was it. The TVs were nothing but static. We only got three 
channels and all three channels were out ... what else are five kids sitting inside a house, you 
know what can you do? No mail, the mail was closed up. Then, I remember going riding on 
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our bicycles with some of my friends, and the post office, which wasn't very big, was closed 
up. Maybe about 10 clays, somewhere around there. And all of the mail my mom had 
attempted to send during the long ordeal came back undelivered and ope~ed. 

D e Bow: Where there any o ther oddities chat occurred around that whole situation and time 
period? 

Joe: J use the amount of aircraft coming in and out. \Y/ e did have outside of town, there is a 
place called " the Old Bald) Cl ub." For the town that we lived in we had a pretty good sized 
airport, as far as the runway goes. Lucille Ball and people like chat had ,·acation cabins at the 
Old Baldy Club. And aU of a sudden we heard a lot of aircraft and stuff coming out of that 
small airport. So that was kind of a weird thing. 

D eBow: So tell us about the cime frame: so the fire gets put out, and ceU me about the fire. 

J oe: As soon as the military showed up the aircraft,, as there, right around the same time. 

D eBow: So chis is right after the fire goc put our? 

Joe: No, before the fire was out. They continued to fight the fire that was up there because 
that is prime timber land, we could accuaUy see the fire from or house, if we went up on the 
roof, over the trees, you could see the fire. There was one area ,vhere there were flames, 
where you could see the smoke coming out. The rest of the perimeter of the mountain was 
going o ut pretty quick. l mean it was going on for a week. We thought my dad was dead for 
a week before he showed up. 

D eBow: The way your dad was so "aloof," do you trunk he might have seen something 
strange and someone told him not to talk about it? 

Joe: l don' t th.ink he saw anything because he wasn't the only one really that was being aloof. 
My friends Kevin and PauJ from school said there dads, who worked for my dad, they said 
the same thing. Normally when they would fight a fire, they would say, "1 was plowing trees 
here" and "made this area," and then all of a sudden this one-they didn't want to talk about 
anything about the fire. Nothing. Don't say a word. You know usually they say they "plowed 
this stuff' and "put the fire out here" and "it didn't jump m) line," you know, it is a bragging 
thing. Kevin and Paul and 1, we said it was the first time our dads came back and didn't say 
anything. Nothing. Whether or not they had a good time, whether or not they were heroes. 
Nothing. Nothing. One other thing is that when my dad said he was up there fighting the 
fire, he said the only way he was able to survive was that he knew he was in a flash-fire and it 
was going to go up over him, so he dug a hole with a Dozer, and got down underneath the 
beUy pan and took all his survival sruff and the sleeping bag and that was where he stayed. 
Because of the steel of the machine, but the heat was still intense, it burned his skin, you 
know, and the hair on his face. 

DeBow: you said there have been fires up there before. Does the military always show up or 
was this the only time? 
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Joe: This ,vas the only time that l can ever recall that the military ever showed up. 1\ily dad 
had fought; he was the primary contractor up there for fighting fires. He was a logger-be 
knows the woods. He always trlked about his fires when he got back and this was the only 
one he never did. \Xfe saw a lot of fires up there, but never had the nulitary ever showed up 
for another fire. And especially this one, it wasn't that big of a fire. 

DeBow: So finally the newspaper finally published a story two weeks later? 

Joe: It was about two weeks later, the Carbon Co1111(y J,Je1JJs, went around town. Opened it up, 
and about two pages back in a small article it said that lightning or possibly a meteor had set 
the mountain on fire, and that was it. A paragraph about this big (Small square hand 
motion). Nothing said about the phones being shut off, the TV, not being able to go out of 
town. We couldn't go out of town. They had the road blocked off. The military had the road 
blocked off. We couldn't go in or out of the town period. For a two-week period o r at leas t 
ten days. The military had our town so that we couldn't go out, no communications, no TV, 
no nothing. 

DeBow: So was there anyone else that thought there was something strange going on? 

Joe: You know what l can recall back then, really, T couldn 't tell you. There ,:vas just a small 
group of boys and we could really care less about the rest of the school. l remember my 
mom on the phone saying " this is totally ridiculous for a forest fire, they shut the town down 
and we can't even get mail." I remember hearing stuff like that. We still had our dads when 
everything was finally done and over, when the military was leaving, there was a motorcade 
that came down the main highway, through the center part of town and there were two low
bed trucks, big trucks, driving, and they weren't hooked together, but close to being hooked 
together, but they were side by side. And my dad had a low-bed because of the logging 
company, to transfer his heavy equipment. That low bed trailer, my dad could put his biggest 
D-9 Dozer on it and it would kind of flatten out, the low bed trailer, you know because th ey 
were made to flex. These were two trucks side by side with this thing on it and, you know 
the little ceramic things they put down the center of the highway? This thing was hitting 
those. That was how far the belly of this low-bed was sagged. So whatever it was weighed a 
heck of a lot of weight. Looking back as a kid l never thought anything of it. But as an adult, 
and being an operaror, l can say that thing had to have weighed a massive amount of weight. 
A lot of weight. I couldn't even guess, but I will tell you what, it would be more than a 65 7 
Cat Scrapper or a D-11R and those machines are a couple hundred thousand pounds. 1 mean 
there are big cranes I have seen having to be taken apart, but I have never seen anything 
completely flatten out the deck of a low-bed. Usually a low-bed trailer may sag, but this thing 
was dragging on the ground. So whatever it was, it was heavy and it wasn't nearly as big as 
any of the construction equipment I have seen. 

We felt the rnilitaries prompt appearance to the incidence site rose questions. Upon further 
investigation our research uncovered that during that time period there was a military nuclear 
explosion seismic listing post within a relatively shore distance of the impact site. Thus giving 
them immediate data on the exact impact location and enabling them to secure the area. 
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Ar~und tl1~t time period the local county newspaper featured a story about how the biggest 
helicopter 10 the world was in this nearby town. This town was near the location of the 
military Listing post with a population less than a few hundred people. 

Research on th.is case has barley scratched the surface. More witnesses are being pursued and 
we wiJJ continue to uncover what we can about this incident. 

Cameron DeBow Perspective on UFO Crashes in 1999 

The biggest area of speculation, rumor and misinformation regarding UFOs re\·oh"e around 
stated crashes. Accorcljng to many people and former mjlitary personnel, UFO crashes have 
frequently occurred on the planet. Reports have come in from dozens of countries and 
from here in the United States. Strangely enough The Fire Fighter's handbook (Eire 
Officer's Guide To Disaster Control, second erution, (c)l 992 William M. Kramer and 
Charles Bahme, ISBN#0912212268) has 14 pages derucated to how to control a rusaster 
when a flying saucer crashes. Check out Chapter 13 \vhich is entitled "Enemy Attack and 
UFO Potential." To have knowledge of how co do this they must have had some real 
instance to reference, or how could they print such information on how co extinguish a 
burrung flying saucer. If it is true that alien space crafts have crashed, it suggests that many 
governments could currently have advanced technology and Extraterrestrial Biological 
Entities (EBEs) in their possession. 

The truth sometimes is stranger than fiction, but truth always seems to work its way co the 
surface, and if the scories herein are crue, billions of us have been deceived. A deception of 
this scale would have co be a calculated and well orchestrated effort-a major international 
conspiracy of sores. Tlus is hard co believe when so many world governments don't gee 
along. Maybe by concealing thjs information governments feel they can keep the advanced 
technology secret from other nations and use it for their own advancements, which is an 
understandable scenario. Harder co fathom is the possibility that aliens are actually behind 
the giant cover-up, fearing their own agendas would be exposed. In this scenario, the aliens 
are using our world governments as pawns and marupulating officials as their front men in 
return for prorruses of giving humans advanced technology. 

Here's a summary of a few stories and interesting bits about alleged, claimed and stated 
UFO crashes. One of the best known is the Roswell incident. Many creruble witnesses to 
trus have come forward in the last few years, all with pares of the puzzle that have too many 
parallels to rusmiss. A business known as American Computer Company has made claims 
that the Roswell crash wreckage led Bell scientists to ruscover the transistor, laser and 
integrated circwts. 

Here are stories that have not had the media publicity or attention chat the Roswell incident 
got, but should. Trus first one I personally dug up, which was on my TV show originally and 
now here it is finally in print. In the summer of 1971, at Elk Mountain, Wyoming,Joe and 
his family were camping and they saw an orangish-blue light streak across the evening sky. It 
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crossed the horizon in a matter of seconds. They all witnessed it impact into E lk Mountain 
and blow up a cloud a debris into the air. \Xii thin about 10 minutes it started smo king and 
they could see it had starred a fire. His father, having heavy equipment and being in the 
logging trade, immediately got the famil) home and rook his equipment ro the area. The fire 
moved quickly, nearly killing Joe's father and destroying his bulldozer that he burrowed 
under in the nick of time. This fire storm took two weeks ro contain. By the next morning 
the military had shown up and blocked Highway 130 in the nearby rown of Saratoga and 
quarantined the town allowing nobody to come or go. Within a few hours the telepho nes, 
televisions, radios and two-way CBs were dead throughout the town; snow and static were 
all they could get. The next day swarms of NASA vehicles started showing up in cars, 
trucks, even limousines with NASA insignias. The town had been chaos for two weeks, but 
this one day was particularly chaotic. Joe noticed a crowd of people gathering at the co rner. 
Curious, he went over to see two big trucks with flat bed trailers side by side. 1t had this 
huge oblong egg-shaped lump on it under tarps and nets; it was so big and heavy it caused 
the trailer to scrape the ground. They even had to lift the power lines for it o n thei r way 
through town. The townspeople got no mail until the ordeal was over and it had been 
opened. During the ordeal there was no communication going in or out of the town, no 
newspapers, no nothing. After the ordeal, the newspapers only reported the incident as a 
fire-nothing else. 

At 1:45 P.M. on August 17,1995 in the province of Salta, Argentina, hundreds of people 
witnessed the free fall of a flying aircraft. The object was described as a big silver tube
shaped craft, and it apparently crossed the sky until it crashed and exploded. i'viany of the 
witnesses describe seeing a column of white smoke produced by the UFO coming from the 
impact site. One person had video footage of burning vegetation at an elevation of 
approximately. 3,000 feet. The burning apparently continued until the next day. 
Descriptions included very thin metallic fragments like aluminum paper but solid and some 
were the size of a car. Several stories that came in were about retrieval reports of several 
dozen aliens, some of them were flown into the USA for examination. Another rumor is 
that this 200 meter metallic disc was struck by air to air missiles, knocking it out of the sky. 
The official explanation of the incident was that it was a "meteorite," but oddly enough, the 
site was surrounded with military and supported by helicopters. Several nylon body bags 
were seen being removed from the area. 

At 3:30 A.M. on January 2, 1991, several hospital employees witnessed a fiery object drop 
out of the sky into Duluth Harbor on Lake Superior in Minnesota. Local TV news station 
KDLH reported this incident. They searched for the burning object but found nothing. 

The next incident, in San Paulo, Brazil, a military person involved with the February 14, 
1976 UFO crash investigation came forward. He stated that there was a disc-shaped object 
that fell into a swamp nearby Cubatao River. A scuba diver had nausea and headaches soon 
after his contact with the same metallic craft. There is also information now surfacing about 
two other UFO crashes in Brazil where the military had isolated these areas retrieving 
whatever fell by keeping the public and the land owners away from the sites during their 
operations. 

The Long Island UFO crash is an incident ~at has a lot of indisputable witnesses. In 
November 24, 1992, many people saw an ob1ect crash. One man was driving his car when 
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he saw an object impact into South Haven Park. He picked up a friend and returned to the 

park to find the park sealed off by military and state police officers. The two tried to use a 
back entrance into the park, but every possible entrance was sealed, blocked and guarded. 
Shortly after the impact the authorities closed down William Floyd Park·way, the main 
highway, its enti re leng th. No reason was given for blocking the highway. Th.is was 
supposedly do ne to move the crashed disc. People mentioned seeing a large convoy go by 

that was very weU lit but everything was covered. le is rumored that 18 dead aliens where 

recovered as we!J. -UFO investigators from LlUFON (Long Island UFO Network) heard 
that people saw fire trucks in the park during the incident, but when the fire deparrmem \Vas 
contacted, they seated that there hadn't been a fire in the park for over 10 years. Additional 
witnesses in the area reported bizarre power surges and blackouts. Videotapes were 
rendered blank, strange effects on digital clock readouts and VCRs were reported for two to 

three d ays following the incident. During the night of the occurrence, telephones would ring 
with nobo dy at the o ther end, or the phone would ring even though the receiver was off the 

hook. A cle rgyman reported that his 1990 Mercury Marquis burst into flames in his 
driveway whi le the car was attempcing to start itself. There were also unmarked helicopter 
over-flights forda~ s following the event. Three LIU FON invescigacions where stopped and 

detained by Sutfolk County police officers who refused to idencify themselves. The UFO 

investigators where questioned about the distribution of flyers concerning the South Haven 

Park -UFO incident. The police stated d1at they would be back tO harass them if they 
continued to pass out the flyers. Currently there are photographs and video footage of 
everything from the ship, aliens, and MJBs, being scientifically evaluated for authenticiry. 

There was an aUeged Siberian UFO crash that occurred in 1986. The wimesses said that 
they saw flying spheres that appeared to be moving slowly with several lights rising from it. 

An impact site was discovered with several pieces of magnetized metal found there. Shortly 
after the incident, people reported seeing numerous UFOs flying around. The Russians will 

not release any of the metallic debris found at the crashsite. 

Thjs next incident was an interesting story of a crashed UFO that was recovered by their 
own before any human intervention occurred. On September 2, 1990, at 3:00 A.M. in the 

village of Megas Platanos in Central Greece, several villagers and some shepherds observed a 

group of UFOs approach the area from the north. One of the UFOs was flying in an 
unstable manner when suddenly the troubled UFO lost altitude and crashed to the ground. 

A witnesses was only 500 meters away and he didn't hear any noise, but a fire started right 
away. He was afraid but he held his position and continued watching. The rest of the UFOs 
stopped at the accident site and two of them landed. The fire in the bushes was somehow 

extinguished. For the rest of the night until dawn there was unusual traffic spots of light 

going up and down, probably collecting the pieces of the destroyed UFO and the bodies of 
the crew. Meanwhile all of the villagers had been awakened and had seen the whole 
operation. Early in the morning the villagers went out to see the site and saw the ground 

burnt in an oval shape. The edges of the burned area where the fire had stopped looked like 
it had been cut out with a krufe. There were very small metallic pieces scattered around. 
Some hours later a team of Hellenic Air Force personnel arrived and told the villagers that a 

Soviet satellite or plane had crashed. A piece of metal was sent co the Space Research 
Institute in Brussels and they replied that the item definitely came from space. 
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The next case was in December of 1994 on the Nullarbor Plains of Australia. One late 
evening, the engineers of the Australian National Railways reported that there was a bright 
light above them and they were losing power. The light hovered beside the engine and then 
dove steeply to the right and appeared to crash into a sandhill nearby. The engine power 
then returned and continued to run without further problem. The train finally arrived but it 
was three hours late for no apparent reason. The engineers were clearly shaken up by the 
incident, so much so that shortly after the incident, both men quit their jobs and 
disappeared. The next day the sighting made national news on ABC radio and was in local 
ne,vspapers. Local rumors after the incident were of a crashed flying saucer that was 
recovered from the site and brought to \X1oomera, a joint USA/ AUS secret facility. 

Another crash occurred on October 9, 1997, when a giant explosion created a flash seen 
over El Paso Texas and a shock-wave was felt all the way to Las Cruces, New :Mexico. A 
meteorological scientist had given the explanation that a meteor had exploded several 
thousand miles up into the atmosphere, but a local sheriff interviewed on the radio sa.id, 
"They can say what they want, but it is like 1 am standing here in a snowstorm." H e 
described the debris as being lightweight and metallic, " like sequins or the metal fl ake 
makeup that ladies sometimes wear." Many people described seeing a flash in the sky 
followed by smoke. Ex-military personnel said the event looked like something had been 
shot down by some kind of missile. There were reports of an aircraft seen near the point o f 
explosion. Suspicions began to arise when the military and scientific search parties refused 
to allow any media to accompany them, and a major Army helicopter strike equipped with 
infrared sensors was employed. This is very strange behavior if they were truly only looking 
for a meteor. People in the know claimed it was extreme action for meteor retrieval. 

On May 5, 1997, in Laguna Cartagena, Puerto Rico, calls flooded in from all over the island 
reporting UFOs to the police and two radio stations. A woman in Ponce videotaped a 
bright light flying over the hill. At around 9:00 A.M. reports came in that a big luminous 
object was seen falling and was followed by a loud noise. Townspeople ran to the mountain 
and witnessed a burned area of about one kilometer and both big and small animals were 
found dead. There was a stench so intense that many had to leave. People at the site saw a 
big green luminous light; they tried to reach it but they were too late and it was too dark. 
They decided to go back to town and seek some help and to get some rope and lanterns. 
On their return, police were running around everywhere. First stating that the incident was 
caused by a motorcycle, as if motorcycles flew, they then changed the story to the object 
being a meteorite. The local police were kicked out of the area and the National Guard was 
called in with the presence of multiple helicopters. Federal authorities cordoned off the area 
and removed the debris. A meteorologist expert was said to have refused to go on record to 
say it was a meteor. Was this a failed disinformation effort? 

There are more and more researches beginning to take the view that there are adversarial 
relationships between extraterrestrial and human activity. In many of the incidences, people 
believe that UFO crafts have been intentionally knocked out of the sky. The question is, 
how and by whom? It's been speculated that the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and the 
Star Wars system are keeping unwanted UFOs out of our air space. Supposedly HAARP 
(High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program) plays a part in this strategic alliance. 
HAARP, based in Alaska and developed by the Airforce and Navy, is the largest high 
frequency radio transmitter in the world. It is designed to concentrate several megawatts 
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into an intense beam o f almost unimaginable strength and use the ionosphere to bounce this 
death ray anywhere o n the planet. It is said that conventional weapons usually cannot 
penetrate the intense plasma field surrounding the UFO crafts, but electromagnetic pulse 
weapons, magnetic shock-waves and phased array radar systems are used to scramble the 
propulsio n drive forcing the craft down. These covert projects run under the umbrella of 
"E2" or "sky-statio n" (Extraterrestrial Electronic Space Command). The collection of the 
wreckage d ebris is run by Project Moon Dust. It is rumored that there is a highly secretive 
and specialized military team that recovers crashed discs. This team is very similar to the 
Navy Seals o r G reen Beret, this "Above Ultra Secret" special operations unit known as the 
Blue Berets. 

A keyword that kept coming up in the research for this chapter were hieroglyphics, which 
was mentioned several times as what people and military saw on the ships and wreckage. 
The next most frequently mentioned word was \\h ight Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio as 
the destinatio n o f much of the craft wrecbge. Tiny ship cabins with small chairs were 
mentioned quite o ften, as well as dead aliens. The metal magnesium also came up a few 
times as the common element from the wreckage debris. 
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Project Moon Dust: 
How the Government Recovers Crashed Flying 

Saucers 

By Nick Redfern 

Introduction: 
If some UFOs are indeed alien spacecraft - and a small percentage of those same cra ft have 
crashed to Earth - then among the most important questions facing Ufology are surely: 

1. Who within the official world is responsible for coordinating the retrievaJ o f such 
craft? 

2. How are those tasked with the recoveries seemingly able to secure U FO crash-sites 
with such apparent speed and ease? 

3. To where is the recovered material taken? 

4. Can we identify the players who have been implicated in thjs particular controversy? 

To answer those questions we have to turn our attention to a Unjted States Air Force 
project code-named Moon Dust that - from at least the mid-1950s onwards - ·was ho used at 
Fort Belvoir, Virgirua, and whose mandate, according to officially-declassi tied 
documentation, was to recover and exploit captured foreign and exotic techno logies. 

And wruJe it is apparent that the bulk of the work of Project Moon Dust personnel was 
rurecred towards the capture of crashed Soviet space satellites and rocket debris, there are 
strong inrucations that Moon Dust's work may have extended into far stranger - and 
possibly even out-of-thjs-wodd realms, too. 

The Keyhoe Revelations, 1955: 
Although the precise date upon wruch Project Moon Dust was established remains unclear, 
there are inrucations that it was irutiated around 1953 to 1955. As evidence of this, we need 
to focus upon the work of one of the earliest and most famous figures in U foJogy - Donald 
Keyhoe, a renowned researcher and prime-mover in the now-defunct National 
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), and the author of five books on 
UFOs, inclurung F!Jing Saucer are Real; Aliens fi-0,11 Space; and The F!Jing Saucer Co11s-pirary. 

And it is with respect to the latter book that we have to turn our attention when it comes 
to trying to determine the origins and nature of Project Moon Dust. It is a little-known, and 
seldom-ruscussed, fact that Keyhoe describes witrun the pages of The F!Jing Sa11cer Conspira01 
(which was published in 1955) the then-recent establishment of an official project apparently 
designed to specifically deal with crashed UFOs and their retrieval. 

In the book, Keyhoe recounts a then-recent conversation with fellow UFO researcher 
Lou Corbin that reads thus: 

"Do you know anything about a 'crashed-object' program?" [Corbin] asked me. 
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"No. Whose project is it?" 
"It's an Air Force deal, unless somebody's trying to trick me. You've heard of the 

4602nd Air Intelligence Service Squadron, of course?" 
"Yes. It's a hush-hush unit. They have investigators in all Air Defense Squadrons." 
"Well, I've been contacted by one of them. First I thought it might be some kind of 

hoax. But I've double-checked. He actually is with the 4602nd." 
"Sounds queer, Lou. They're not supposed to talk to anyone outside of intelligence." 

"I know. But he may be under special orders. Anyway, he's against the secrecy policy. 

He told me the 4602nd has a special program called the 'investigation of unidentified 
crashed objects. '" 

"If it's true , that is big." I said. "It could mean they've actually got their hands on some 
flying saucers. " 

"He wouldn 't admit that," said Corbin. "But I got the impression they'd recovered some 
kind of 'objects'- probably something dropped from a saucer." 

At 2 :00 P.M. on November 30 a mysterious bright flash in the sky was reported 

simultaneously in Atlanta, Newman, and Columbus, Georgia; in Sylacauga and 

Birmingham, Alabama; and as far away as Greenville, Mississippi. This brilliant light was 

immediately followed by a series of strange explosions, apparently centered high in the 
sky above Sylacauga. 

Moments later a black object, six inches in diameter, crashed into the home of Mrs. 
Hewlett Hodges. 

Smashing a three-foot-wide hole in the roof, the shining black object tore through the 
living-room ceiling . Striking the radio, it bounced off and gashed Mrs. Hodges' arm. 

Meanwhile, the mysterious explosions had caused a hurried Air Defense alert. A 

three-state search for fallen objects was immediately begun by squadrons of Air Force 
planes. 

When word of the "Sylacauga object" reached the Air Force, Intelligence officers flew 

to the scene from Maxwell Air Force Base at Montgomery. Explaining that "the Air Force 

is required to examine such strange objects," they whisked it away to Maxwell Field, 

from which it was flown immediately to ATIC. 
An hour or two later the object was labeled a meteorite. As soon as this appeared in 

the papers, I received a call from Lou Corbin . "It's plain that this is part of the Air Force 

'unidentified crashed-objects' investigation. They must believe the thing is linked with the 
saucers." 

"It doesn't look like a coincidence," I said, "that this object fell just after those 

explosions. If it had been a meteor exploding, it wouldn't have made such a bright flash 
in the daytime." 

"In the first news story," Corbin told me, "it was called an unidentified flying object. At 

least that's the way the Maxwell Field officers explained why they had started the 
search." 

"This reminds me of that East New Haven signboard case," I commented. uon that 

occasion the object wasn't recovered. Judging from the size of the hole it made, 
however, it was probably about the same size." 

The two most important points of all chat can be extracted from this exchange between 

Donald Keyhoe and Lou Corbin are: (a) chat the project at issue dealt \vich crashed UFOs; 

and (b) chat the project fell under the auspices of the Air Force's 4602nd Air Intelligence 

Service Squadron. It is an established fact that the Air Force's UFO program, Project Blue 

Book received regular assistance from the 4602nd AISS - whose work was ultimately 

absorbed into che 1127th Field Activities Group at Fore Beh·oir in 1960. 
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Documentation: 
A 1961 USAF document outlines the role of Moon Dust, as welJ as that o f a sister-project 
code-named Blue Fly: 

In addition to their staff duty assignments, intelligence team personnel have peacetime 
duty functions in support of such Air Force projects as Moon Dust, Blue Fly, and UFO, 
and other AFCIN directed quick reaction projects which require intelligence team 
operational capabilities. 
Operation Blue Fly has been established to facilitate expeditious delivery to FTD of 
Moon Dust or other items of great technical intelligence interest. ACIN SOP for Blue Fly 
operations, February 1960 provides for 1127th participation. 
As a specialized aspect of its over-all material exploitation program, Headquarters USAF 
has established Project Moon Dust to locate, recover and deliver descended foreign 
space vehicles. 
Peacetime employment of AFCIN intelligence team capability is provided for in UFO 
investigation (AFR 200-2) and in support of Air Force Systems Command (AFCS) 
Foreign Technology Division (FTD) Projects Moon Dust and Blue Fly. 
These three peacetime projects all involve a potential for employment of qualified field 
intelligence personnel on a quick reaction basis to recover or perform field exploitation of 
unidentified flying objects, or known Soviet/Bloc aerospace vehicles, weapons systems, 
and/or residual components of such equipment. 
The intelligence team capability to gain rapid access, regardless of location, to recover 
or perform field exploitation, to communicate and provide intelligence reports, is the only 
such collection capability available to AFCIN, and it is vitally necessary in view of current 
intelligence gaps concerning Soviet/Bloc technological capabilities. 

As this document demonstrates, both Moon Dust and Blue Fly were implicated in the 
recovery of what are clearly referred to as both "unidentified flying objects" and " items o f 
great technical intelligence interest." In other words, if US authorities have indeed reco vered 
alien spacecraft, then the most likely teams involved in those recoveries in the pst-1953 era 
were indeed projects Moon Dust and Blue Fl) . 

Marilyn and Moon Dust: 
By far the most controversial piece of documentation pertairung to Project Moon Dust 
concerns none other than the late Hollywood legend, Marilyn Monroe. It was during a press 
conference in 1995 that Milo Speriglio - an investigative author now deceased, who wrote 
three books on Monroe's death: The Ma,i/)'n Conspirary; Mari!Jn lvlonroe: 1Vl.urder Cover-Up ; and 
Crypt 33: The Saga of Mari!Jn Monroe - revealed the still-unauthenticated document to the 
world's press. 

Incredibly, according to the document, leaked by a Government-insider to a California
based researcher of UFOs named Timothy Cooper, President John F. Kennedy had 
guardedly informed Monroe - his one-time lover - that he had secret knowledge of the 
crashed UFO incident at Roswell, New Mexico in July 1947. As a result of Kennedy's 
revelations to Monroe, the CIA took keen note of any and all developments as the story 
progressed. 

"1 had [the document) probably about two months before I did anything with it. I looked 
at it and said, 'Marilyn Monroe and aliens? No way,"' explained Speriglio at the press 
conference. 
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The bulk of the document's co ntents are focused upon telephone com·ersations between 

H oward Ro thberg, the former owner of a New York-based antique store, and Dorothy 

Kilga llen, the weU-known celebrity gossip columnist of the 1950s and 1960s, who was 

herself the subject of a 167-page FBJ fi le. 

Acco rding t0 SperigLio: " [Rothbergl also dealt with a lot of photographers who used to 

film Ma riJyn. H e o-o t a lo t of information about her from them, and he would feed it to 

D o rothy K ilgaJJen." Interes tingly, SperigLio also revealed that the document was the subject 

o f an investigatio n that was being undertaken by no less than "two federal agencies." To 

dare, however, the names o f those specific agencies have not surfaced. 

Equally intriguing is the fac t that Dr. Steven G reer, Director of the Center for the Study 

o f E xtraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) has stated that he received a copy of the document 

in 1994, in his own words: " by way o f a contact with access to NSA officials." Greer also 

sa id: ' (The document] has been authenticated by the best document researcher in the world 

- a man who for years sat o utside General [\v'illiam] Odom's door as his senior-aide when 

O dom was NSA head [fro m 1985 to 1988]." 

W hen the document surfaced, Vicki Ecker, the editor of UFO Hagazjne, said: "To put it 

succinctly, the do cument suggests that on the day she died, i\lonroe was going to hold her 

own press con ference, where she was planning to spill the beans about, amongst other 

th ings, JFK's secret knowledge of UFOs and dead aLiens." 

Indeed, the document, dated onJy two days before Monroe's death on August 5, 1962, 

tell s the whole, remarkable story. Notably, at the top of the page it clear!) scares: 

" References: MOON D UST , Project," and reads as follows: 

Rothberg discussed the apparent comeback of [Marilyn Monroe] with Kilgallen and the 
break up with the Kennedy's. Rothberg told Kilgallen that [Monroe] was attending 

Hollywood parties hosted by Hollywood's elite and was becoming the talk of the town 
again. Rothberg indicated in so many words , that [Monroe] had secrets to tell, no doubt 
arising from her trysts with the President and the Attorney General. One such "secret" 

mentioned the visit by the President at a secret air base for the purpose of inspecting 
things from outer space. Kilgallen replied that she knew what might be the source of the 

visit. In the mid-fifties Kilgallen learned of a secret effort by US and UK governments to 
identify the origins of crashed spacecraft and dead bodies, from a British Government 
official. Kilgallen believed the story may have come from the New Mexico area in the late 

forties. Kilgallen said that if the story is true, it would cause terrible embarrassment for 
Jack [Kennedy] and his plans to have NASA put men on the moon. 

[Monroe] repeatedly called the Attorney General and complained about the way 
she was being ignored by the President and his brother. 

[Monroe] threatened to hold a press conference and would tell all. 
[Monroe] made references to bases in Cuba and knew of the President's plan to 

kill Castro. 
[Monroe] made reference to her "diary of secrets" and what the newspapers 

would do with such disclosures. 

Donald Wolfe's book, The Last Days of Marilyn Monroe, presents the document 

as convincing evidence that the Government was watching Monroe to an extent that 

went far beyond that described within the pages of her dedassi.ied FBI file, which 

will be discussed shortly. Wolfe omits the UFO and Moon Dust references in his 

book, but he does state that: "Rothberg was .Kilgallen's interior decorator and ... was 
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a friend of Ron Pataki, a syndicated drama critic for the Scripps-Howard newspaper 
in Colun1bus, Ohio, where Pataki was a Jong-tinie friend of Robert Slatzer. 

'Pataki ... remembers two calls d1at Slatzer received from Marilyn shortly before 
she died. It may have been the last part of July or the first of August when Marilyn 
called, Pataki stated. 'I was at Bob's and answered the phone and they spoke for a 
Jong time. After Bob hung up I knew he was upset and I asked him what ,vas wrong. 
He told me Marilyn was having trouble with the Kennedy's. He was very worried 
about her and we talked about the problems Mt1rilyn was h,wing with JFK and his 
brother the Attomey General.' When Pataki was recendy asked if he talked to 
Dorothy Kilgallen or Howard Rothberg about Marilyn's problems Tvith the 
Kennedy's, Pataki paused before saying: 'I may have."' 

That Dorothy Kilgallen was indeed implicated in the UFO controversy is no t a matter o f 
any doubt. In the May 23, 1955 edition of the Los A noe/es Exa111i11er, KiJgallen w rote: " British 
scientists and airmen, after examining the remains of one mysterious flying ship, are 
convinced these strange aerial objects are not optical illusions or Soviet inventio ns, but are 
flying saucers which originate on another planet. The source of my informatio n is a British 
official of Cabinet rank who prefers to remain unidentified." 

The "British official" told KilgalJen that: "We believe, on the basis of our inquiry thus far, 
that the saucers were staffed by small men - probably under four feet tall. It's frightening, 
but there is no denying the fl) ing saucers come from another planet." Kilgallen was further 
advised that a report concerning the crash was being withheld by the G overnment, since it 
did not wish to alarm the general public. 

In other words, this gels very well with the comments attributed to KiJgallen in the CIA 
document obtained by Milo Speriglio. 

Of course, it goes without saying that if Kennedy had secretly imparted details of his 
knowledge of both the Roswell UFO crash of 1947 and Project Moon Dust to Marilyn 
Monroe, then this would have been considered an extremely grave matter to the ClA; hence 
the surveillance of the activities of the Hollywood actress. 

But the CIA had another reason to be concerned that Project Moon Dust might be 
compromised - namely, Marilyn Monroe's deep links with both Communism and the Soviet 
Union. If, wittingly or unwittingly, she revealed anything of a national security matter to the 
Soviets on Moon Dust, then it could arguably have led to a catastrophe of unprecedented 
proportions. 

And for evidence of official interest in Monroe's dabbling in Communism, we have to 
tum our attention to the FBI. 

Born Norma Jean Mortensen on 1 June 1926, in Los Angeles, Marilyn Monroe had a 
spectacular career that spanned sixteen years, during which time she made thirty movies, 
experienced numerous emotional highs, suffered a devastating wealth of lows, and finally, 
and many said inevitably, came to a tragic end at the all-too-young age of thirty-six. 

On 23 July 1946, Monroe signed a contract with Twentieth Century Fox and opted to use 
the last name of her maternal grandmother: Gladys Mon.roe. Numerous movies followed, 
including The Asphalt ]"ngle, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Clash by Night, and Niagara. Perhaps best 
known for the productions B"s Stop and the hysterical comedy-classic Some Like It Hot, in 
which she starred with Jack Lemmon and Tony Curtis, Monroe was a sad, insecure, and 
fragile character, albeit one that was als? ~ghly intelligent, quick witted, and possessed of 
superb memory skills and a deep appre~•a~on of world politics. Unfortunately, she also had 
an all-consuming dependency on prescnptton drugs, including barbiturates and tranquilizers, 
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many o f whjch were provided to her by Dr. Ralph Greenson, a noted psychoanalyst to the 
Hollywood glitteraci. 

High-profile marriages to well-known lefrwing playwright Arthur ~liller and to basebal.l 
star Joe Di"ivlaggio, as wel.l as numerous affairs with some , ery influential and powerful 
characters in entertainment and policies, including the Kennedy brothers, John and Robert, 
were all part and parcel of the life of rhe woman who loved to be 10\ ed. 

Monroe would also become rhe subject of FBI files that, col.lectively, reached no less than 
three figures in number. The first reaJ inkling of official interest in Marilyn Monroe on the 
part of Hoover's alJ-powerful agency came about in August 1955. On the 1 S'h of the month, 
in an FBI do cument citied V isit of Soviet Farmers to the U.S., 1955, Monroe is said to have 
received an invita tio n to attend a reception at the SO\ iet Embassy, "in honor of the Soviet 
Agricultural D elegation," wruch was making a planned visit to the U.S. later that month. 

1 f the idea of o ne of rhe America's most well-known and glamorous celebrity figures 
being in vi red to the Soviet Embassy was nor enough to irk the Red-hating J. Edgar Hoover, 
the events of four days later certainly were. lt was on August 19 that, in Hoover's e~es, the 
actress co mmjrr.ed the ulcimate sin-o f-all-sins: she requested a visa to visit Communist 
Russia. Never o ne to ignore an) trung of a Soviet nature, rhe FBI swung into action, and the 
frantic tapping of typewriters resonated around the walls of FBI headquarters, as Bureau 
agents not o nly sought to quickl) ascertain and record the faces, and co discribuce them to 

o cher, senior sources within che Intelligence community, including Dennis A. Flinn, the 
Directo r of the Office of Security ar the Scace Department; \'(liJliam F. Tompkins, che 
Assistant A rrorney General; and none other than the director of the CentraJ Intelligence 
Agency (ClA) . 

The Soviets were keeping the matter of J'vlonroe's application "under consideration," 
according to the FBI. Seveney-two hours lacer, che FBI issued a document concerning 
Monroe's accivicies, che contents of whjch are unfortunately, bur nevertheless intriguingly, 
completely blacked our under provision B 1 of the Freedom of .Information Act. Notabl), B 1 
is a piece of legislacion that specifically covers nationaJ security issues. 
And thus was born the FBI's secret surveillance file on Marilyn Monroe. 

\Xie may never know the full story of the mysteries that linked Marilyn Monroe ,vith 
Project Moon Duse; however, if the documentation ac issue can be ultimately verified as 
being genuine, then we may have fim1 evidence to demonstrate that murder may have been 
commfrted - and sanctioned at a very rugh level - to ensure the continued secrec} of the 
Government's involvement in - and knowledge of - the crashed UFO controversy. 

The Ararat Anomaly: 
It was on June 17, 1949 that a U.S. fur Force Europe (USAFE) aircraft taking part in a 
classified mjssion that included securing aerial imagery of the 16,945-foot-rugh Mt. Ararat, 
Turkey, inadvertently stumbled across what some believe may have been the remains of the 
mighty Ark of Noah as described in the Bible. 

As the rurcraft reached a height of around fifteen thousand feet and a rusrance of 
approximately one mjje from the frozen mountain, its cameras captured several intriguing 

images of a large structure - possibly five hundred feet in length - that protruded from an 
ice cap located at the southwest edge of Ararat's west-facing mountain. 

The crew quickly swung the aircraft around and headed to the north of the mountain and 
continued to take photographs. Astonisrungly, these revealed (from a distance of two miles) 
the existence of another large, unidentified structure on the western plateau and three 
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symmetrical, but bad!) damaged, protrusions that pointed skyward out of what looked Jjke a 
curiously wing-shaped seccion of the structure. 

Needless to say, the photographs were carefully and quietly processed and du!) classified. 
And thus was born the legend of the J\rarat Anomaly - as it is officiall y known throughout 
the U.S. Intelligence communit:y in general and to the ClA in parcicular. Not o nJy that: the 
Ararat Anomaly has reportedly also been the subject of deep interest to people co nnected 
with Project Moon Dust. 

A whole host of claims, counterclaims and assercions regarding the Ararat A no maly have 
surfaced both privately and publicly. i\fan) of these maintain that the Cl.A and a number of 
other official bodies have collated a wealth of data and image[) on the Ano maly that are 
exempt from public disclosure for reasons not presently unders tood. 

Sources tell of Indiana Jones-style, U.S. Government-funded expedicions to Turkey to try 
and locate the Ark's remains. Others maintai n that remnan ts of the Anomaly ha e been 
found and spirited away to classified milita[)' and governmental insrallacions and institutio ns 
in the United States. There is talk of incimidacion by Men in Black-style characte rs warnjng 
those with knowledge of the Anomal) to remain silen t. And there is the claim that the J\rk 
represents the remains of a crashed UFO that impacted o n Mount Ararat tho usands of yea rs 
ago and that has been the subject o f a specific, clandestine invescigacio n by Moon D ust 
personnel. 

And on the issue of the relacionsrup between Project Moon Dust and the Ararat Ano mal) 
we are obliged to turn our anencion to the story of one D o n Riggs, whose father \Vorked in a 
civilian capacity the field of contract photographjc analysis for the Natio nal Reconnaissance 
Office in the late 1970s. According to Riggs, just before his death in the 1990s, his fa ther 
had revealed to rum a startling story concerning records on N oah 's Ark . that had been 
referred to the NRO for analysis by a " small group of people" stacioned at \XI right-Pa tterson 
fur Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. 

Riggs adds that rus father told rum that the file referred to Project Moon Dust - an 
organizacion that Riggs' father was not previously aware of - and how Moon Dust personnel 
had begun to take an interest in the Ararat Anomaly in the late 1960s. Riggs states that hjs 
father had discussed with rum his knowledge of seven photographs that appeared to show 
the Ararat Anomaly at very close quarters. He further explains that rwo of the photographs 
displayed what was, beyond any shadow of a doubt, a " very large, metallic-looking, 
rectangular object sacking partly out of the ice. No way was this wood, he said, li ke an ark 
would be made of," says Riggs. 

Riggs goes on to say that the photographs had been immediately classified after they had 
been taken "at some point around '59 by a U-2 plane [sic]," and had " been circulated" to 

various elements of American Intelligence in an effort to try and determine what it was that 
was partially buried under the thick ice and snow of Mt. Ararat. 

"My dad said that the picrures on their own didn't really answer much at all, because o f 
the mountain being so inaccessible - apart from by spy-cameras. No one was able then to 
get to the exact right place on-foot to check it out." says Riggs. 

Significantly, however, he maintains that his father revealed that at some point in the 
summer of 1975 a covert mission was initiated that saw a "team" of what Riggs describes as 
"Delta-Force-type guys, or something like that," covertly "dropped" in the area late one 
night, and who "found their way to the site." Riggs says that his father was given access to 
these latter photographs for analysis some time after the initial, earlier batch was supplied to 

him. 
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Riggs e laborates and says: "This is what my dad raid me; so I can only go on that." With 
that, Riggs says that a lengthy report was filed by the ream leader char was duh- sent co a 
0 rnup "that m y dad Sa) s was cal.led the Moon Dust." Riggs claims that his father did nor 
know too much of the true nature of the object char has come co be referred ro bv U.S. 
lntelLigence as the Ararat Anomaly. However, he says that his father made it clear r~ him 
that the Anomaly was extensively damaged, appeared ro be , ery old, ,, as deeply embedded 
in the ice, "was vacant inside as if it had been crashed, and,, as just a shell of mer.al," and was 
certainly no r "jus t a big, o ld, wooden boar." 

ReporredJy, Riggs divulges, the documentation "had its home at \'\ right-Patterson and a 
courier was cold to rake it co my dad, who \\ as asked ro look at the phorographs co see if 
anything could be seen that would give clues ro chis thing." 

"Everything," he adds with much significance, "had a i\[oon Duse stamp - on each page." 
Riggs concludes "There was no hisrory of the f\rk or whatever it was, and nothing that 

was background information for my dad ro work with - apart from the description of the 

object and the photos, and some background on the ream char had landed and cook the 
pictures . H e was never to ld what it was: only ro make an evaluation of the phocographs. Bur 

the thing that always stands our for me is char chis was nor just like a big old boar or ark. My 
dad aid it looked like a huge metal de, ice that had crashed into the ice, probabl~ thousands 
o f) ea rs ago." 

Further 1960s Revelations: 
The bulk of the reports that have been declassified officially and that detail the work of 

P roject i\!Ioo n Dust in the 1960s are somewhat fragmentary and brief in nature; they do, 
however, clearly demo nstrate that the work of Moon Dust personnel extended far beyond 
that of merely analyzing recovered Soviet space debris - as authorities would have us belie,·e. 
Indeed, the files also demonstrate a keen interest on the part of Moon Dust operatives in 
UFO sightings, as well as recovered debris. Notably, there was a veritable rash of reports in 

the year 1960 alone. 
One such report reads thus: 

On 30 September 1960, a TWX report was sent to the Pacific Air Forces on a sighting of 
an unidentified object that entered the water near the village of Ctaru. The report 
originated with the Japanese Ground Self Defense Force (GSDF) headquarters and was 
relayed to us by the Japanese Air Self Defense Force (JASDF). According to the report, 
a fiery object fell from the sky and into the sea, making a fountain of water which was 
described as looking like a "geyser." Technical Intelligence from Tokyo took over the 
case, but were not able to locate or reclaim the object. 

Perhaps, nearly half a century lacer, that unknown object still lies dormant on the ocean 
floor, its secrets still to be plundered. 

And the reports from 1960 continued to flood into Moon Dust headquarters, as the 
following USAF document reveals. Titled Possible MOONDUST, found within the archives 

of the 8
th 

Air Force, and prepared by a Colonel Elmer M. Neville, it states: 

1. This will confirm oral information furnished to MSgt MIL TON SHEARER, 
Directorate of Intelligence, Headquarters, 81h Air Force, on 6 Dec 60 by Major 
AT. Wagner, this office. 
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2. By letter dated 3 Dec 60, the FBI Field Office, New Haven, Connecticut, advised 
as follows: 

a. [Deleted]. Bristol, Connecticut, who described himself as a Lieutenant 
Colonel in the Reserves, telephoned this office on December 5, 1960. He 
advised that at approximately 4.30 pm on Friday, December 2, 1960, an 
object believed to be possibly a portion of a space satellite, had 
apparently fallen in Bristol, Connecticut. [Deleted] advised that as the 
object neared the ground, there was sufficient smoke to cause a delay in 
automobile traffic. He advised that this occurred in the neighborhood of 
Preston Road, Bristol. According to [Deleted] the smoke pattern was such 
as to indicate that the object descended at a 240 degree angle. [Deleted] 
advised that he had no first hand information since he was not present 
and did not observe this incident. He said that an article in a Bristol 
newspaper had reported this incident and indicated that a number of 
persons in that area had observed it. 

3. Any further information developed concerning this matter will be promptly 
furnished your Headquarters. 

4. This letter is classified CONFIDENTIAL to preclude unauthorized disclosure of 
information considered classified in nature. 

If funher data on this case does exist, it has yet to see the light of day. By the mid-1960s, 
Moon Dust was still receiving credible data on crashed objects of unknown and po tentially 
exotic origins. For example, declassified under the terms of the Freedom of Informati on Act 
is a 1965 report titled Fragment, Metal, 'Recovered in the F.ep11blic of the Congo, Origin Believed lo be cm 
Unidentified F!Jing Oi!Ject. The released portion of the report reads thus: 

The purpose of this report is to present the results of the exploitation of a metallic 
fragment near the town of [illegible] in the Republic of the Congo. Fragment recovery 
was the result of a ground-level search which was coordinated after an unidentified flying 
object exploded and fell to earth in the area. The sighting and recovery took place 
sometime between 10 and 15 October 1965. Other than a reported east-to-west 
direction of flight for the UFO, specific observation and recovery details are lacking. 

It must be said that also lacking are any further discernible parts of the report - such is the 
poor quality of the version that has thus far been declassified. Nevertheless, documents 
reveal, two years later Moon Dust was still deeply implicated in the UFO mystery. 

A Defense Intelligence Agency document of 1967 that was prepared for the attention of 
Moon Dust and was titled UFO Sighting at Tad/a, Morocco, states: "This report forwards a 
translation of an article which appeared in the Polit Morocain, 2 April 1967. This item was not 
carried in the other daily newspapers, but is significant as it indicates continued local interest 
in the subject of UFOs." 

The second report, also from Morocco, and also dated from 1967, stated with regard to a 
UFO encounter over Agadir: "This report forwards translations of two articles which 
appeared in the Polit Morocain. Each article identified as to source. Although the two articles 
are very contradictory, the page one coverage afforded this sighting demonstrates a high 
Jevel of interest in the subject of UFOs, and presages future reporting which could be 
vaJuabJe in pursuit of Project Moon Dust." 

Bolivia, 1978: 
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T he o ne case that - m o re than any o ther - provides a direct link between the likely crash and 

recovery o f a very strange object and Project Moon Dust, occurred in Bolivia in earlv Mav 

1978, and is supported by an intriguing and varied body of official documentation. · · 

The genesis of the affair appeared ro come from a US Department of Seate telegram 

transmitted fro m the American E mbassy in La Paz, Bolivia, ro the US Secretary of State, 

Washjng to n, D.C., o n i'vlay 15, 1978. Captioned &po,1 of Fallen Space Of!jecl, it stated: 

1. The Bolivian newspapers carried this morning an article concerning an 
unidentified object that apparently recently fell from the sky. The paper quotes a 
"Latin: correspondent's story from the Argentine city of Salta. The object was 
discovered near the Bolivian city of Bermejo and was described as egg-shaped, 
metal and about four meters in diameter. 

2. The Bolivian Air Force plans to investigate to determine what the object might be 
and from where it came. I have expressed our interest and willingness to help. 
They will advise. 

3. Request the department check with appropriate agencies to see if they can shed 
some light on what this object might be. The general region has had more than 
its share of reports of UFOs the past week. Request a reply ASAP. 

The D epartment of Scare was not the only branch of gO\·ernmenc that rook an interest in 

the case, a a CIA report - also o f ·May 15, 1978 - makes abundantly clear: 

Many people in this part of the country claim they saw an object which resembled a 

soccer ball falling behind the mountains on the Argentine-Bolivian border, causing an 

explosion that shook the earth. This took place on May 6. Around that time some people 

in San Luis and Mendoza provinces reported seeing a flying saucer squadron flying in 
formation. 

The news from Salta confirms that the artificial satellite fell on Taire Mountain in 
Bolivia, where it has already been located by authorities. The same sources said that the 

area where the artificial satellite fell has been declared an emergency zone by the 

Bolivian Government. 

A second report referenced the crash and adds important data to that alread~ in hand. 

Dated May 16, 1978 and titled Reporls Co,iflict on Details of Fallen Of!jecl, it reads thus: 

We have received another phone call from our audience requesting confirmation 
of reports that an unidentified object fell on Bolivian territory near the Argentine 
border. We can only say that the Argentine and Uruguayan radio stations are 
reporting on this even more frequently, saying that Bolivian authorities have 
urgently requested assistance from the US National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration in order to determine the nature of that which crashed on a hill in 
Bolivian territory. Just a few minutes ago Radio El Espectador of Montevideo 
announced that there was uncertainty as to the truth of these reports. Argentine 
sources indicated that the border with Bolivia had been closed but that it might 
soon be reopened. They also reported that an unidentified object had fallen on 
Bolivian soil near the Argentine border and that local Bolivian authorities had 
requested aid from the central government, which, in turn, had sought assistance 
from the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration to investigate the 
case. 
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A La Paz newspaper sa.id today that there is great interest in learning about the nature of the fa!Jen 
object, adding that local authorities for security reasons had co rdoned o ff 200 km around the spot 
where the object fell. The object is said to be a mechanical device with a diameter of almost 4 meters 
which has alread~ been brought to T arija. There is interest in determining the accu racy of these 
reports which have spread quickly throughout the continent, particularly in Bo livia and it 
neighboring countries. Is it a saceUice, a meteo rite, o r a false alarm? 

On May 18, 1978 the US Embassy in La Paz again forwarded a telegram co the Secretary of rate, 
\"X/ashington, DC. Classified Secret, the telegram disclosed the following: 

Preliminary information provided has been checked with appropriate government 
agencies. No direct correlation with known space objects that may have re-entered the 
Earth's atmosphere near May 6 can be made; however, we are continuing to examine 
any possibilities. Your attention is invited to State Airgram A-6343, July 26, 1973 which 
provides background information and guidance for dealing with space objects that have 
been found. In particular any information pertaining to the pre-impact observations, 
direction of trajectory, number of objects observed, time of impact and a detailed 
description including any markings would be helpful. 

Six days later a communication was transmitted from the US D efense Attache Office in 
La Paz to a variety of US military and government agencies, including NORAD, the US J\.ir 
Force, and the Department of Seate. Its contents make for intriguing read ing: 

Subject: Moon Dust. This office has tried to verify the stories put forth in the local press. 
The Chief of Staff of the Bolivian Air Force told DATT/AIRA this date that planes from the 
BAF have flown over the area where the object was supposed to have landed and in 
their search they drew a blank. Additionally, DATT/AIRA talked this date with the 
Commander of the Bolivian army and he informed DA TT that the army's search party 
directed to go into the area to find the object had found nothing. The army has 
concluded that there may or not be an object [sic], but to date nothing has been found . 

So what exactly did occur on that fateful day back in May 1978? While the available US 
Government records certainly point towards the probability that something out of the 
ordinary occurred, they also raise more questions than they answer. 

The CIA's report of May 15, 1978 clearly stated that the object had fallen to earth on 
Taire Mountain, Bolivia, and had "already been located by authorities." Furthermore, on the 
following day, the CIA learned that the object had "been brought to T arija." In contrast, the 
Bolivian Army and Air Force advised the US Defense Attache Office that their search for 
the mystery object had drawn a blank and nothing was found . Was the CIA mjsinformed? 
Were the Bolivians keeping the Department of State in the dark? 

Those same questions remain as valid today as they were thirty years ago. 

The Vela Incident, 1979: 
Sometimes known as the South Atlantic Flash, the Vela Incident is a still-unresolved event 
that centered upon a strange flash of light detected by a United States Vela satellite in 
September 1979. While speculation has focused upon a nuclear weapons-test as being the 
culprit, the case remains shrouded in mystery and controversy to this day. Notably, however, 
in 2006 documentation surfaced suggesting strong interest in the story on the part of MJ 12 
and Project Moon Dust. But first, some necessary and vital background data. 
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It was at 00.53 G 1vlT o n September 22, 1979 that the unidentified flash was detected bv 

the aforementio ned Vela satellite - a satellite that had been specificall~ designed co identi~· 

nuclear explosions . .As in such cases, it detected a characteristic "double flash"; a ven- fast 

and very brig ht fl ash, fo Uowed by a longer and less-bright one. Initial estimates p~inred 

toward an a tmospheric nuclear explosion of two or three kilotons in the Indian Ocean, and 

specifica!Jy near the Prince E dward Islands. To this day, speculation reigns with respect what 

cud o r did no t o ccur o n che fate ful day in question. 

Initial inquires foc used upon the reliabifay (or orherwise) of the\ ela satellite. The satellite 

in questio n , Vela 6911 , had been launched on t-.fay 23, 1969; and by 1979 it \\ as already two 

years past it sched uled Jjfe-span. Jr is a fact that the satellite had a failed electromagnetic 

pulse (EM P) en o r, and had developed a minor fault in 1972 in its recording memory -

something that was later co rrected, however. Indeed, the idea that the satellite itself was the 

cau e of a n erro neous, no n-existent detection remains the weakest. 

Moreover, injtial assessments undertaken ar the behest of the U.S. National Security 

Council in October 1979 and January 1980, were char the detection was due ro some form of 

nuclea r explo io n - with most fingers pointed in the direction of the South r\frican 

Government. I acer, the Carter administration created a panel of experts to look into the 

m atter in an e ffo rt co try and resolve the puzzle. The finclings, presented to the NSC in the 

summer of 1980, were chat the Vela satelfae was at fault and that there had been no nuclear 

deto natio n - o f any kind whatsoever. 
Nevertheless, it was conceded by rhe panel that: " . .. we cannot rule out that chis signal 

was o f nuclea r o rig in." le was the panel 's tentative conclusion that the satellite had been hit 

by a sm aJJ m eteori te, which resulted in the recording of faulty data. 

T n 2004, vario us elem ents o f the U.S. Government, Intelligence community, and military 

(including the CIA, NSA, NSC, Air Force, Los Alamos Laboratories, and DlA) declassified 

into the publjc d o main hundreds of pages of material on the Vela Incident - \\ hich focused 

on the theories as described above, but which ultimately failed co adequately resolve the 

matter. 
Far more incrig uino- however is a " leaked" document that surfaced in late 2006 to me and 

::,, ' 
Ryan \X/ood - and possibly ochers, coo - and that links the events of September 22, 1979 

with both MJ 12 and Project Moon Duse. It reads: 

Blue Man: Here is declassified/FOIA package on 'Vela.' Nothing damaging to us. No MJ 
I.D. Review of our files shows that AQ-4 still favors meteoroid. M4 and M7 incline to SA 

theory. M8 still waivers and points to Oklahoma landing of same day - with samples 
(See: MD Palace-431 Report). Los Alamos Study 4FF is still classified under old 

Moondust reg. and will not reach media. No one anticipates AQ/MJ or Moondust inquiry. 
MJ6/44 Tech/Ops 03. 

While in some respects an analysis of the document is frustratingly difficult, we can at 

lease make some important, preliminary observations. Quite clear!}, this appears to be a 

rughly-classified document prepared by one person ("MJ6/44") for the eyes-only attention 

of one ocher inruvidual: the "Blue Man." The reference to MJ6 would seem to strongly imply 

membership in the MJ 12 group. And, as we have seen, the word "Blue" has longstanding 

ties to official UFO-related projects such as Blue Book and Blue Fly. 

That the main subject of the document appears to be the material on Vela that surfaced 

via the Freedom of Information Act is notable roo. The reference to the fact that the FOIA

originate files contained "nothing damaging to us," suggests a distinct possibility that MJ 12 
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was highly concerned chat its identity might be compromised via the documents declassified 
b) the ClA, NSC, and ochers. As it transpires, the comments of MJ6 suggest chat whatever 
the MJ group knew of the Vela lncident, such knowledge was un)jkely to surface into the 
public domrun. 

The reference co "AQ-4" is i.Uuminating, too, and may well relate to the ultra-secret 
Aquarius project. The conclusions of "AQ-4" and the findjngs of "M4" and "M7'' all 
broadly conform to the U.S. Government's various theories mooted in the wake o f the 
September 1979 event. The statement concerrung "M8" and the "Oklahoma landing of the 
same day - with samples," is very eye-operung, however. At thjs stage, we do not have a 
clear picture of what this may refer co. Nevertheless, the "MD " cited in an apparent report 
on the Oklahoma case of September 22, 1979 ti tled MD Palare-431 Repod may be a reference 
to Moon Duse. 

The likelihood chat chjs is indeed the case is borne out by the fact that the same doc um en t 
refers to a report prepared by staff at Los Alamos (and citied Scudy 4FF) that was reportedly 
"still classified under tl1e old Moondust reg. and wi.1.1 not reach merua." And the statement 
that: "No one ancicipates AQ/MJ or M.oondust inquiry," is rughly notable, as it strongly 
suggests that personnel from MJ 12, Project Aquarius, and Project Moo n Dust were all -
albeit to degrees that remain unresolved thus far - somehow linked to the Vela Incident. 

We may never know tl1e truth berund what it was that occurred off the Prince Edward 
lslands on the day in 9uescion. Indeed, the references to the conclusions of "AQ-4" and 
"M4" and "MT' may weU be an inrucacion that MJ 12, Project Moon D ust, and P roject 
Aquarius never fully resolved the matter either. But the important point is that all three 
rughly-secret borues were apparently extremely interested in the strange affrur of the Vela 
satellite detection. The question remains: why? 

And there is an intriguing footnote to this affair. lo July 1980, the Whjte House issued a 
report on the Prince Edward Islands incident citied Ad H oc Panel Report on the S eptel)l/;er 22 
Evmt. In part, the document stated that the affair may have been due to the presence of what 
the Panel oddly described as a "zoo event." At the cime, officials were rughly reluctant to 
reveal precisely what a "zoo event" was; even though it was admjued chat on no less than 
"several hundred rimes" Vela satellites had been "triggered by signals of unknown ongm, 
zoo events." 

The answer to crus curious tenninology, however, came from none other than N obel 
Prize winner Luis Alvarez, who worked on the Manhattan (atomjc bomb) project at Los 
Alamos, New Mexico during the Second World War, and who was present as a sciencific 
observer when the Japanese city of Hiroshima was destroyed by an acomjc device in 1945. 
According to Alvarez, the classificacion of "zoo events" was: phenomena "so strange they 
belonged in a zoo." 

One mjght argue, given Alvarez's description, that a "zoo event" would be a perfect 
description - not to mention a uruquely-worded cover - for a UFO incident. 

Conclusions: The documentation, testimony and cases chat 1 have cited in my lecture today 
are but a small portion of all the currently available data pertaining to Project Moon Dust 
and its still-mysterious activities. Today, Moon Dust no longer exists. Rather, it has been 
replaced by a project whose mandate is practically identical to that of Moon Dust; however, 
its codename is considered a classified matter. If we wish to learn the truth that lies at the 
heart of the crashed UFO puzzle, however, diligent pursuit of Project Moon Dust, its files 
and its former and now-retired employees may very well shed remarkable light on this 
particularly controversial aspect of the larger UFO mystery. 
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May 28, 1974: Glowing Disc Encounter 
with Military in Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Linda Moulton Howe 

© 2007 by Lindo Moulton Howe. Reporter and Editor Eorthfiles.com 

1974 headlines - a year that stands out in the past half century as a rime when mysterious 
aerial djscs and non-humans were reported around the world - along with animal mucilacions 
Jjnkecl to the aerial lights and beams. 

Newsweek, Septnnbtr 30, 1974 

MYSTERIES: 

The Midnight Marauder 
E:ich day, just before dusk, r:inchcn 

nnd farmhands pile into pickup truclcs 
and fan out across the rolling prairie of 
northeastern Nebraska. They park mostly 
on ridges or hilltops, where they can 
,can the pastures and the narrow roads 
that wind through them. With ri8es and 
, holguns leaning against their trucks, the 
men watch nervously, smoking cigarettes 
nnd talking with each other O\'et a net
work of citizen"s-band radios. Some o( 
the men will stand guard all night, yet 
none of them really knows what he ls 
looking for. "I've never seen anything 
like this,- says State. Sen. Jules Bur
bach, who has represented Xnox County 
for eighteen yean. •rotks are almost 
hysterical• 

Even Neumveek's September 30, 1974, issue headlined "Mysteries: The Midnight Marauder." 
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Since last May_,_more than 100 cattle 
have l:ieen founa dead and nicsome[y 
muti ate in Nebraska, Kansas and Iowa. 
On John Sunderman's farm outside 
Madison, Neb., a cow was killed with a 
blunt instrument last June and her udder 
and sexual organs were cut off. ~ 
"eterinarian examined the co.rn~J~ 
found that all of the animal's blood had 
been drained_. On the nearby ranch of 
Vern Stringfield, a month-old bull calf 
was clubbed to death. Its blood was 
drained off, too, and someone cut a 
hole in the calfs side, removing the 
intestines and coiling them neatly next 
to the head. 

Here are a few excerpts from that 1974 article: " ... Since last May, mo re than 100 cattle have 
been found dead and gruesomely mutilated in Nebraska, Kansas and Iowa .... W hen a 
veterinarian examined the corpse (of one mutilated cow), he found that aU of the anim al's 
blood had been drained." 

on, they are pretty sick." A few residents 
report sighting strange creatures re
sembling bears and gorillas, ~nd at least 
oneJaon,er claims~ tbat a shiny~ UE.Q 
}anded in a field where a slaughtered 
filll!!lal was later_folli!g_. 

" ... And at least one farmer claims that a shiny UFO landed in a field ·where a slaughtered 
animal was later found." 

Those shiny, glowing discs were being seen everywhere. 
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January 22, 1974 
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\\ here residents heard a lo ud explosion, the ground shook and people saw blue and orange 
bghts floating in a circle around Cadair l'viounrain of the Berwyn Mountain range east of the 
\'Velsh viUage. 

NORiH WALLS 

EARTH TREMOR 
MYSTERY AT 

LLANDRILLO 
[ 1:,-r.1 UT 1-1...'.I HJ ,_.. : ~.._ : . , .\." :"-" .-, t • • • ' " • .! t.. , .. ~• ..-J • 

u-..- r.-:-.! •:I,. : r: .-n e ~ n : .- t•• ••' '" • • 1•<:, , i- r ~ 
~ ,. .,- ,::,:: ~Cu,J ! .. ,:::n , •t r. .~, t. •' • - '.: 1o t- • .-.::r.:- , _, •~◊ 
~. ; ! ,• , , ., ,_ _:'U'I -~i.!n :.,;..! :a , • ~ ·. ► ~ '. ► ...... : - .:...n - ~~ .... ' \ ,:, 

7l1' 11'-~ r • ~-:"" t \.,-.,; • - · · • • , • •• , ~ .. r , _, ,, , 1 : .• , · r 

" I-• arch T remor Mystery At Llandrillo" was headlined in a local newspaper. A large sphere of 
glowing, p ulsing orange-red light was seen on a hiUside by a nurse headed coward the scene. 

Summit of Cadair Bronwen in Berwyn 1fountains, looking towards Cadair Berwyn, 
Llandri!Jo, Wales, U. K. 

M.ilitary quickly moved in and cordoned off a hill for several days. U. K researcher, Tony 
Dodd, said he talked to a retired m.ilitary man assigned co transport two crates from the hill 
to Porton Down. Military personnel opened the crates. The eye\vitness said inside were cwo 
humanoid fig ures 5 to 6-feet-tall, so thin they looked Like skelerons covered by skin. Tony 
D odd was cold that other Living non-humans were retrie\"ed from the hill. Was this a landing 
- forced by human military action? Or a crash? Or a pre-arranged meeting gone bad? 
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January 26, 1974 
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February 13, 1974 Barrington, New Hampshire 
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[ "walking home ... a strange force pulling him from the back ... and he felt a tingling in hjs 

head. Then he saw an object the size of a car, bright wrute, shaped like two half eggs on a 

plate. The UFO was hovering 50cm off the ground and a luminous ray from it was being 

directed onto Severin ... humanoids [emerged] estimated to be 1- 1.2m tall ... after a few 

moments a fourth being started down the stairs, appeared to see the witness and react to rus 

presence, and all the humanoids re-entered the UFO ... took off and disappeared" [ Hall, 

Uni11vited G11ests, p. 274.] 
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Hirson (Aisne), France 
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March 13, 1974 
Argentina. 
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March 17, 1947 
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March 23, 1974 
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Tavemes Province, France 
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In Tavernes Province, rhjs photograph was taken at 11 :30 PM by a medical doctor. After 
visiting a patient, the docto r was driving ho me late at rught o n a deserted country road, saw 
the glowing disc and cook__rru~ r.ho t~gr3_ph. _ "'" . ,._ _ . (5:00) 
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May 9, 1974 Daylight, Indiana 
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The French website, ufologie.net, has this brief comment: 
"UFO Crash in New Mexico: May 17, 1974 - Chilili, AU. S. Air Force team allegedly 
removed a 60-foot-wide metallic object from an impact area and moved it to l(jrdand AFB 
(Albuquerque)." [ Source: French website http://ufologie.net/ htm/ crashes.htm l 
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Chilili is 30 miles southeast of downtown Albuquerque and 35 miles northeast of Belen. 
Belen and Chilili are only about 70 miles north of Socorro and the Trinity Site at White 
Sands Missile Range. That's where one of the July 1947, wedge-shaped extraterrestrial 
vehicles was supposed to have crashed with non-human bodies found outside on the ground 
and animal parts found inside the craft. "LZ-2" on this map refers to Landing Zone 2 at 
the Trinity Site, as described in the Majestic-12 documents assembled by Bob and Ryan 
Wood and archived for public study at www.majesticdocuments.com.Further north of Chi.lili 
in the foothills of the Sandia Cibola National Forest is where military surrounded a white, 
glowing, egg-shaped disc in May 1974. I'm coming to that, but first I want to share with you 
a couple of 1974 photographs that I have only recently received from a long-time Belen 

resident. 
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This shiny, si lver di sc with three small spherical structures placed in a triangular pattern was 
photographed in 1974 by a man who gave this photograph to the father of Eddie Chavez in 
Belen. Mr. C havez, Sr. , passed away in 2006, leaving behind this photo and a second one in 
an envelope. His son, Eddie Chavez, owns and operates a Belen rock and cement company . 

...:_...__~- -'--'-----·~------
Here is the second photograph. While standing in Eddie's driveway in early October 2007, 
we could see the taller, pointed peak in the background of this image. It's Capilla Peak, 9300 
feet hjgh in the Manzano :Mountains and 60 miles southeast of Albuquerque. 

That is the location of the Capilla Peak Observatory operated by the Institute for 
Astrophysics at the University of New :ivlexico. 

Capilla Peak Observatory 
Capilla Peak Observatory is a research facility owned and operated b) the Institute for 
Astrophysics at the University of New Mexico. Our 61cm (24'') Boller & Chivens Cassegrain 
is available for use primarily by the staff, students and faculty at UNM. German physicist, 
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Victor Regener, was Chair of the Physics and Astronomy Department at the University of 
New Mexico from 1947 ro 1957 and again from 1962 to 1979. Prof. Regener planned and 
managed the construction of the CapiJJa Peak Observarory. ] 

Back to the first photograph, in the background is a long flat ridge on the horizon south of 
the Manzano Mountains which Eddie Chavez and I could also identify standing in hjs 
driveway. The only difference is that the disc photographs were taken further east, closer to 
the Manzano Mountains. 
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The backs of the phoros each had red date stamps of "AUG 74 ABQ." Eddie Chavez told 
me his father never knew the date his friend took the photographs, except that it was before 
August 1974, when they were printed. The report of a disc crash retrieval from ChiJjli on 
May 17, 1974, plus these photos not far away near the Manzano Mountains and other 
multiple eyewitness encounters with discs close to Albuquerque the last week of May 1974 
raises the question: \Vhat were Sandia and Manzano bases and l(jrtland doing that might 
have provoked attention of the disc intelligences? Some brief history. 

In 1970, the Special Weapons Center took over management of Air Force Systems 
Command's test and evaluation facilities at Holloman AFB near Alamogordo. One year later 
on July 1, 1971, ~rtla~~ merged with Manzano and Sa~dia Base, its neighbors to the east, 
creating a sprawling military complex now known as Kirtland Air Force Base, the third 
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largest installation in Air Force Materiel Command, covering 51,558 acres, and 6'h largest in 
the U.S. Air Force. 

By January 1974, the Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) was 
organized at Kirtland to oversee testing and development of both aircraft and weapons -
one of K.ircland's most important responsibilities. 

Accession Number: ADA0J0043 

Title: Kinland Air Force Base Science and Engineering 
Symposium. 4 June 1974. Volume II. Unclassified Session. 
c::::: •- ··• ======> 

Descripth·e Note : Final rcpt. Jan 73-Jan 74. 
Ddcnss; Ic:,bairnl lnfonn;ition C s;nts;r 

Corporate Author: AIR FORCE WEAPONS LAB KIRTLAND AFB N MEX 

Report Date: APR 1975 

Pagination or Media Count : 190 

Ab~tract : ~: Gyroscope dynamic modeling: Kinetic cooling of the atmosphere via a high-power 
CO2 laser--1he first direct experimental observation of a unique enhancement mechanism; The Air Force 
weapons laboratory system for evaluation of runway hydroplaning potential: Worst case E.MP calculations: 
More accurate airplane cost growth assessment; Measurement of high-altitude optical turbulence: 
Modification analysis and testing of a unique meteorological instrument: Development and application of a 
low-cost gas dynamic laser test facility: Epoxy canister development: Completely integrated reference 
instrumentation system (CIRIS). 

And what was the Kirtland complex developing in 1974? Here are some highlights from the 
Defense Technical Information Center Archive: 
- Kinetic cooling of the atmosphere via a high-power CO2 laser using the first direct 
experimental observation with a 1111iq11e enhancement mechanism; 
- Worst case electromagnetic pulse (EMP) calculations; 
- Measurement of high-altitude optical turbulence that included a 1111iq11e meteorological 
instrument; 
- Development and application of a low-cost gas dynamic laser test facility. 
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Few people knew at the time that Coyote Canyon - red underlined at bo tto m center o f map -
in the Manzano !\fountains east of Albuquerque, and not far from ChiJj lj, was the access 
road to the rughJy guarded secret of nuclear weapons stored inside the :tvfanzanos by 
E.R.D.A., - marked by red circle - the U.S. Energ) Research and D evelopment 
Adrrurustration. ls that what attracted the attention of the non-terrestrial djsc technologies? 

Coyote C.nyoa 
DtlA ( nulcca tnelde 

lbnuoo•> 

Dhc letTlt:val · o-
K,IJ 17, l914 

Wider Overview MAP Kirtland, Coyote Canyon, ERDA, Chilili (tvlay 17, 1974 djsc retrieval) 
[Lurance Canyon Burn Site and Explosive, Electro-Explosive, and Aerial Cable Test 
Facilities (Coyote Test Field).] 
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By July 1974, the National Investigations Comrruttee On Aerial Phenomenon, also known as 
NICAP, reported in its July 'VFO INVESTIGATOR" newsletter that discs were being seen 
all over Australia and even close-up near the ground in Albuquerque, New Mexjco. 
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RECENT SIGHTINGS 

REPORTED 

IN NEW MEXICO 

On ,...,. 28, 1974 1 rllidenr at 
Albuquerque, Ntw Ut.llc:o, .. 
IWlkonod UI - I I-,,_,. OOj«o 

moving ,aoo "" - bco "' .... 
S.,-,dla Ma.,ntalnl. It - ., triFI; 0\11 
no diec.trnlbft 10'\ZTJ,. co.tld bl tell\. 

The -..ltneu GP1:Nc1 h4 .tndow to uu., 
for nobe comirlg fr0n1 ,tw Objcl; ttwn 
---- A,h■ --!h■ OOl■<t 
Cl>09Wwd tDlandcan1neat,yhirl...,. tl 
rerN01«t tor Oll4"' m 1to1 bmlrt It tftCII' 
ln10 1N M r.d war'lilt'.ed. A NICN 
rn.wnbrr wn c:or,uaat Md it ........ 
.... this incident. 

On Page 3, under the title " Recent Sightings Reported in New i\Iexico, NICAP stated: "On 
May 28, 1974, a resident of AJbuquerque, New i\lexico, was awakened to see a large glowing 
object moving across the western face of the Sandia Mountains. It was so bright chat no 
djscernable structure could be seen. The \\~tness opened his window co listen for noise 
coming from the object. There was none. As he watched, the object appeared co land on a 
nearb~ hill where it remained for over a11 hour before it shot into the air and vanished. A 
NICAP member was contacted and is imestigating this incident." 

A short time 11Ur1 hou-ftnoticod 
from h.- ldl<II., wi..-an Objoct cn,l■-
lng on I northerty co.1na o,,r 1M low 
hills behind 1helr homo. Sh< called 10 ho: 
husband to witnes> tht p/W.omonon and 
when he .arrlY• from tht front of the 
houu, the vehicle hid c/lJ"4;1d 00UflO 

Ind WU flying tlS...-fY .. lbaUI ""° 
thousand feeL The CQ1pl1 told I NICAP 
ropo,ur that !Ny boJIM>d the cnft -
II•~ "Ilk• vitwlng I coin on nl. • end 
1pproximauly ftfty to ...,..,,yo.11 !wt In 
df..,,...,.. II wn conS1NC1od ot • graylth 
matlrill that did not rtflect th• aftar. 
"°"" ..,n1;ghL Thoe object diw>IIV<d I 
dlstlrct \Olurr.na motion • It n>talld 

tbout IU etntnl IXI■• Thil -
Luted lbaul one minute. 

NICAP roportan notad that lhe drf ol 
the sigm!ng _ _,,and der. wiblllty 

- unlimited. A CNdt - ..- wle, 
the CQlnty paliea - fUnlw---. 
butnono_...-. 

"A short time la ter, a housewife noticed from her kitchen window an object cruising on a 
northerly course over the low hills berund their home. She called to her husband to witness 
the phenomenon and when he arrived from the front of the house, the verucle had changed 
course and was flying easterly at about 2000 feet. The couple told a NICAP reporter that 
they believed the craft was flat, 'like viewing a coin on end,' and approximately 50 to 75 feet 
in iliameter. It was constructed of a grayish material that did not reflect the afternoon 
sun.light. The object ilisplayed a rustinct wrurling motion as it rotated about its central ax.is. 
This observation lasted about 1 minute. 
"NI CAP reporters noted that the day of the sightings was warm and clear, ,isibility was 
unlimfred. A check was made with the county police about further reports, but none were 
made." That ·was mid-day. 
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By 9 PM on May 28, 1974, more Albuquerque residents were watching a large, glowing whjte 
disc moving from the south of Albuquerque where l(jnland Al:-.i3 is to the northeast. The 
disc moved very slowly - and steadiJy downward toward the Sandia Mountains at the eas tern 
edge of the city where the white circle is. 

Abq Video #1 ( 4:08) 
Zoom back from apartment door where Sandy Rivers, Rebecca tkKeever Armstrong and 
Paul McKeever standing on stair 
landing at what were then known as 
Arroyo del Oso Apartments. 

NARRATION OVER VIDEO: 
This is Apartment Number 1040 at Pennsylvania and Montgomery Streets in Albuquerque. 
On the left is Sandy Rivers stancling next to her sister, Rebecca McKeever Armstrong, who 
is next to her son, Paul McKeever. This is where they were in the early evening of Nfay 28, 
1974. The rime was about 9 PM. The Albuquerque sky was twilight and the temperature '.Vas 
warm. Rebecca's 8-year-old son, Paul, was playing outside with his two cousins, Lisa Rivers, 
10, and Larry Rivers, age 4, while their moms were inside the apartment listening to the 
radio. Camera tilts up; animated illustration of moving, white disc. The kids saw a large, 
flattened-egg-shaped object in the sky, glowing white and moving slowly from the south and 
lowering toward the general direction of the Sandia Mountains on the eastern edge of 
Albuquerque. Photo of three on stairs. The three youngsters ran to the apartment yelling for 
their parents to come out. At the same moment, Rebecca and Sandy were already coming 
outside because they both heard a 770 KKOB Radio announcement that a UFO was flying 
over Albuquerque. 

Paul McKeever, now 41-years-old, still resident of Albuquerque, New Mexico: 
"Basically it started when me, Larry and Lisa were outside playing. I don't know which one 
of us saw it first, but one of us saw the object in the sky glowing. Then we went inside to tell 

you guys 
Aunt Sandy Rivers and Mom Rebecca McKeever Armstrong, still residents of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Yeah. 
Aunt: We heard that it had landed in the Sandias and we came out to get the kids to get into 
the car and we were going to drive up and see if we could see anything. 
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Mom: ] just remember that the) said an unidentified flying object has been seen over 
Albuc1uerque and that's really all I remember. Then we talked a couple of minutes about 
whether we should see if we could go find it or not. That's when we got up and went to the 
door and the kids were coming in. 
Aunt: And we came out to get the kids to take them and we could see the glow, \Vhac I 
thought was the glow from it. 
PAUL, \XIHAT IS IT THAT YOU REtvlliMBER AS A 7 OR 8 YEAR OLD STAi'\JDING 
RlGHT \X HERE YOU ARE RIGHT NOW, WHAT WERE YOU SEEING IN THE 
SKY OUT HERE? 
Well, it wasn't Like what you see on TV where it's Like real thin and sharp. It was actually 
mo re like looking at a football sideways and it had a really intense glow like a fluorescent 
bulb, or like those globes that have a bulb inside of them and are white. It had a real intense 
glo\v to it and it was moving kind of towards us to the left, is what I remember. We got in 
the car and that's when we drove and were chasing it down, trying to see where it was going. 
SO ALL THREE OF YOU REMEi'vIBER THE RADIO ANNOUNCEMENT? 
Mom and Aunt: J use the rwo o f us because he was outside. He and the other two children 
were o utside playi ng, so they actually saw it before we cLid because we heard the 
anno uncem ent on the radio. 
BUT AT LEAST HISTORICALLY, THERE ARE AT LEASTnXIO OF YOU W'HO 
HEARD THE RADIO ANNOUNCEMENT. 
Mom and Aunt: Right. Yes. 
AND THEN YOU TOOK OFF. 
Mom: Right 
Aunt: \Y/e more or less followed the glow. 
AUNT'S VOICE OVER ANIMATED MAPS: 
\Xie went out Pennsylvania ... and when we got to Menaul, it looked like it was at the end of 
1ifenaul. 
Mom: Yes! 
Aunt: l remember hearing that an unidentified fl)~ng object had landed in the SancLia 
i\tiountains." 
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[ With LASER POINTER, explain wider view of May 28, 1974, Sandia disc in relationship 
to Kirtland, Coyote Canyon, ERDA - Energy Research & Development Administration 
responsible for nuclear weapons storage - and Chi.lili May 17, 1974 disc crash retrieval.l 

Abq Video # 2 ( 14:20) 

NARRATION OVER VIDEO: 
On April 1st, 2007, I traveled with Paul McKeever, his mom (Rebecca McKeever 
Armstrong) and aunt (Sandy Rivers) out Pennsylvania to Menaul and beyond T ramway Blvd. 
- as far as we could go after 33 years of housing developments spreading at the base o f the 
Sandias in what were onJy dirt trails back in 1974. The family thought one particular rock
covered hill looked like the place they drove to following the glowing disc in the sky. 

Mom and Aunt: This looks about as familiar an area as we can find. 
Paul: Well, they cut - we think that they (developers) probably cut the hill down to put 
those houses on it. 
Aunt: All these homes. There was nothing here but a huge mesa and all these hills . 
Paul: All these hills. (pointing at rocky hill behind) And that one looks just like the one that 
the object landed just a little bit up the slope. 
Aunt: And we came up as far as we could on the pavement and then it was like a - I guess 
you would call it almost like a din trail that we took. It wasn't really a dirt road. lt was like 
car tracks make through a field or something. We drove onto that and we could_see an 
object with a lot of light around it, bright light. And we were stopped. And we were told that 
we had to turn around and to leave the area. 
Mom: Immediately! 
Aunt: Immediately! 
Paul: Yeah, he was very agitated. 
Aunt: He meant what he said. 
Paul: Yeah, he was very, very serious and he looked uncomfortable. He just looked really 
irritated and the whole time like when we were coming up the dirt trail - I'm not sure how 
far we came up when you could see it (UFO) really well, but we were fairly close to the 
object. I mean, close enough to get a really good look at it. We could see the people around 

it. mil' Mom and Aunt: Yeah. The 1tary. 
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Paul: There were soldiers around it and had pretty much a perimeter around it. Every so 

many feet, there was a soldier dotted around the thing. 

Aunt: They were armed. 

Paul: Yes, they had M-16s and they ·were facing the object. ([ o his i\lom) You said you saw 

one kind of glance back at our direction towards the cars. 
Mom: Yeah. 

Paul: But for the most part, they were facing the object and the thing was glowing intensely. 

The funny thjng to me was that it was at the very bottom slope of the hill. But the thing was 

prett} level. But you couldn't reaUy see anything underneath it. It was just kind of sitting 

level. But it looked Like it was close enough to the ground robe on it, but it was level. That 

baffled me. 
Aunt: Because it was more or less on a rod.-y surface. 

Mom: Yeah, the hjlJ was at an angle to it. 

IS TH E lMPLlCATlON THAT lT MlGHT HAVE BEEN HOVERING THERE? 

Mom: That's what 1 would thjnk. Now, thinking back, that's exactly what it was - it was 

hovering. 
Paul: You couldn't see any gears or legs or ... 

Aunt: No, you could not see anything underneath it. 
Paul: And it was glowing, so it was iUuminating the area around it, plus the military had the 

deuce and a half truck, which is a 2.5 ton truck that has a cam·as back on it, but the canvas 

was off of it and tl1ey had a spoilight mounted on the back. They were searching the bushes 

and the area in the rocks outside and around of the ruse object. It looked Like they were 

trying to see if anytlung was Like hirung in the bushes or around the rocks because they had 

soldiers around it. But the soldiers were back. They were a\\ ay from the thing. They were 

not like close to it. They were back away from it. To the right of the object from our point 

of view to the right, there was a whole pool of vehjcles and there was more personnel rruxed 

in among the vehicles. From what I noticed, they were aU military personnel. The onJy 

person who was not military was the gu) who stopped us at the end of the road, from what I 

remember. He had a New Mex.ico State Patrol uruform on and 1 remember the car being a 

state police car because it was black and white and the state trooper cars were black and 

w]ijte. That's what I remember anyway. The whole time this thing was glO\ving and he 

(police officer) just made us turn around. \Xie turned around and pretty much left the area. 

But that was it. W/e just left. 
Mom: There were other cars parked behind us that were corrung up the road also. 

Paul: Yeah, there were other people corrung up behind us. 

Mom: We weren't the onJy ones there. And we don't know if we were the first ones up 

there in that line or not. 
Aunt: Yeah, I don't remember seeing anybody ahead of us or in back. 

Paul: Yeah, I was pretty young and I don't remember all the specific details, but I do 

remember there were cars behind us. I remember looking back and seeing the headlights and 

seeing ... 
Mom: l would say there were at least six (other cars) behind us that I remember. 

Paul: Yeah, because we came up and we were spaced out pretty good, too. 

COULD THE THREE OF YOU ADDRESS \X'HAT SEEMS TO BE A TIMELlNE 

QUESTION - THAT YOU \XIERE OVER AT PENNSYLVANIA AND 

MONTGOMERY AJ."JD PAUL YOU \~'ERE SEEING A1'J OBJECT IN THE SKY 

OUTSIDE AS A KID. AND THEN YOUR MOM AND AUNT RAN OUTSIDE 

WHEN THEY HEARD THE RADIO ANNOUNCEMENT. THEN YOU GET INTO 
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THE CAR AND GET HERE AND lT APPEARS THAT THE MJLITARY IS 
ALREADY IN OPERATION. 
All: Oh, yeah! 
Paul: They were here before us, which means the) had ro be following the object the whole 
time because there wasn't that much time between when we saw it and went after it and 
when we saw it on the ground - l mean it could nor have been more than 15 to 20 minutes, 
something like that. 
Aunt: Seems like it. And it seems like I remember seeing ocher military vehjcles driving into 
the area. 
Mom: Yeah, that's what I was thinking, too. 
Aunt: There were a lot of (military) people there, but there were some more coming in. And 
it was all military that 1 remember. 
Paul: But there were a Jot of people. 
Aunt: A lot of vehicles already there. 
Paul: Had jeeps and trucks and they were kind of back to the right o f the object, 
haphazardly parked. The solruers that were guardjng the object were the closest people to it. 
But they were back a ways. 
Aunt: They were back away from it. 
Paul: And they were facing it. 
FROM WHERE YOU ARE RIGHT NOW, AND WE'RE USING THAT ROCKY HILL 
IN THE BACKGROUND, CAl"\J YOU EXPLAIN ABOUT HO\V FAR YOU THINK 
YOU WERE FROM THE CRAFT? 
Paul: Well, from that hill (behind), we are real close to how far we were that rught. 
Mom and Aunt: Yeah! · 
Paul: We were - for this kind of thing - we were very close. 
Mom: Very close - closer than we thought we could. Qaughs) 
Paul: Yeah, we got a lot closer than you would think you could get to somethjng like that. 
Nowadays I don't know if ... 
Aunt: ... we could have gotten in that close before we were stopped. 
Mom: We were very close! Qaughs) 
Paul: Yeah, because they only had one guy turning traffic around, the state trooper. And 
the thing was probably about that far (600 to 1,000 feet to rocky hill behind). 
THAT IS A SLOPED HILL. AND YOU ARE LOOKING AT A DISC THAT'S ABOUT 
- I THINK YOU SAID ABOUT 40 FEET IN DIAMETER? 
Paul: Yeah, approximately 40 feet, judging by how big I thought the soldiers looked to the 
thing. I remember it being about 40 feet in diameter, maybe 10 to 12 feet high. The disc was 
quite a bit taller than the men, but not enormously so. 
SO, FOR THAT DISC TO BE LOOKING TOTALLY FLAT .Al"'\ID HORIZONTAL TO 
YOU, HOW WOULD YOU EXPLAIN THAT, IF THERE IS A SLANTED HILL? 
Paul: I don't know. That's the question. I don't know. 
Aunt: It was either hovering or ... 
Paul: It must have been like we were saying earlier. It was still glowing, so it must have 
been under some kind of power to hold it there in a level position because you could not see 
anything underneath ... 
Mom and Aunt: Nothing under it came out. 
Paul: Nothing protruded ... 
Mom and Aunt: To help it sit there, or whatever. 
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Paul: 1 t was Lighting up the whole area and you could see the ground underneath it and 
around it, ~!us the spotlight (on deuce and a hal~ was shining around. So, it was\ ery strange 
to m e that 1t was level on the side of a hiil. 
Mom and Aunt: Yeah! (both laugh) 
Mom: Very strange. 
AND DOESN'T THAT 1MPLY THE POSSIBILITY THAT RATHER THAN A 
CRASH, THIS \'<!J\S UKE A MEETING \X/JTH THE MJLITARY? 
Paul: \X/elJ, the way the soldiers were around it with the spotlight and everything, it wasn't 
something l think they were expecting. To me, it looked Like it was disabled or was caused co 
be disabled . 
Mom: They had reason, the military, for being there so quickly. It's hard reaily to say. 
Paul: What's amazing is that they got alJ that stuff together so quickly. lc's almost like it was 
a g roup put together in case something like chat happened. How do~ ou gee all chat scuff, all 
that equipment and all chose people ready so quick? 
Aunt: lt was Like they were standing there guarding it, like the~ were waiting for someone, 
o r some thing, co come out of it. 
Mom: Or for someone co come and tell chem what to do! (all laugh) 
Paul: You co uld definitely tell chat they were cautious of it. You know, when I was in the U. 
S. Anny, w hen you guarded something, you faced away from it. So, they weren't guarding it 
Like it was o urs. The) were around it Like they were keeping it contained, almost, because if it 
were o urs, the guards would have been facing away from it. 
Aunt: Course, coo, they might have been watching it for a long time and realized it was 
getting lower in altitude. 
Mom and Paul: Yeah, I'm sure they saw it for a long time before we did. 
Paul: Probably on radar o r even visual for a long time. 
HOW D O YOU THINK THJ\TTHEY KEPT THIS TOTALLY BOTTLED UP ALL 
OF THESE YEARS? 
Paul: There have been many things chat have been kept quiet. I'm sure if the government 
wanted co keep it quiet, they probably went co the radio, TV and newspaper and cold them 
to keep it quiet because there was nothing on the news. There was nothing in the newspaper 
or on the radio the next day, or even for several days after. It was just like ic never happened. 
Aunt: Like it never happened. 
Mom: As co why the people, though, who were there like us and the people who were in 
the cars, I don't know why no one ever said anything. We didn't! Qaughs) 
Paul: Yeah, I don 'c know if they were contacted and cold not to, or if they thought people 
would th.ink they were crazy? Or? 
REBECCA, YOU \'</ERE PAUL'S MOM IN CHARGE AT THE TIME Ai"\JD YOUR 
SISTER, SANDY, \Y/AS THERE. DID YOU, AS YOUNG ADULTS, FEEL AFRAID OF 
THE MAN WHO TURNED YOU AWAY? 
Mom: I don't know that we were afraid exactly, but we were definitely intimidated because 
we immediately - we did not ask, '\X'hat's going on?' after he told us to leave. We 
immediately turned the car around and went straight home. 
Paul: When he told us to turn around and the way he was acting - I remember it scared me 
when I was a kid. 

Aunt: And he said it in a very authoritative voice. There was no point in asking any 
questions because we weren't going to get any answers. 
Paul: Yeah, yeah because he was very, very stem about it and irritated and nervous. He had 
a - you could tell that he was not comfortable. 
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DID HE AIM A GUN AT YOU? 
All: No, he didn't. 
BUT THERE \VERE GUNS ON THE MEN \\'.IHO \\'.IERE RJNGJNG THE DISC? 
All: Yes, there were. 
Paul: They had M-16s. 
\VHAT MADE YOU DECIDE JN 2007 TO CONTACT ME? 
Paul: 1 was just curious. I wanted to know if other people were on the web o r something 
and reporting the same event that we saw. 1 was curious to get their rake on it and 
perception and so I starred contacting and asking questions to see if l could get other people 
who had witnessed the event. 
Al'\!D SANDY Ai'\JD REBECCA, YOU WERE YOUNG ADULTS THEN. HJ\ VE YOU 
EVER TALKED ABOUT THJS \'(/JTH OTHER PEOPLE TO FlND OUT \'(11-IETHER 
THEYSAWJT? 
Mom: No, strangely enough. 
Aunt: Just family. 
Mom: Right, just famiJy. 1 have never told anyone except family. 
DO YOU HA VE ANY JDEA WHY? 
Mom: No, l don't. 
Aunt: I don't know why either that I never mentioned it. 
Mom: And we didn't talk that much about it even with family. 
DO YOU THINK IT WAS THAT YOU WERE LITERALLY SO SCARED? 
Aunt: We did tell family, but. 
Paul: It's hard to talk about something like that. You don't want people .. . 
Mom: Don't want people to think you're crazy. 
Paul: ... to think you're crazy or weird or something. But over the years, it's gotten to the 
point to where 1 just didn't really care. 

FT. LEONARD WOOD 
COMPANY 044 

McGrew, Daniel E 

l\kGuff, Jimmie D 

Ol\lcKecvcr, Paul D 

Ten years after the Sandia hills even, Paul McKeever at age 18 enlisted in the U.S. Army 
Reserves in August 1984. He is pictured here on far left. Paul was sent for basic training at 
Ft. Leonard Wood in Missouri where he trained with Company Delea 44 (Batallion 4, 
Brigade 4). 
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Drawing© 2007 by PauJ McKee,·er 

Thar miLi rary experience of his own made him often remember how the soldiers in 1974 
were standing facing the disc as if on guard. He kne,,· that the disc he and his Mom and 
A unt had seen "was nor ours" and he figured it ,vas extrarerresrriaJ. 

Paul asked a friend who had served in the Air Force at Kirtland if he had ever seen am· 
J 

"strange things" in Coyote Canyon. The friend answered chat once in 1989 on guard duty, he 
was at Coyote Canyon sitting in an Air Force truck reading a book. SuddenJy, he was 
nervous and "felt the hair on the back of my neck rise up." He looked in his rear view 
mirror. Two, gJowing red eyes were staring at him. He said he tried calrnJy to put his book 
down, cum the key in the ignition and drove away. 

Another colleague of the Air Force man said he was driving up Coyote Canyon in the 1980s, 
came around a hill and there was a disc hovering in an open area next to the road. 
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Tbt 62J Gaunl Corutruction Equipment Operator Coun.c 

After Army basic training, Paul returned to Albuquerque where he remained in active A rmy 
reserves until 1992. \Xlhat Paul clid not know was that only six years after he and hi s Mo m 
and Aunt saw the disc at ground level on the Sandia hill, Kirtland security guards also saw 
lights, or cliscs, land three different times inside Coyote Canyon's restricted tes t range between 
August 8 and September 3, 1980. 
That highly secure test range is used by the U. S. Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Sandia 
Laboratories, the Defense Nuclear Agency, and the Department of Energy. 

L'.S. Frdrml (;m,rm111mr /)oru1111'11/ H,·lmsrd L:111/rr Fr1nlo111 of l11funrl(1fio11 .-\rt (FOl.-\ j 

COMPLAINT FORM He; \ 1) C s 
•Ow.1MIS l lt.t. Tl'v'( 04. l A 

',, L l O• T l I "w• KIRTLAND ~3, :•H, 8 Aug - J Sep 80, 
2 - Cl c:~• IU) 1200 

All-,ged S19""...h.lngs of th.identified P'\.&CC 

.Aerial Lights in Restncted Test Range . AF'OSI Oct 1700 Kirtlard AFB NM 
•O• ■(CttY[;:J 

XI•-- P(•UOM I ITl:L~~"Ol•OC•LL• I 1, .. WJlltlTl..,0 

IOUllll(l .t.HO lVALUA110N 

MIUOR ~'llNF.ST E . U,.,/ARDS 
llll•O(M((. O • ■ \ltt.,.llt aODlllll.£1 l~"ON• Com"1nder, 1608 SPS, Manzano 

Ki rt 1 an::! AFB , ""1 :'-7Si6 

c•_j::{__•••1,,111 

This is a copy of the September 1980 Complaint Form filled out for Major Ernest E. 
Edwards, Commander of the Manzano Coyote Canyon complex for Kirtland AFB. 
The complaint title is: "KIRTLAND AFB, NM, 8 August to 3 September 1980, Alleged 
Sightings of Unidentified Aerial Lights in Restricted Test Range." 
"CR 44 Applies." 
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SUBJECT: Collec1ions Rrqu!remcnt (er) :'4A (U) 23 NOV 1983 

TO: A LL A FOS I Districts.Detachments.and Operaring Locations (CAT 
Ill) 
(Less IGQ. CSD. AFMPC. and NESA) 

I . (2) ·····---···---········-·bl···-·······--··········· 

2. (U) BACKGROUND: 

a. (U) This collection Requirement implements DoD Manual 5210.-llM. 
"t!.f!clear \V~DOffi-_Security Manual." 9 Mar 83. which states in para I. 
309: 

Unckr lhe guidance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. the 
Defense lntel11gcnce Agency (DIA). the MilitarJ Ser,iccs. 
and the Unified and Specified Commands shall pro~·ide 
commanders or organizations responsible for safety and 
security of nuclear weapons with currcn1 in1clligencc 
concerning thre:115 to nuclear weapons. 

The definition o f CR 44 is CoUections Requirement for nuclear\\ eapons security, originaUy 
established in Ocrober 1974 and revised ro CR 44A in November 1983. 

The 1'·t ili1ar.· Scn iccs .. . shall direct 1hcir 
coun1cnn1ciligcncc and1or criminal invcstignti\'e 
agencies 10 acuvdy scd information conccminj! thrc.11.S 
10 nude-Jr weapons and 10 rcpon such C\'al113led 
1nfom1ation eApeditiously 10 rcponsible commanders and 
10 organiz.11ions rcspons,blcs for the safel) and security 
of nucle:ir weapons. 

b. (U) All AFOSI units arc ,.,quired to m.-\intain and be aw:irc of this 
Collection Rcqrtircment :is: 

( I ) (U) Some organil:!Uons that m~y pose a thrc:it to the security 
of nuclear weapons operalc in1cm:11ionally. 

(2) (U) Nuclear we:ipons could be mo\'td through or be stored 
temporarily in " irually any :irea. 

()) (U) The d1sseminJ1ion of threat inform:1t1on to nudc:ir -..e;opons 
is of paramount 1mporunce, regardless of scrvi~ custodial or security 
responsibilities. 

This CR supl'!"scdcs HO CR 4-l. O:issificd bY Mullipk Sources 
dal~ 4 Oct 74. UECL: OADR 

"The lvlilitary Services shaU direct their counterintelligence and/ or criminal investigative 
agencies to actively seek information concerning threats to nuclear weapons and to report 
such evaluated information expeditiously to responsible commanders and to organizations 
responsible for the safety and security of nuclear weapons." 
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This 1980 Complaint Form was written up because a CR 44 violation had been committed 
0• unidentified ae,ial ofvecls, which landed where nuclear weapons were stored. 
The complaint says that on August 8, 1980, three poLicemen from the J(jn]and AFB Security 
Police Squadron "on duty inside the Manzano Weapons Storage Area, sighted an 
unidentified Light in the air that traveled from North to South over the Coyote Canyon area 
of the Department of Defense Restricted Test Range . ... 
"At approximately 2350 hours, while on duty in CharLie Sector, Eas t Side of Manzano, the 
three observed a very bright light in the sky approximately 3 miles North-North East of their 
position. The light traveled with great speed and stopped suddenly in the sky over Coyote 
Canyon. The three first thought the object \Vas a helicopter. However, after observing the 
strange aerial maneuvers (stop and go), they felt a heLicopter couldn't have performed such 
skills. The light landed in the Coyote Canyon area. Sometime later, three witnessed the Light 
take off and leave proceecling straight up at a high speed and clisappear." 

In Paragraph 3, the Complaint states that three nights later on August 11, 1980, a Sanclia 
Security Guard after midnight "was driving East on the Coyote Canyon access road on a 
routine builcling check of an alarmed structure. As he approached the structure, he observed 
a bright light near the ground behind the structure. He also observed an object he first 
thought was a heli-copter. But after driving closer, he observed a round disk-shaped object. 
He attempted to raclio for a back up patrol, but his raclio would not work. As he approached 
the object on foot armed with a shotgun, the object took off in a vertical direction at a high 
rate of speed. The guard was a former helicopter mechanic in the U. S. Army and stated the 
object he observed was not a helicopter." 
In summary, three times in August 1980 on the 81

\ 9th and 22nd
, security officers patrolling 

the Kirtland AFB Coyote Canyon Manzano Weapons Storage Area saw glowing lights land 
inside the restricted nuclear weapons zone. 

Conclude with summary of current ongoing research. 
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UFOs and Media Desensitization of Children 

Karyn Dolan 

Copyright 2007 Koryn Dolon 
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1974 COYAME, MEXICO UFO CRASH: NEW REVELATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

Ruben Uriarte 

Director, N. California MUFON 

Noe Torres 

Writer, Researcher, Librarian 

On August 25, 1974, a UFO collided with a small plane along the Rio Grande River 
between Presidio, Texas and Coyame, Chihuahua. Even as wreckage rained down on the 
isolated desert below, the U.S. and Mexico launched a frantic race to recover the 
unearthly object. An elite recovery team assembled by the CIA ended up winning the 
race and making off with the prize. First revealed in an anonymous 1992 document 
known as the "Deneb report," this intriguing crash retrieval is the subject of a June 2007 
book titled Mexico's Roswell: The Chihuahua UFO Crash by Noe Torres and Ruben 
Uriarte (www.mexicosroswell.com). Although this case remains in need of much more 
research, the authors have unearthed amazing new evidence that the Deneb account may 
be correct. During recent visits to Coyame, Mexico, the authors discovered, among other 
things, a debris field near Coyame from the crash of a small airplane, a mysterious man
made pit in the midst of a 30-foot wide circular scorched patch of desert littered with 
metal fragments, and a pit from which human remains were hastily retrieved by the 
Mexican military. The authors also found a witness living near the crash site who 
remembers a thunderous explosion in 1974. In addition, new information has surfaced 
about an amazing UFO encounter near Coyame in August 1973 by the nephew of a 
former president of Mexico and a mid-air collision between three UFOs and a small 
airplane nine months after the Coyame incident. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent astronomical discoveries, such as the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, seem to provide 
undeniable support for the existence of life elsewhere in the universe. With our own 
galaxy containing an estimated 100-million earth-like planets, it seems highly plausible 
that advanced civilizations have achieved interstellar travel and are currently engaged in 
observing our planet. Points to consider: 

1) Interstellar travel is not possible as far as our current technology permits. But are 
we the most advanced race in the universe? 

2) What if an ET race is 100 years more advanced than us? 1,000? 100,000? I 
million? 

3) A technologically superior race would be able to keep itself mostly hidden from 
our view. 
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4) In the 40s, 50s, & 60s, the U.S. Air Force studied 15,000 UFO sightings and was 
unable to explain 25% of them! 

5) A recent Roper Poll revealed that 56% of Americans believe UFOs are real. 72% 
think the U.S. government knows more than it is telling. 

2. AUGUST 1974 

Sunday, August 25, 1974 was a typical sizzling hot summer day in West Texas, and as 

daylight faded, the residents of the sleepy border town of Presidio began to settle down 

for the evening, little realizing that one of the most extraordinary UFO events in history 

was about to light up the skies just thirty miles northwest of their town. On this very 

night, a fas t-moving Saturn-shaped disc that lit up radar screens all along the Texas

Mexico border slammed into a small airplane in the skies over Coyame, Mexico, raining 

debris down on a portion of the Chihuahuan Desert known as El Llano. 

The Coy a me incident began shortly after IO p.m. local time, over 600 miles east of 

Presidio, near the Texas seaport town of Corpus Christi, where military radar detected 

that an unidentified aircraft had suddenly dropped out of earth orbit and was vectoring 

toward the Texas coast on an intercept course. Fearing a Soviet intercontinental missile 

strike, an air defense alert was sounded and fighter jets were prepped for take-off and 
intercept. 

Traveling at a speed of 2,500 miles per hour at an altitude of 75,000 feet, the UFO was 

first spotted over the Gulf of Mexico about 200 miles east of Corpus. After going through 

a series of maneuvers suggesting intelligent control, the object quickly turned south along 

the Texas coast, avoiding entry over land, and seemed headed toward the southernmost 

tip of Texas, near the city of Brownsville. As the disc continued to hug the Texas coast 

heading south, it exhibited controlled descent, calculated turns, speed reductions, and 

other clear indications that this was neither a meteor nor an out-of-control missile. 

The object had descended from 75,000 feet to about 45,000 feet by the ti.me it crossed 

over land into Northern Mexico, about 40 miles south of Brownsville. Its speed was 

down to 2,000 miles per hour and was still slowing very gradually. The streaking UFO 

traced a path along some of the more desolate and sparsely populated areas of northern 

Mexico, seemingly avoiding both the Texas border and the larger Mexican population 

centers such as Monterrey, Nuevo Leon. Curving along and south of the Rio Grande 

River, the bogey flew over one of Northeast Mexico's most mysterious regions, the Zona 

del Silencio (Zone of Silence), where strange, unknown forces are said to frequently 

interfere with radio and navigational controls. It was into this bizarre area that an out-of

control U.S. military ICBM missile crashed on July 11 , 1970, irradiating some of the soil 

there and creating political tension between the U.S. and Mexico. 

After flying over the Zone of Silence, the 1974 UFO entered the Mexican state of 

Chihuahua, characterized by tall, rugged mountains and vast stretches of desert, and then 

something completely unprecedented happened in the skies over the general area of 

Coyame, Mexico, not more than 30 miles from Presidio, Texas. Zigzagging around 
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mountain peaks that tower above 5,000 feet, the UFO continued gradually descending 
and slowing down, although its speed was still near 2,000 miles per hour at the time that 
it encountered another aircraft headed toward it on a collision course. 

Somewhere over a vast desert plain known as El Llano, just a stone's throw away from 
the Texas border, a mid-air collision occurred between the streaking silver disc and a 
small aircraft flying from El Paso, Texas to Mexico City. The explosion and subsequent 
fireball shook the earth for miles around. 

Simulation of Mid-air Collision benveen UFO and Airplane 

Following the accident, the debris from the crash rained down on the desert plain below, 
and efforts were soon underway by the governments of both Mexico and the United 
States to recover the remains of what many later believed was an extraterrestrial airship. 
Because of the extreme isolation of the crash site, Mexican authorities waited until after 
dawn the next day to launch a rescue effort to recover what they believed to be merely 
the crash of a small civilian airplane. Their assessment of what had occun-ed would 
undergo a radical change in a very short period of time. 

Mexican spotter planes first located the wreckage of the small aircraft on the desert floor 
below, even as U.S. military electronic surveillance personnel listened in on the rescue 
activities from across the Texas border. The Americans heard the Mexican spotter plans 
say that the small plane had been almost totally destroyed. A few moments later, 
however, the routine recovery of a downed aircraft became something of an entirely 
different nature. Amidst the crackling static of the radios, the Mexicans were heard 
saying that they had found a second crash site nearby and that this second craft, which 
was nearly intact, was a shiny, silvery disc unlike anything the Mexicans had ever seen. 

Soldiers in trucks and jeeps were dispatched from Ojinaga, located across the 
international bridge from Presidio, and the convoy headed north to the area of El Llano. It 
was here that the Mexican soldiers made a discovery that has led many UFO researchers 
to believe that this crash retrieval deserves as much ( or more) attention as the 194 7 UFO 
crash near Roswell, New Mexico. 
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The Mexicans found an object described as being sixteen feet, five inches in diameter, 
and equally convex on both upper and lower surfaces. There was an outer "rim" around 
the central circumference of the disk. The height of the object was slightly less than five 
feet. They saw no visible portholes, doors, or markings. In addition, no lights of any kind 
were apparent. There was also no obvious mechanism for propulsion. The external 
surface of the disk was like silvery polished steel. 

The outer rim of the disk showed damage in two places. One damage point was an 
irregular hole about 12 inches in diameter with material from the metallic surface of the 
disk "indented" around the jagged hole. None of the witnesses reported seeing anything 
inside this hole. This puncture damage was believed by the witnesses to have resulted 
from the mid-air collision between the flying disk and the small civilian aircraft. The 
other damage point was a two-foot-wide "dent." The witnesses believed the dent to have 
been caused by the disk's fall to earth after its collision with the plane. 

On August 26, 1974, the day after the crash, Mexican troops recovered the crashed disc, 
winching it up onto the bed of a large military truck. They also retrieved fragments of the 
crashed civilian aircraft, although there was not much left of it. As the Mexican recovery 
effort wound down, U.S. authorities continued their electronjc eavesdropping and were 
attempting to negotiate with high levels of the Mexican government to "assist" with the 
recovery. Mexico stated that assistance was not required, and that the operation was 
nothing more than simple airplane crash retrieval. However, U.S. intelligence gathered by 
satellite and jet flyovers suggested otherwise. 

A short time later, the Mexican military convoy was traversing the dirt roads of the 
Chihuahuan Desert, headed either back to the army base at Ojinaga or perhaps to a 
Mexican air force base in Chihuahua City, located about I 00 miles to the west. Suddenly, 
the convoy came to a complete stop in the middle of the desert, and U.S. spy imagery 
showed bodies of Mexican soldiers sprawled haphazardly alongside their jeeps and 
trucks. Something unknown, perhaps a chemical or biological contamination, had caused 
all the soldiers to fall unconscious or possibly even die. 

With the threat of an unknown plague breaking out within 30 miles of the United States 
border, U.S. intelligence officials mounted a lightning mission from the Fort Hood Anny 
Base in nearby EI Paso, Texas, in an effort to discover what happened to the Mexican 
convoy and, if feasible, to retrieve the crashed UFO. The U.S. team, its aircraft, and its 
equipment had already been prepped and were standing ready to launch at the time that 
the order was given. 

The Americans flew south along the Rio Grande River toward Presidio in four 
helicopters, three Hueys and a large Sea Stallion. The aircraft cut across the river into 
Mexico just north of Presidio and were quickly at the location where the Mexican 
military c~nvoy h_ad stalled. Outfitted in bio protection suits, the U.S. soldiers explored 
the area, d1scovermg that_ all the Mexicans were dead. The Sea Stallion cargo helicopter 
hovered overhead as soldiers attached the crashed UFO to its tow cable. As the helicopter 
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moved away from the area with its unearthly cargo dangling below, the soldiers who 
remained behind gathered together all of the Mexican military vehicles, gear, and bodies 
and blew up the remaining evidence with high explosives. 

3. FIELD INVESTIGATION -JAN. 2007 

In January 2007, the authors traveled to this remote Chihuahuan desert area, bent on 
further unraveling the tantalizing mystery of the UFO crash in 1974. In an effort to shed 
as much light as possible on the events surround the crash, we took along with us a wide 
range of digital video and audio recording equipment, as well as handheld computers and 
other gear. The equipment proved extremely useful , as we carefully documented our 
exploration of areas that we had previously pinpointed on general maps of the region . 

Of great assistance to us were a number of Coyame-area residents. Before an-iving in the 
area, we prepared for our field investigation by carefully reviewing information we 
received from several individuals, including Mexican UFO investigator Gilberto Rivera, 
Coyame ranch owner Jorge Gonzalez, and Coyame resident Javier Baeza. We prepared a 
list of individuals that we wished to interview and places of interest we desired to visit. 
Of greatest interest to us was exploration of the area known as El Llano, located north
northeast of Coyame. Both Gonzalez and Rivera were convinced that the 1974 crash 
likely occurred in the El Llano area. 
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Torres (left) and Uriarte (right) in Coyame, Jvfexico - Jan. 2007 

Prior to our journey, we painstakingly studied the "Deneb" report that first broke the 
story about the Coyame crash retrieval. The document, which in 1992 was leaked to UFO 
researchers in the U.S. and Great Britain, was apparently composed by someone within 
the U.S. intelligence community who either personally knew about the Coyame case or 
who had run across top-secret documents about the case. By closely dissecting this 
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document, we aiTived m Coyame armed with important information about the 1974 
event. 

We were taken by a group of Coyame residents to several very remarkable and 

mysterious sites near Coyame that may be directly or indirectly linked to the 1974 crash 

retrieval. The first location was the crash site of a small aircraft in the desert a few miles 

outside of town. After searching for about an hour, we found a field of debris that 

included aluminum airplane parts from the rudder assembly and other sections. Although 

local residents believe that this debris field is from the crash of a drug smuggling plane, 

its exact origin has not yet been determined. 

We were also taken to another location in the desert near Coyame, where we found a 

roughly circular pattern of scorched earth at the center of which was a mysterious deep 

pit. The entire scorched area was littered with metal fragments possibly from vehicles or 

aircraft. Local res idents theorize that this may be an abandoned water well that was later 

used as a place to dump auto parts, but nobody knows for sure. During our investigation, 

we found pieces of metal at this site that were similar in nature to the metal we found at 

the crashed airplane debris field. 
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Airplane Debris Found Near Coyame (by Ruben Uriarte) 

This strange hole in the ground certainly warrants further investigation. With funding and 

equipment, it could be excavated to explore what other types of metal debris might be 

down inside the hole. Excavation would also contribute to an understanding of the pit's 

origins and purpose. After taking numerous photographs and taking many measurements, 

we reluctantly left the area of this find and moved on to explore other areas. 
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The Mysterious Pit 

After we left Coyame, some of the townspeople contacted us about a second pit. Some 
years ago, David, a local resident who enjoys looking for Indian artifacts in the desert 
around Coyame and Chihuahua, came across a large pit in the ground located in a cattle 
ranch known as "El Ahogadero." The dirt around the pit was blackened by fire, as was 
the interior of the pit, which was about "3 to 4 meters deep" ( 10-13 feet). Curious, David 
went down into the pit and was aghast to find the charred, blackened skull of a human 
being. He later found out from an elderly gentleman who works at the ranch (Sr. 
Ramirez) that "about 30 or 40 years ago" (between 1967 and 1977), 50 to 60 burned 
human bodies had been discovered in this pit. Sr. Ramirez said that Mexican army 
soldiers had arrived at the site, taken the bodies away, and cleaned the location of almost 
all evidence. 
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The Area Known as El Llano. 

During our trip to Coyame, we also visited the area known as El Llano, where the UFO 

crash is said to have occurred. An elderly resident of the area, Pedro Venegas Leyva, told 

us that, although he does know the exact date, he recalls that sometime in 1974, a fiery 

nighttime explosion rattled the windows of his small farmhouse and gave him a fright 

that he remembers to this day. The incident so impressed him that, later in life, he made it 

a practice to make extensive notes of the strange objects he saw in the skies over El 

Llano. He shared with us his notes about more recent UFO sightings. 

4. RELATED CASES 

There are two other Mexican UFO cases that seem relevant to the 1974 Coyame case for 

a number of reasons. The first was a UFO sighting made near Coyame on August 1973 

by Juan David Mateos, nephew of a former president. The disc shaped object seen by 

Mateos was similar to the one that crashed nearby one year later. 

Also similar were the three discs that surrounded a Piper Apache airplane flown by 

Carlos de los Santos, nine months after the Coyame incident. At least one of the objects 

made physical contact with the plane, and the panicked pilot radioed air traffic controllers 

in Mexico City that the UFOs had taken control of his plane. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

While in Coyame, the authors talked many area residents who have witnessed strange 

objects streaking across the sky at night, followed by explosions. A group of Mexican 

soldiers, manning a drug checkpoint just east of Coyame, pointed up into the sky over the 

mountain ranges to the north as they described strange objects that blazed across the night 
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sky, illuminating the mountains below before apparently slamming into the earth miles 
away from them. 

There seems little doubt that, for whatever reason, the Coyame area is home to a great 
deal of paranormal activity. Contributing to a strong feeling of eeriness are the 
surrounding desert landscape, the sense of isolation, and the realization that, once the 
1974 UFO event is proven beyond doubt, this seemingly insignificant Mexican desert 
town will take a prominent place in the annals of human history. 

A complete report of our January 2007 Coyame investigation appears in our 2 l 9-page 
book, Mexico's Roswell: The Chihuahua UFO Crash, available for $13.95 from 
Amazon.com, BamesandNoble.com, and numerous other online retailers. It can also be 
ordered from our Web site, http://www.mexicosroswell.com. 

Note: All content contained in this paper is copyrighted by Noe Torres and Ruben 
Uriarte. Permission to publish and redistribute as part of the 2007 UFO Conference is 
granted to Ryan S. Wood. For any other uses, please contact the authors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Five South American UFO incidents are presented (Campinas, Brazil, 1954; Ubacuba, Brazil, 
1957; Po ulain, Argentina, 1967; Bogota, Colombia, 1975 or 1976; Tabe, Chile, 1993) in 

which actual metallic fragments \\ ere retrie\ ed by the wimesses and lacer submitted ro a 
batte1-y o f rests by various scientific institutions in the USA, Russia, France,Japan, Brazil, 
Argentina and Chile. With the exceptio n o f the Ubaruba fragment, the four other samples 
appeared ro be a " liquid metal" spewed or ejected by the object, which later solidified upon 

contact with the ground. These fragments offer a significant physical evidence for a scientific 
study of the UFO phenomenon. 

"Ir is unnkely that positive proo f of their existence will be obtained 
without examination of the remains of crashed objects." 

Project Sign secret report, February 1949 
Quo red in Lt. Col. Hector Quintanilla, UFO's An A ir Force Dile111111a 

Case # 1 - CAMPINAS (Brazil, Dec. 13, 1954) Metal Fragment 

This almost forgotten case received quite a bit of arrention in the Brazilian press back in the 
mid-50s. T he case was investigated by Dr. Olavo Fontes, the great Brazilian ufologist, as well 

as by .Auriphebo Simoes, an airline pilot and researcher, and several Brazilian journalists. The 
most complete English version of this case was written by Prof. Charles A. :Maney of 
NI CAP in F!Jing SaHcer Revie111 ("The Campinas Sighting," FSR, May/June 1962). 

The Campinas case was part of the 1954 Brazilian wave. The location is the city of Campinas 

in Sao Paulo State and the dare December 13, 1954. The primary \virness was a lady who was 
the neighbor of Prof. Benedito Nascimento. According to an interview published in the 

leading Rio de Janeiro newspaper O Globo, Nascimento was called by her friend and 
neighbor right after she had seen "three flying saucers crossing the skies. Then one of the 

craft, round-shaped, duJl-grey in colour and resembling nvo places turned upside down and 
put together, dived suddenly over her house: one of the places was fixed, but the other was 

spinning like a top. The object came very low over her roof, emitting a strong light-\\·hich 

illuminated the house for a few mom~nts, li~e daylight. A liquid substance dropped from it 

an? was ~alli?g toward the groun_d- like a kin_d of 'silver rain."' The lady then saw something 
shimmenng m the ground and tned to touch 1c, but stopped when she noticed it was still 
hot. That's when she called Prof. Nascimienco. 
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After listening to her story, Nascimento collected the piece, which was about 10 cm in 
diameter, and took it personally to the newspaper Correia Pop11/a,: The piece ,:vas then taken 
to the Young Laboratories in Campinas, where it was analyzed by the chief chemist, Dr. 
Visvaldo :Maffei, in the presence of severaJ witnesses. Dr. Maffei issued the fo!Jowing repo rt: 

"The sample analysed is a combination of chemically pure tin-88.91 per cent.-and 
oxygen-11 .09 per cent., as oxide. No other element or impurity of any kind was found in 
the material in question. In other words, the anaJysis proved the substance ro be really a 
metal which is definitely tin-in high concentration and exceptionally pure; and with no 
impurities or trace elements, excepting oxygen which come from the oxidation in co ntact 
with the atmosphere. Observation: The results above refer only to the sample received, 
which weighed 1.30 grams." 

After Dr. :Maffei's report was published in the Brazilian press on D ec. 22, 23 and 24 o f 1954, 
the Air Defense Command contacted the office of Con-eio Poplflarand sent 3"1 Sgt. N elson 
Bandeira to collect the fragment. A copy of the BraziJian Air Force directive ro collect the 
material ·was published in Maney's report. Although the Air Force had promised to release a 
statement with the result of its own analysis, none was issued, but Dr. Fontes, who had 
excellent connections with Col. Oliveira, the head of the official UFO investigation, was rold 
off-the-record chat the Air Force's analvses had basicallv confirmed chose of Dr. Maffei. , , 

Maney aJso mentions a number of other smalJ fragments which were lacer collected from the 
vicinity of the Campinas incident. However, the pedigree of these secondary objects is less 
well established and their analysis showed chat they were solder. 

The Campinas UFO fragment establishes a pattern to be followed by other South American 
cases where fragments were obtained and analyzed: these "liquid metals" lacer solidified 
don't appear to be a piece of alien machinery per se, but rather a side-effect caused perhaps 
by the propulsion system of the UFO. 

CASE # 2 - UBATUBA (Brazil, September 1957) Metal Fragment 

The Ubatuba case is one of South America's best known UFO incidents and the magnesium 
fragments supposedJy retrieved from the explosion of a UFO in a beach in Ubatuba, Sao 
Paulo State, in 1957, have been analyzed by a number of both governmental and private 
laboratories in Brazil, the USA and France. 

The case began on September 14, 1957, when Ibrahim Sued, a popular columnist with the 
Rio de Janeiro newspaper O Globo, published a letter which contained an extraordinary 
account and three small metallic fragments. The author of the letter (whose name have never 
been identified) explained that he was fishing with some friends near the town of Ubatuba, 
when a flying disc "approached the beach at unbelievable speed .. .-when it was about to 
strike the water, it made a sharp turn upwards and climbed up rapidly in a fantastic 
maneuver. We followed the spectacle with our eyes startled, when we saw the disc explode in 
flames. It disintegrated into thousands of fiery fragments, which fell sparkling with 
magnificent brightness ... Most of these fragments, almost all, fell into the sea. But a number 
of small pieces fell close to the beach, and we picked up a large amount of this material
wruch was as light as paper. I enclose herewith a small sample of it." 
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Followino- the publication of his column in O Globo, Sued was contacted b\· Dr. Fontes and, 

since he was not realJy interested in ufology, turned over the pieces to hi~. Fontes took one 
fragm ent to a laborarory of the Brazilian Agriculrural Ministry's Department of Mineral 
Production for chemical, spectrographic and X-ray analysis. The lab's chemist Luisa :Maria 
Barbosa declared the sample was " magnesium of a high dei:,rree of purity" without "not even 
the so-called trace e lements usualJy detected." Additional tests\\ ere conducted b\· chemist 
Elson 1 eixeira and by the Brazilian Army, with similar results, leading Fontes co ~onclude 
that the magnesium " represents something outside the range of present-day technological 
d e\·e lopm ent in earth science." 

The fi r t batuba sample was destroyed by alJ the Brazilian tests and the second and third 
samples were sent by Fontes ro the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (APRO) in 
1960, led by Co ral Lorenzen. After a false start with Project Blue Book, which destroyed 
accidenrn lJy a sample provided by r\PRO, another sample was eventually analyzed by 

physical chemist Roy Craig for the University of Colorado's Condon Committee. Craig's 
co nclusio n s were negati\ e, seating that the "claimed UFO fragment is not nearly as pure as 

maQ"nesium produced by known earthly technology prior to 1957." APRO retorted that the 
fragm ent tes ted by Craig was not the same one\\ hich Dr. Fontes had arranged co be 
analyzed b) the various Brazilian labs. Further analysis were done by University of Arizona 
metaUuro-ical eno-ineer '\ alter'\'. \'(talker and bY metalJuroist Robert \'</. Johnson, who 

b b . e · 
co ncluded that the m aterial " had undergone a directional crystal growth type of 

manufacture ... unknown when the fragments were recovered." Yet further examinations 
were d o ne b) MIT m erallurgist Robert E. Ogilvie, by Stanford Uni\ersity astrophysicist Dr. 

P eter Sturrock, and at Orsay University and other labs in France. 

For a complete discussion of aU these results, readers should consult Prof. Sturrock's 
exceUent rep o rt, " Composition Analysis of the Brazil Magnesium" (available on the web at 

http:/ /w,vw.nicap.org/ubatubanal.hcrn), and a second paper co-written \\~th Brazilian 
astroph) sicist Pierre Kaufmann, "On Events Possibly Related to the 'Brazil Magnesium'," 

published in the ]01-1mal of Scientzfic E>..ploration (Vol. 18, No. 2, 2004). Kaufmann discovered 
there had been a plane crash near Ubatuba in April 1957 and also chat "a meteorite, or an 
o bject resembling a meteorite, crashed or exploded in the area in the early 1930's, and that a 
piece of strange light-weight material was caught in a fishing net at about that time." This 

would change the date of the incident but not its properties. On the contrary, there was no 
space program in the 1930s and aircraft technology was well behind the level of the late 

1950s. The mystery of the Ubatuba fragment thus lives on. 

CASE # 3 - POULAIN (Argentina, February 1967) - Metal Fragment 

The name of this case comes from the owner of the fragment and primary surviving witness, 
Sergio Poulain Carrizo, a 54-year old electronic technician from Cordoba, Argentina. Despite 
its impressive pedigree-samples of the fragment were analyzed by the Smithsonian 

Institution, NASA and the Vernadsky Institute in Moscow-this case is totally unknown in 
the UFO literature and has never been published anywhere until this brief summary. 

The incident occurred in the Andes Mountains in the province of Mendoza on Argentina's 
mid-western region, in a site called Potrerillos, close co the border with Chile. The date was 
mid-February 1967 and the time approximately 18 hours (6 PM). The Poulain family was 
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enjoying a summer day of camping in the mountajns. The fami1) consisted then of the now 
deceased father, Luciano Poulain, a professional pilot and expert on aviation mechanics, who 
was for many years the personal pilot of former president Carlos Menem, when he was 
governor of the province of La Rioja; his mother, Azucena Carrizo, a house wife, also 
deceased; Sergio, ·who was then a 13-year old boy; and his 3-year o ld sister Glo ria Sandra 
Poulain. (Another sister was born many years after the incident.) 

Sergio Poulain wrote a long report titled 'La Prueba' (fhe ProoD, where he describes chat 
the family was enjoying a beautiful summer late afternoon when they suddenly saw a huge 
object reflecting the sunljghr rise behind a nearby mountain. "I co uldn't cell exactly irs 
dimension," wrote Poulain, "1 only know that to tl1e eyesight it was huge, somerhjng bigger 
than an airliner. Its shape was that of a disc slightly elevated on its upper pare; no t) pe of 
windows could be seen, only a kjnd of darker ring surroundjng ic, and with a surface so 
smooth that it seemed polished; bur even more surprising was its briljjance, reflecting all the 
colors, it was the most perfect camouflage. lts buzzing noise penetrated the brain, but not 
the ears, at rimes it became so intense that it stopped bothering for a moment, but then its 
intensity increased again.' 

"lt remained for a moment at a considerable height, I remember ic maj escic, imposing, then 
some orange reflections began to loosen, 1 can't say for sure if they were sparks or flashes 
from the sunljght. It rose again co a considerable height, remairung again in a wavering 
motion and, suddenly, it flew co the southwest at an astorusrung speed, rusappearing from 
sight." 

The family remained silent for a few moments, numbed by the buzzing noise and the whole 
experience itself, the litcJe girl grabbing her mother. They cJ1en decided to investigate the area 
where the UFO had risen from. "Everytrung seemed to djsintegrace when you touched it," 
wrote Poulain. "The stones were black and so was the soil, everyrhmg except chat which 
stood out scill glittering, like a sample of chat mysterious visit, wruch had not been our 
collective imagination or hallucination. It remained there, a sample of something with the 
shape of a brilliant stone. I came near it and rook it, it felt lukewarm in my hands, but what 
called my attention most was its weight, it weighed too much for irs size. My father came 
next to me and took it and just told me to keep it. ... " 

The fragment is roughly the size of a fist and very heavy for its relatively small size. Its exact 
dimensions are 60 mm long, 55 mm wide, and 30 mm in height (its shape is irregular but that 
would be its maximum height). Its weight is 255 grams. Let's proceed with a chronological 
account of all the analysis that were undertaken between 1979 and 1984. 

The first look at the Poulain fragment was done by Dr. Pete J. Dunn of the Division of 
Mineralogy at the National Museum of Natural History of the Smithsoruan Institution in 
Washington, DC. In a letter dated December 26, 1979, Dunn wrote that "the sample you 
sent ... for identification does not appear to be a natural mineral. It appears to be a refined 
alloy but we cannot say which one for certain." 

The next step was to check with one of Argentina's best institutions for that kind of 
research, the C.I.M. - Centro de lnvestigaci6n de Materiales (Center for the Investigation 
of Materials), at the Faculty of Engineering in Cordoba. There are no official written reports 
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of these rests as Sergio Poulain went in person to the C.I.M. around 1980 and e,·entualh

co nvincecl scientist Teresa O'Connor to look at the fragment with an electronic micros~ope 

and co nduct other rests. He recounts this experience in his written report "The Proof": 

" Many more tests were conducted and finally they called me to ask me, and to be sure that I 

tell chem the truth, if it really was what they suspected-'a piece of those things that people 

see fl ying in the sky, strange craft,' they added, chose were their exact words. I doubted at 

first, but then 1 smiled, because they had discovered the truth. The results were strange, 

some percentages were nor very acceptable, it had components like silicon, which are utilized 

in space research." 

ln D ecember 1981 Poulain contacted NASA to request an analysis of his Andean sample. In 

aU his correspo ndence with official institutions, rhe dreaded word UFO was ah,ays a,·oided; 

the piece was described as a strange metal, possibly a meteorite, that he and his family had 

found in the Andes, and wanted to know what it was. Poulain was directed by Debra J. Rahn 

o f the International Affairs Division to send the sample to Dr. Lawrence A. Taylor at NASA 

H eadquarters in Washington, DC. Dr. Taylor sent a copy of his analysis on May 24, 1982, 

whjch we transcribe in fuU: 

"Dear Mr. Poulain: 

"E lectron microprobe analysis of the sample that you provided to us yielded the following 

compositions for four separate measurements. 

ELEMENT 

Mn 
Fe 
Si 
Ti 

Totals 

72.3 
6.8 

19.8 
0.2 

99.1 

1 

80.0 
10.3 

9.9 
0.1 

100.3 

\VEJ G HT PERCENT 

2 3 4 

83.6 85.2 
7.4 6.9 
9.0 8.6 
0.1 0.1 

100.1 100.8 

This composition does not correspond to any naturally-occurring mineral, so we conclude 

that it was probably man-made. \Y/e cannot establish more conclusively the origin of this 

material. You will notice that it is an alloy of Mn, Fe, and Si." 

Dr. Taylor's "electron microprobe analysis" establishes the chemical elements of the metallic 

fragment: mostly manganese (Mn), with some iron (Fe) and silicon (Si), and minimum traces 

of titanium (fi). In addition, Taylor confirms the previous analysis that the material "does 

not correspond to any naturally-occurring mineral" and that it's artificial-he says "probably 

man-made." Dr. Taylor's official position with NASA at the time was Acting Discipline 

Scientist, Planetar) Materials Program, Earth and Planetary Exploration Di,ision. He is 

currently (since 1993) Director of the Planetary Geosciences Institute at the University of 
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Tennessee in Knoxville, and he is an eminence on extraterrestrial minerals, a Fulbright 
Fellow with postdoctoral studies at the Carnegie Institution, the Max-Planck-] nstitu t in 
Germany, etc. 

Poulain still wanted an additional opinion from the Soviet Union, the other counu-y with a 
significant space program. The opportunity presented itself when the Soviet Ambassador in 
Argentina gave a lecture at an International Book Expo in Cordoba. Poulain's sister gave 
him personally a sample of the fragment with aJJ the documentation collected up to that 
point. The package was forwarded by the Embassy t0 P rofessor V. L. Barsukov of the 
Vemadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry of the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences. On July 30, 1984, Prof. Barsukov wrote the following letter t0 Poulain: 

"Dear Mr. A. Poulain: 

"My colleagues and I have been informed by the Soviet Embassy in the Republic of 
Argentina of your letter of October 7, 1983, with a.IJ the copies of your 
correspondence with scientists in the United States, where the results of the analysis 
of a material found by you in the Andes Mountains, are discussed.' 

''Judging from the analysis, the most probable is that this material is an artificial aJJoy, 
but not a material of terrestrial or non terrestrial (meteoric) origin. Therefore, it 
would not be useful for the Soviet Union t0 acquire it.' 

''With warm regards, 

(signature) 
Prof. V. L. Barsukov." 

\Y/e checked Prof. Barsukov's scientific credentials and found that he was indeed a very 
prominent Russian academician and geochemist. Valerii Leonidovich Barsukov was born in 
1928 and passed away on July 22, 1992. He was a Corresponding Member of the Division of 
Geology, Geophysics, Geochemistry and :.Mining Sciences since 1976; founder of the Central 
Laboratory of Substance Analysis (fsLA V) in 1976; Director of the V. I. Vernadsky Institute 
of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry of the Russian Academy of Sciences (GEOK.hl 
RAJ.~ until his death. He also received the VJ. Vernadskii Gold Medal for a series of works 
in comparative planecology and the geochemistry of outer space in 1987; was one of the 
editors and contributors of the book ''Venus Geology, Geochemistry, and Geophysics: 
Research Results from the USSR" (1992 American edition by the University of Arizona 
Press); and author of numerous papers. According to a NASA News Release, dated 11 -19-
89, he was also the head of the Soviet delegation to " the third meeting of the U.S./ USSR 
Joint Working Group on Solar System Exploration" held in Moscow in November 1989. 

There were still a couple of additional analysis of the fragment that were conducted by 
Chilean institutions (Luciano Poulain had worked and lived in Chile for a while p rior to the 
1967 incident). However, we don't have copies of these reports at this time. A final curious 
detail is that, when photographed, the object changes color depending on the color of the 
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base supporting it; the object appeared in one photo sih-et), in the next glistening like gold, 
and so o n. 1 am no t aware o f an) known material that can produce this effect. Yes, a slight 
change o f hue o r to ne caused by changing the colors of the base, but not a complete change 
o f co lo r. Po ulain added in our interview that this anomaly was confirmed bv several 
pro fessio nal photographers, and that it remained the same regardless of wh~ther the pictures 
were taken indoors with fl ash o r outdoors with sunlight. 

This i the current status of the investigation into the Poulain UFO fragment. The 
statem ents o n the record o f Drs. Dunn, Taylor and Barsukov are generally in agreement the 

o bject i d e finitely no t a natural mineral, but an artificial alloy of some kind. However, none 
o f them \Vere ab le to determine exactly its origin and purpose-who manufacrured it and for 
what reason. This is fully consistent with the UFO hypothesis for the fragment's origin, 
whjch is clearly established in the Po ulain narrative. The next key issue is co ascertain if the 

fragm ent w as a solid piece o f the UFO itself, whjch somehO\v peeled off; or an energetic 
spark p roduced by the p ropulsion or mechanism of the UFO as it took off and ascended, a 
Ort f " Liquid m etal" which solidified upon reaching the ground. Vallee giYes a similar 

descrip tion o f th.is e ffect in hjs analysis o f the Bogota sample, which cakes us to the next 
case. 

CASE# 4 - BOGOTA (Colombia, 1975 or 1976) - Metal Fragment 

ln his 1990 book Co11fro11/atio11s, the noted French-American scientist and UFO researcher 

Dr. J acques Vallee describes a silvery metal fragment from Bogota, Colombia, that was gi,·en 
to him by the brothers Carlos and Ricardo V:ilchez, Costa Rica's foremost ufologists (whom 
1 also m et a t a co nference in San Jose in 1996). The brothers had received it from rwo 
stude nts who had o bserved a strange phenomenon on the campus of the Uru, ersiry of 
Bogota in 1975 o r 1976. According to Vallee, the students heard a strange sound overhead 
and, as they looked up on a rainy rught, "they saw a disc swinging in the air as in difficulty. 
They es timated its ruameter at four meters and its altitude ar 1,000 meters. While this first 
o bject seemed out o f control, they obsen ed four other discs fl~ing co its ,icirury as if co 
assist it. They were of the same shape and size." Vallee then adds that, accorrung co the 
witnesses, the central disk starred to eject spouts of liquid metal, which produced a \ apor as 

it fell on the wet street. "The witnesses recovered two metal chunks, about four inches by 
one and one-fourth inches in size, after letting the material cool down for about ten 
minutes." 

The first analysis conducted in Central America determmed that "the sample was an 
aluminum alloy with magnesium and tin." Once he received one sample, Vallee arranged for 
two rufferenr rests: a scanning electron microscope (SEM), which produces an X-ray 
fluorescence spectrum; and a scanning ion mass spectroscope (SIMS) or Auger analysis. The 
SEM analysis "showed the sample ro contain 93.7% aluminum, 4.8% phosphorus, 0.9% 
iron, and the rest in trace elements." The SIMS rest "found a surface layer of carbon, 
oxygen, and rutrogen. Beyond thjs unexplained layer we rud find aluminum, as well as 
~agnesium, potassium, sulphur, sodium, and silicium. Phosphorus and iron also showed up 
m trace elements." 

Vallee was unable to reach anv firm conclusion about the Bogota fragment since he was 
unable to locate the witnesses~ the original file with the witness inceniews had been lost, and 
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even the year of the event was uncertain. In this sense the Bogota case has some similarities 
with Ubatuba, where the date and witnesses are missing but a metal fragment is available for 
lab analysis. \Xie find particularl) interesting the description of the " Liqujd metal" spouted by 
the flying disc, very similar to the Campinas' "silver rain" and the sparks ejected by the 

Poulain UFO. 

CASE # 5 - T ABE (Chile, November 15, 1993) - Metal Fragment 

The Tabe alleged UFO metal comes from Chile but it was mostly analyzed in Japan. The 
owner of the two metal fragments is a Crulean citizen of Japanese descent,Jorge Tabe 
Ibarra, a rruneral prospector who Lives in the northern port city of Coquimbo. H e found the 
pieces in the Limari Valley, to the interior of Ovalle, on November 15, 1993. 

Accorrung to a summary of the case he titled, "La Historia de] OVNI" (The Hisrory of the 
UFO), Tabe was prospecting minerals in the Limari VaJJey, when he observed a UFO o n rhe 

rught of Nov. 15'\ at about 11 :30 P:M: 

"I was resting from the hard work on top of the hill Las Ramadas, the rught was clear and 
the sky deep blue. I was lookjng at the stars and the wind was freezing. lt was 11 :30 at rught 

when a UFO appeared on my back, very close to me. lt was a very strong brilJjant light with 
the shape of a half-round saucer and the size of a football field. lt had many windows and 
lights and was totally silent, producing only a strong wind. I threw myself to the ground, and 
the UFO was suspended in the air for about 10 minutes, emitting red and green Lights. It 
then took a position to start flying again and I tilted my head from the ground to take a 
better look. The UFO flew towards the mountain 'La Cuesta del Viento' (The \Xfindy 
Mountaintop) at slow speed, touchjng the top of trus ruJJ that is 5,200 meters rugh in the 
Andes Mountains. I saw with my own eyes how two luminous trungs broke off of a 
glisterung blue-wrute color, and the UFO rose at foil speed, its Lights went off, and it 
rusappeared in the sh.-y." 

On the following day, Tabe rented a horse from a local shepherd, and reached eventually the 
windy mountaintop of 'La Cuesta del Viento. ''When I reached the site-he wrote-I was 
able to see a great lurrunosity of two pieces of metal, wruch seemed Like two mirrors 

reflecting the Sun. They could be seen at great distance, so I took them and brought them to 
my home." 

Tabe's case was investigated by the Chilean ufologists Rodrigo Fuenzalida, rurector of the 
group AJON, Paola Maluje, and the psycruatrist Dr. Mario Dussuel, currently a consultant 
for the official Comrruttee for the Study of Aerial Anomalous Phenomena (CEFAA). 

Preliminary analysis were conducted by two private Chilean laboratories in 1994, Laboratorio 
Quimico in Crumba, Ovalle, and Tratamienros Termicos in Santiago. Basically, the Tabe 
samples were subjected to high temperatures and to various acids (rutric, sulfuric, picric). 
The Crumba lab wrote in a "Certificate of Testing" that, "trus unknown metal (UFO) is able 
to withstand rugh temperatures without disintegrating." The Santiago Jab concluded: 

"Unknown metal not affected by acids." 
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Far more sophisticated and high-tech analysis of the metal samples were conducted by two 

Japanese laboratories in 1995, Hitachi Metals Co., Ltd., and Matsurani Seisakusho Co., Ltd., 

thanks to the efforts of Akira Naito, a Santiago-based Japanese businessman. The 

documents are in Japanese, but we are able to read the percentages of the chemical elements 
contained in the metal samples. 

The Hitachi Metals analysis gives the follO\ving elements: 

C (carbon) 0.0021 
Si (siLicon) 0.09 
Mn (manganese) 0.02 
p (phosphorus) 0.010 
s (sulfur) 0.0001 
Ni (nickel) 0.04 
Cu (copper) 66.6278 
Al (aluminum) 9.67 
Z n (zinc) 20.38 
Sn (tin) 0.59 
Fe (iron) 2.01 
Pb (lead) 0.56 

The Matsutani analysis gives a somewhat different distribution of chemical elements, 

although copper (a common mineral in Chile's nonhern region) is the main component in 

both analysis: 

0 (oxygen) 12.61 
Al (aluminum) 27.03 

Si (silicon) 0.00 
Fe (iron) 0.42 
Cu (copper) 46.40 
Zn (zinc) 13.53 

Chilean scientists who have looked at the complete results of these analysis have apparently 

been amazed by the race of change, or flux, exhibited by the Tabe metals. According co 

Sergio Poulain, a similar effect was observed in his own metal fragment. It should be 

obvious by now that both the Chilean and Argentine UFO fragments deserve a deeper and 

more thorough analysis. 

CONCLUSION 

\'v'hile there are many other reports of UFO crashes in South America (the 1978 Tarija case 

in Bolivia and the 1996 Varginha case in Brazil are two of the most famous), we wanted to 

restrict this paper to cases where actual metallic fragments were retrieved by the witnesses 

and later subjected to open scientific analysis. Four of the metallic fragments are still 

available for further analysis, only the Campinas metal was seized by the Brazilian militarv 
and never returned. There are still other South American incidents (Ramblon and Neuq~en, 

Argentina, 1978 and Santa Cruz, Bolivia, 1979) where fragments were retrieved, but these are 
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in the hands of the military or otherwise unavailable for open scientific analysis. Although 

we know their metallic and chemical composition, the nature of the five fragments presented 

in this paper is still a mystery. As mentioned throughout the paper, they appear to be 

originally some form of "liquid metal" spewed or ejected by the object, perhaps a side-effect 
of the propulsion system of the UFO. More research needs to be conducted in th.is 

direction, but nevertheless these cases furnish a signjficant piece of physical evidence 

towards proving the existence of UFOs. 
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